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On the urge to hibernate, or fly south
t is winter in Ohio, a cold winter this year. I strain these dark mornings to check
the thermometer to find out just how cold — single digits still? Do we need
three layers or four? I cross campus with my head down, pulling my coat tight
against the wind, planning how to make as few trips outside as possible.
Taking
The students, back from their winter break, brave the cold without mitN ote
____ tens or hats. Watching them, I think about John Poling. Thirty years ago,
Poling was returning to Wooster for the second semester of his junior year.
Trouble was, he left his parents’ home in sunny New Mexico for the grey of
Wooster in January. The contrast was too much for Poling, who left the College
that spring (see “Portrait of an Artist as Mentor,” page 24).
Poling s decision raises the question I ponder every winter: Are we fools to live
here? My parents retired from New England to Georgia, where they will never
shovel snow again. Some Wooster friends relocated to Tucson, where they play
outside with their kids year round — how does that feel?
Somehow, though, I m not convinced. Would the first soft days of spring
make your heart leap if they didn’t follow cold and grey and slush? Would sum
mer still feel like liberation, and fall a celebration, if comfortably sunny days
stretched around all twelve months? Maybe the pagans and hibernating animals
have it right
we need this time of darkness and cold to slow down, look
inward, reassess. And what fun would a log fire be if the wind wasn’t howling out
side, the clouds closing in, the temperature dropping?
One day, maybe in retirement, I’ll test the theory. Until then, it’s purely a
philosophical, hypothetical question, the kind of thing we in northern Ohio toss
around as we huddle over cups of coffee, trying to stay warm — which is itself a
good thing. We come together in this season, friends and even strangers, drawn
closer to face a common foe, the cold.
Then there are the days when the sun bursts out and I loosen my scarf as I
crunch over dazzling, new-fallen snow. We can take those days as gifts, even as we
count down until spring.
_ Usa Wam> editor

I

Science and big questions
The observations of Professors Ted
Williams and Mark Wilson (“Making Sense of
Our World,” Fall 2002) about the limitations
of science and scientists might be made with
equal justice about religion and theologians.
“In the beginning God created the heaven and
the earth,” but the Bible, in my reading, does
not confront the ultimate, awesome question
of “why anything exists at all.”
George P. Clark ’38
Louisville, Kentucky
As an active member of the Institute on
Religion in an Age of Science (www.iras.orgl
and a subscriber to the online Evolutionary
Psychology list, I read “Our Origins of
Scientific Thought” (Fall 2002) by Mark
Wilson with great interest. But imagine my
surprise when I read that the word evolution
“first appeared in a Wooster catalogue in
1963. Not until 1983 did Wooster again (since
1905) offer a course specifically on evolution.”
The article later makes reference to
Warren P. Spencer, recruited to the biology
2
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1921.1 could have sworn I took a course with
evolution in the title, taught by Warren
Spencer, during the 1955-56 academic year.
I can also almost picture the textbook, and
I can picture the full page of possible final
exam questions that were provided for us to
use as preparation for the final. And the
phrase, “Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny”
has never been far from the front of my mind
all these years. Anyone else remember this?
What does a check of the catalogue show?
Lawrence D. Rupp ’58
New London, New Hampshire
Editor’s note: A check by Denise Monbarren,
special collections librarian, found that evolu
tion is not used in the title of the courses
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taught by the biology department for 19551956, nor is evolution mentioned in any of
the course descriptions.
Mark Wilson’s article describes a
bright, courageous period in the College’s
history. I am grateful to Professor Wilson
for mentioning my article in The Journal of
Presbyterian History.... I include two items
from that article that might be of interest:
First, in 1900, The University of
Wooster erected its first separate library
building (now Timken Science Library) and
carved the names of great learned men of
the past on tablets below the frieze in the
reading room: Homer, Socrates, Plato,
Moses — and directly beside him, Darwin!
Religion and evolution, set in stone in 1900!
Second, when I wrote my article, I was
looking for proof that Professor Mateer
had actually taught his ideas on evolution
in the classroom. When I mentioned my
need to the late French Professor Pauline
Ihrig ’23, she immediately went to her attic
and dug up her yellowed notes from
Mateer’s courses in biology and zoology
that she had taken in 1921-22. They proved
that he was teaching evolution, using the
four lines of evidence that Wilson cites:
comparative anatomy, embryology, etc.
The moral? Hang on to your Wooster
course notes. They may be an archival trea
sure fifty or a hundred years later.
L. Gordon Tait (religious studies, emeritus)
Wooster, Ohio
“Our Origins of Scientific Thought”
was of particular interest to me in light of
recent conflicts regarding creationism and
evolution. I have never heard discussed
what other religious groups teach regard
ing the subject — Muslims? Buddhists?
Jews? I have a pretty good idea of the
Hindu viewpoint, that we all came from
their gods.
Lois Wilson Scott ’43
Littleton, Colorado

May freeze m ovem ent R.I.P.
Thank you very much for the parody,
“Town, gown stood up to nuclear threat”
(Family History, Fall 2002). Simply hilari
ous. You exactly catch the amusing
earnestness of the early 1980s peaceniks.
Lynn Scott Hamilton ’73
North Canton, Ohio
It is unfortunate that Marie
Christiansen’s article presented only one
Winter 2003

College education for the long run
oes a liberal arts education really make a difference? Those of us who have
experienced it first hand have long argued that it does. Now a new survey pro
vides corroboration. A comparative study of 1,571 alumni from the classes of 1970
through 1995 at several hundred colleges and universities has found that
From
students’ experience at small, residential liberal arts colleges is more likely to
Galpin produce meaningful and lasting benefits than that of their peers at large
Hall
public and private universities. The study was conducted by the research
firm Hardwick Day and commissioned by the Annapolis Group, a consortium of
the nation’s leading liberal arts colleges, including Wooster.
Liberal arts college alumni reported closer interaction with professors, greater
involvement in experiential learning and extracurricular activities, and a greater
sense of community with other students. They are significantly more likely than
graduates of other types of colleges to hold a graduate degree and to feel better pre
pared for life after college.
And they credit their undergraduate experience with helping them develop a
broad range of skills such as problem solving, effective decision making, thinking
analytically, writing effectively, and relating to people of different backgrounds.
Annapolis Group alumni say these skills have remained extremely important in
their lives after college. More than the undergraduate major, these skills helped
grads get their first job or gain admission to graduate school, and have continued to
help with career changes or advancement. Perhaps that’s why liberal arts college
graduates report higher overall satisfaction with their undergraduate education than
graduates of any other type of college or university. Certainly this is the message I
hear regularly from Wooster alumni as they reflect upon their experience here.
The study, “What Matters Most in College After College,” can be found on the
Annapolis Group Web site, www.Collegenews.org.
— President R. Stanton Hales chairs the Annapolis Group’s executive committee

D

side of arguably the worst military/foreign
policy idea of the post-World War II era.
While the idea of a nuclear weapons freeze
may hold superficial appeal, closer analysis
of the arguments propagated by the freeze
movement shows that success of the
movement would have had a harmful
long-term effect on our nation s interests.
None of us are in favor of nuclear war,
but agreeing to forego future testing of
nuclear weapons and modernization of
outmoded systems is not the way to go.
Because the Reagan administration had the
courage and foresight to reject the argu
ments of the nuclear freeze and disarma
ment movements, the West was able to win
the Cold War without firing a shot, dra
matically reduce nuclear arms under the
START II treaty, and reduce the overall
nuclear threat.
Reagan recognized that the national
security of the United States, and the
nuclear umbrella that protects our allies,
required periodic testing of America’s
nuclear weapons to ensure reliability and
safety. Nuclear materials and components
degrade in unpredictable ways, in some
cases causing systems to fail.

Reagan understood that lasting peace
could only be achieved through strength.
The result was the fall of communism and
a safer world. A nuclear weapons freeze
would have presented a long-term threat to
America’s ability to defend against Soviet
aggression and expansionism. May the
nuclear freeze movement rest in peace on
the ashes of failed ideas.
Warren Seidel ’84
Lancaster, California

A happier 9/11 m em ory
I was glad to see the piece in the Fall
2002 issue on remembering 9/11. The date

W hat do you think?
We welcome your thoughts on the
magazine’s contents. Send letters to
Lisa Watts, Editor, Wooster, Ebert Art
Center, The College of Wooster, 1189
Beall Ave., Wooster, OH 44691; or
e-mail lwatts@wooster.edu Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.
Include a phone num ber for verifi
cation.
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has been particularly memorable for my
husband, Terry, and me. On 9/11/2001
Terry, who works in the World Financial
Center, witnessed the tragedy at the
WTC first hand and spent the day walk
ing the several miles home to our Upper
West Side apartment with thousands of
other “refugees.”
On 9/11 this year, our first child,
Caroline Anne Gallagher, was born. We
are thrilled to now have a happy memory
to add to our memories of that day one
year earlier. We are glad that we will be
able to celebrate the day with her for
years to come even as we remember

W hat's your line?
We want your help with the next
issue of the magazine. Do you
know the best w ay to split wood,
move a household, book airline
tickets, brew beer, coach a youth
team, hang pictures? Everyone has
at least one talent or skill to share.
W hat is the specialized body of
knowledge that you — or an alum
you know — carries around?
We are compiling a list of
alumni expertise, the more unique
the better, for the spring Wooster.
W rite to Iwatts@wooster.edu or
call, 330-263-2187.

those we knew who lost their lives.
Elisa Schulz Gallagher ’89
New York City

Rediscovering Great Books
A Fall 2001 Wooster story told of two
alums, Denise Ahlquist ’82 and Garth
Katner ’84, who are working to promote
the programs of the Great Books
Foundation. My mother was a devotee of
Great Books as far back as 1948.1 envied
the experiences she once had in her discus
sion group. I heard nothing about Great
Books for forty-five years, and then I read
the Wooster article.
I decided to start a group here in
Delaware, Ohio. Most of us are retired,
some are former faculty from Ohio Wesley
an University. We have met every month for
a year in the public library and are about to
finish the first volume of the introductory
series. Being in Great Books is like revisiting
the Western Concepts of Man course I took
my senior year under Dean William
Taeusch, Professor Coolidge, and others.
Lee H. Lybarger ’56
Delaware, Ohio

Thanks for Matt’s photos
I have wondered many times, looking at
whichever proves to be the gem of a photo
in each issue of Wooster — this time my
favorite is the Victorianesque, sepia-toned
oval homage to Professor Tierney and
cloning (see above): “Who shot this?”
Always, Matt Dilyard. His work is an asset

Torn Tierney (philosophy) from “Is Human Cloning
Inevitable?,” Wooster, Fall 2002, a Matt Dilyard photo.

to the unique quality of your publication.
The publication has improved dramatically
in recent years, but the photos are consis
tently what sets it apart from those my wife
or my son receive from their alma maters.
What I most admire is Dilyard’s eye for the
composed but not posed image, his feel for
that moment when real people in real life
move into, or reveal themselves in, a portrait
before flying away again. He has a talent for
making people look better than they do.
Ned Rightor ’68
Needham, Massachusetts

Frozen tim e
Snowy branches
frame the clock on
Kauke Hall’s
tower.
Photo by Matt
Dilyard
4
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Stories fro m around the Wooster cam pus

A NEW V EN TU RE
Dianna Kardulias (left),
director of the Wooster Lilly
Project for the Exploration of
Vocation, and Emily
Leachman, associate director,
outside Parkinson House on
Beall Avenue. The College is
renovating the Victorian to
house the Lilly Project staff
and programs.
Matt Dilyard photo

Wooster awarded $1.7M Lilly grant
New courses, internships
to focus on vocation, faith,
and community service
ith a grant of $1,789,316 from Lilly
Endowment Inc., The College of
Wooster is launching an initiative to
encourage students and other members of
the college community to reflect on ques
tions of faith, meaning, and values.
Wooster is one of thirty-nine colleges
and universities, including four in Ohio,
to receive a grant from the endowment.
Totaling $76.8 million, the grants repre
sent the third round of the endowment s
Programs for the Theological Exploration
°f Vocation.
“Individual discovery of vocation
unfolds most fully within supportive
communities,” says Dianna Kardulias
(classical studies), director of Wooster’s
Lilly Project. “This will encourage new
communities for reflection in which stu
dents, staff, and faculty can come together

W
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to deepen their understanding of their
unique calls to service in the world.”
Project directors will develop courses
that focus on what the concept of voca
tion implies for various professions and
for individuals. The College also will
expand service learning offerings, bring
speakers to campus, and organize retreats.
Through the grant, the College plans
two new field experience programs: med
ical internships and a seminary semester.
The medical internship will place students
during the summer with domestic and
international humanitarian medical aid
agencies affiliated with religious organiza
tions. Through their work, students inter
ested in health-related careers can gain
insight into the spiritual as well as physi
cal dimension of healing.
The seminary semester will place
Wooster students at seminaries affiliated
with the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) for
course work and community service. The
experience is designed for students who
are considering ordained ministry and for

those who wish to deepen their theologi
cal education and enhance their ability to
serve as lay leaders in the church.
Another initiative supported by the
Lilly grant is a summer program of
focused discovery. Borrowing from the
model of the Watson Fellowship, the pro
gram will encourage students to explore
the relationship between their profession
al passion, aspiration, ability, and wider
community needs.
‘In the process of developing this
grant proposal, we gathered information
from many of our students,” says Linda
Morgan-Clement, Wooster’s campus min
ister and a Lilly Project steering commit
tee member. “They hunger for opportuni
ties to step off the career track in order to
nurture their passion, and this particular
program is in direct response to that
need.”
Founded in 1937, Lilly Endowment
Inc. is a private foundation supporting
the causes of religion, community devel
opment, and education.
5
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Bob Blair returns as registrar Lower raises,
T
student aid w ill

he College appointed Robert B. Blair
registrar effective January 1. Blair
served as a professor of sociology at
Wooster from 1971 to 1999 and as registrar
from 1985 to 1988. Blair agreed to serve as
acting registrar for this past fall semester

Bob Blair
(sociology
emeritus) was
named
registrar in
January

following the departure of Glenn Davis,
now registrar at Utah State University.
‘I enjoy working with students, I know
what the faculty need, and I like playing
with numbers,” says Blair. “I’ll do my best
to see that students know where they stand
regarding their official academic record
and that faculty have all the advising aids
we can provide. It is satisfying to provide a
service that is well received.”
In other administrative news, inter
views began in January for an admissions
director. Ruth Vedvik has been serving as
acting director since Carol Wheatley
stepped down last summer. Similarly, a
committee of faculty and staff expects to
interview a handful of candidates this win
ter for the vice president for academic
affairs position. Thomas Falkner (classical
studies) is acting vice president for the aca
demic year.

Jones-Lewis joins development
M
oses P. Jones-Lewis joined The
College of Wooster in January as
director of development. He will be
responsible for a broad range of develop
ment activities, including major gift solic
itation, coordination of volunteer activi
ties, and stewardship.
“We are delighted that Moses has
returned to advancing the cause of inde
pendent liberal arts education,” says Sara
L. Patton, vice president for development.
“His experience and accomplishments in
college and university fund-raising, cou
pled with a warm and engaging personali
ty, make him particularly suited to this

Moses JonesLewis joins
Wooster’s
development
office from Kent
State University

6

important assignment.”
Since 2000, Jones-Lewis has been the
associate athletic director for advancement
at Kent State University, where his respon
sibilities included the development and
implementation of a campaign plan and
cultivation and solicitation of major gifts.
He served as coordinator of athletic
advancement at Kent State from 1998 to
2000 and as assistant director of admis
sions at Mount Union College in Alliance,
Ohio, from 1996 to 1998.
While at Kent State, Jones-Lewis par
ticipated in the university’s first compre
hensive campaign. Last year, total gifts to
Kent State athletics eclipsed $1 million for
the first time.
As I stood in the archway of Kauke
Hall and watched students and members
of the faculty make their way through the
snow,” Jones-Lewis says, “I was moved by
the thought of what The College of
Wooster has meant to its many genera
tions of students. I am pleased to have the
opportunity to connect and reconnect
people to this fine liberal arts institution.”
Jones-Lewis holds a bachelor’s degree
in art and psychology from Mount Union
College and a master’s degree in higher
education administration from the
University of Akron.

balance budget
ith the stock market battering
endowment returns for a third year
and operating costs continuing to rise, the
College this fall faced the necessity of
trimming its operating budget by about
three percent.
Seven task forces made up of faculty,
administrators, and staff reviewed bud
gets across campus and recommended a
range of ways to increase revenue and
decrease costs. From this menu of
options, President R. Stanton Hales, his
executive staff, and the financial advisory
committee presented a plan, approved by
the executive committee of the Board of
Trustees in January.
The plan has four major elements:
• limiting the pool for faculty and staff
salary increases to two percent for 20032004;
• slowing the growth of the financial aid
budget to save $450,000;
• restructuring the College’s Ohio Higher
Education Facility Commission bond
obligations to defer approximately
$320,000 in annual principal payments;
• restructuring operations at The
Wooster Inn to save $300,000 by elimi
nating overnight staffing of the front
desk, ending walk-in dinner service
Tuesday through Thursday except during
Ohio Light Opera season, and increasing
midweek catering and event business.
Smaller cost savings and revenue
increases will be realized in student ser
vices, athletics, and the academic areas.
Taken together, these steps allow the
college to balance next year’s budget and
avoid deficits that otherwise were project
ed to reach as high as $2.4 million over
the next four years.
In the past year, dozens of colleges
and universities have faced similar chal
lenges. Oberlin, Dartmouth, Stanford,
Duke, and Boston University, among oth
ers, have announced plans to cut budgets,
lay off staff, or both. In March 2002,
Wooster eliminated thirty full- and parttime administrative and staff positions.
The new plan avoids further staffing cuts.

W
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Wooster celebs:
Names w ith
claims to fame
e've always been proud of
our own heavy hitting Ted
W illiams (chemistry emeritus),
while we don't talk much about
our actual John Dean '61. But
who would have thought that The
College of Wooster, tucked away
in the nation's heartland, would
have graduated dozens of
celebrities? There's Harold Potter
'46, Martha Stewart '2 4 , even
Richard Simmons '5 4 — only
he's an ophthalmologist. And
James Bond '61 is a practicing
orthodontist. A look through the
alumni directory reveals more:

Patriots an d politicians:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bill Clinton '73
John Kennedy '7 7
John Hancock 1876
Betsy Ross (Church) '43
Benjamin Franklin '84
John Glenn '43
W illiam Penn '28

Actors a n d musicians:
• Helen Hunt '42
• Michael Jackson '6 9 (he's an
oil pollution officer with the
Coast Guard)
• Steve Martin '91
• Emma (Collins) Thompson '28
• Robert Dillon '4 5 (OK, so he
changed the spelling)
• James Taylor '68
• James Brown '6 6 (he's a
history professor in South
Carolina)
• Kurt Russell '9 4 (also a history
teacher)
• Steven Foster '71

W riters
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thomas W olf '58
Ann Beatty '8 4
E. (Elizabeth) B. W hite 1886
Steven King '98
L. (Lelah) M. Montgomery '20
James Baldwin 1897.
—
Molly Moreland and
Katherine Nicholson, '03s

Winter 2003

Matt Dilyard photo
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Hello Mother, hello Father, here I am, on the Internet...
Laura Monroe ’03 shares the universal college student’s greeting home via Wooster’s student Web camera, which trans
mits 24-hour live, moving images from the information desk in Lowry Center. International students have scheduled
appearances in front of the camera with family members back home, who can tune in to the Web site to see their student.
A second Web camera focuses on different areas of campus. To view the scenes, visit www.woaster.edulwehc.aml

NSF honors Edmiston’s outreach
T
he National Science Foundation awarded
Paul Edmiston (chemistry) a $400,000
CAREER grant to develop simple, inexpen
sive but highly sensitive technologies to detect
explosives in real time. Edmiston’s work,
funded through the NSF’s Analytical and
Surface Chemistry Program over a five-year
period, includes laboratory research along
with programs that bring rural and inner-city
high school students together with chemistry
majors to conduct analytical experiments.
Edmiston came to Wooster in 1997 as a
Dreyfus Scholar. Over time, he has combined
his research interests in developing chemical
sensors with innovative efforts to reach high
school students and non-science majors using
“who-dunnit” forensics problems that involve
chemistry lab work.
The CAREER program of the National
Science Foundation recognizes and supports
the early career-development activities of
teacher-scholars who are most likely to
become academic leaders. CAREER awardees
effectively integrate research and education
within the context of the mission of their
institutions.
“This grant, the largest ever awarded to
an individual member of our faculty, is an

exceptional achievement,” says Tom Falkner,
acting vice president for academic affairs.
“The CAREER grants are among the most
prestigious offered by
the National Science
Foundation to instruc
tors at liberal arts col
leges.”
In the lab, Edmiston
hopes to create porous,
glass-like materials that
selectively bind trinitro
toluene (TNT), one of
the principal compo
nents in many explosives. The presence of
TNT could be determined by a change in
color or fluorescent light output of the glassy
material. Such sensing has the potential to be
inexpensive, durable, and easy to use.
In addition, Edmiston hopes to promote
scientific literacy. “I am keenly aware that sci
ence is an enigma to many people,” he says.
“This fact leads to an unintentional divide
between scientists and other groups. My
approach will be to use the topic of forensics
as a central theme to work with three popula
tions: pre-college students, non-science
majors, and science majors.”
— John Finn
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A Wooster communication
professor studies friendships
as social support

ichelle Johnson, professor of communication at
Wooster since 1997, conducts research in the areas of
friendship and family relations, particularly in how
people use communication to solicit social support from oth
ers and to deal with conflict. Here, she answers some questions
about friendship and her research.

M

Yo u ’v e

got

s o m e i n t e r e s t i n g f i n d in g s a b o u t g e n d e r a n d

f r i e n d s h ip .

Yes. So often there’s this Mars/Venus thing — everyone
likes to focus on how differently men and women behave. You
read about it in textbooks; it’s a fun thing to talk about. But as
I study it more, it becomes clear that we aren’t that different.
We actually share a lot of similarities, primarily that men and
women both want close relationships. We want to feel loved.
People do tend to turn more to their female friends in
emotional crises. But both male and female friends are expect
ed to provide emotional and tangible support.
Males do more criticizing of each other and name calling,
in a friendly way, than women do. But if you ask people about
self-disclosure, about how open they are and how much they
know about their friends, men and women give equally strong
responses. Even if a third party might determine that women
disclose more to each other than men do, men feel that they
disclose as much.
I’m not saying that men and women aren’t different. Take
conflict, for example. For men, the number of times that the
same conflict issue is brought up affects their feelings of affec
tion and commitment. In other words, the more one difficult
issue is discussed, the more a man will distance himself from
the friendship. Women can discuss the same issue multiple
times without impacting their friendship. Women will distance
themselves when friends bring up too many conflict topics;
men don’t seem to mind a variety of conflict issues as much.
Yo u r

research

looks at an area called “face w ork.” W h at is

that?

In one study, I presented subjects with a crisis — their com
puter crashed, say, so they just lost important work — and
measured how explicitly people would ask their friends for
help. Would they try to ‘save face’ by beating around the bush
or by prefacing their request with statements like, “You’re so
smart....” The results showed that the closer a person feels to a
8

friend, the more direct his or her message becomes. It depends
not so much on gender but on the quality of the friendship.
Basically, we know we have some friends who would do whatev
er we need them to do.
W h a t ’s y o u r s t a n d o n t h e a g e - o ld q u e s t io n (a t le a s t s in c e t h e
m o v ie , When Harry Met Sally) o f w h e t h e r m e n a n d w o m e n
c a n b e frie n d s ?

In a study I conducted of friends and daters and their non
verbal cues — we spent time watching cross-gender couples
hanging out in bars — I was surprised by how many cross-gen
der friendships we saw. We saw a lot of non-verbal communi
cation in these non-romantic friendships. These friends do a
lot of hand holding, throwing an arm around the other’s
shoulder, leaning against each other, patting each other. We
found very little difference in these behaviors between friends
and daters.
The challenge is that grey, middle ground between friend
and romantic partner. How do we talk about this kind of
friendship, especially if one person is more attracted than the
other? And how do you act with each other, how much do you
display affection? You definitely see more jealousy issues in
cross-gender friendships.
How d o e s t h e p r o c e s s o f m a k i n g f r i e n d s c h a n g e o v e r tim e ?
When you’re a child, friends are the people in your class or
on your street. The friendships are very fleeting - whomever
you re playing with at the time is your friend. It’s based on very
concrete things, like what you’re doing.
As we get older, our friendships revolve around more emo
tive/ cognitive dimensions. Friends help us understand our
selves; they’re a wonderful mirror for ourselves.
It might take less time to determine who your friends will
be as you get older, because you know what qualities you want
in a friend and you may see more quickly the interests and
preferences you have in common. Still, being in the same place
at the same time is a key driving force. You tend to befriend
people you are physically around most often.
As w e g e t o ld e r, d o o u r r e l a t i o n s h i p s w i t h i n o u r f a m ily
b e c o m e m o r e i m p o r t a n t t h a n o u r f r ie n d s h ip s ?
We show loyalty to our romantic partner first, then friends,
then family
in that order. One might intuitively think that
Wooster

“Friendship is a
common belief in the
same fallacies,
mountebanks and
hobgoblins.”
— H .L . M e n c k e n

"Close friends
contribute to our
personal grow th.
They also
contribute to
our personal
pleasure,
m akin g the
music sound
sweeter, the
w in e taste
richer, the
laughter
ring louder
because th ey are
th ere."
— Ju d it h V io r s t

“ F r ie n d s h ip

and

m oney:

OIL AND WATER.”
— M a r io P u z o

"E veryone likes
to focus on h o w
d iffe re n tly m en an d w o m en b e h a v e .... W e actually share a lot o f sim ilarities,
p rim a rily th a t w e both w a n t close relationships. W e w a n t to feel lo v e d ."
— M ichelle Jo h n s o n (above )

family would be first, but romantic partners win out by a huge
amount. You choose your friends. Those relationships are
active and voluntary. Your family will always be your family
you tend to take that for granted. We have to work harder to
keep our friends at a close level.
y o u ’r e a l s o looking at fam ily co m m u n icatio n an d p aren tal
su p p o rt o f college-aged stu d en ts. W hat are you learning?

I conducted a survey of first-year students this August,
before they came to Wooster. I got some three hundred
responses out of roughly five hundred surveys. I was ti ying to
determine how close the students feel to their families, what
family rituals they have, how they talk about risky behaviors. I
asked a lot of health questions.
Then I surveyed the students again this fall, after three
months at Wooster. I asked what their parents were offering
Winter 2003

emotional support? Tangible, financial support? Information,
resources? Are the students practicing any risky behaviors such
as heavy drinking, missed sleep, poor nutrition? We also are
getting at depression issues.
The questions are, what happens in the transition to col
lege life, and what family relations affect that transition? The
answers could help us understand some key factors for keep
ing young people in school and helping them become better
adjusted.
I hope to survey these students again as sophomores.
Is n ’t

t h is

g ettin g away from y o u r frie n d sh ip studies?

Yes, but it is a study of personal relationships — my main
area of interest. I like this type of research because it has very
practical uses. Our findings might help us come up with tips
for orientation and information to assist parents. E2

Friends
Clockwise from top: Gay Flory
Ferguson and Marty Eagleton
Begalla, ’67s; Jim Switzer ’64
(front row, far right) and his
Gable housemates; Jim Bean ’42
(French, emeritus) and
Todd Fach '88; Todd
Bescak and Allison Hightshoe
Bescak, ’95s; Sean Conway and
Felix Catheline, ’01s;
and (center) Catherine Allen
and Julie Kerr, ’90s.
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"We don't see each other often enough, but when we do, it seems

A more innocent time

impossible that nearly fifty
years have flown by.
That's friendship."

'W e met on the
y best friend is Craig Young. I was a new
international student on campus with
very few friends. He was a
band recruit from
Youngstown who played the
alto sax. We met on the way
to Odd Lots and decided to
browse the store together.
Neither of us had a vehicle, and neither of us
had any money. It was a fun trip.
We figured out that we both liked dark
beer, had a strange taste in comedy, and loved
buffets and Chinese food. We were both resi
dents of Douglass, and we would hang out
with each other a lot over the next couple of
weeks. This m utu
al acceptance soon
turned into a very
strong friendship
that lasted all four
years and contin
ues today.
My experience
at Wooster would
have been a lot
poorer without
Craig’s friendship.
Graduation and
real life have made
it difficult for us
to be as close as
before, but he is,
and always will be
my closest friend.
Hus! — Madhujit
Ghosh ’99

M

ondra Yost and Sandra Zummo. We must have been predestined to
share that front downstairs bedroom in Miller Manor when we came
to Wooster as timid freshmen in 1953. With Betty Meyer an aye
Dunlap, we made quite a quartet in a room that today s college stu
dents would find primitive. No
Sondra Yost Matter and
phone, no refrigerator, no com

S

Sandra Zummo Lang, '57s

if

we wanted music, we sang! Mostly we giggled a 1°*- ^ was a ^ar more
innocent time.
,
.
,
Yoder, Yoder, Yost, Zummo. That’s how we sat in chapel every day
How could we not become close friends! She majorec in speec an
majored in chemistry, but we found much in common. We sang alto in
the chapel choir together. We both decided to remain in epen en an
not go through initiation into one of
the clubs, though we had friends in all
of the social clubs.
We didn’t have cars, and we had
no money to spend. But we had fun!
She walked with me up the hill to a
dentist when 1 had to have wisdom
teeth pulled. We saw each other
through minor romances. We went to
________________________
anearby orchard to buyapplesand
cider, and we ate all o u r meals in the dorm dining rooms.
All that was fun, but here’s where she made the real change in y
life. In our junior year, she and Rod Matter ’57, who were dating and
subsequently married, set up a blind date. Rod s roommate, Bill Lai g
’57, would meet me after he finished kitchen chores in Kenardens
basement and take Sondra’s roommate, me, to a las et ra game.
End of story. Bill and I were married in the old stone chapel
June 10, 1957 (also the day Sondra and I graduated). Sondra and Rod
were in the wedding party, of course. And now a ter
aPPy ^ . ’
five children and twelve grandchildren, I still thank Sondra for l e g
my friend and finding me a husband! We don t see eac i 0 er
enough, but when we do, it seems impossible that near y y )
have flown by. That’s friendship.
- Sandra Zummo Lang 57
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My best friend became my husband
hile I tend to think of the crazy times I had
with all of my sorority sisters or the wild
adventures I had with my fellow resident advisers,
and even some fantastic times with faculty, it is my
husband, Todd, who still stands out as my best
friend through the good times
and bad times at Wooster.
Todd BeSCak a n d
What an amazing time we
Allison Hightshoe
had, living off our parents’
money! We had no idea how
Bescak, '95s
good we had it. We made a
video chronicling our college experience before we
graduated. What a keepsake. I laugh at how young
and fun we were. Now, after living in the real world
together for seven years, not much has changed. We
still do crazy things to make us laugh, like pranks
on the neighbors and spontaneous road trips to
just get away. Yet this time around it is with twin
three-year-old daughters — and we have a baby on
the way. It just amazes me that Todd and I have this
special history together, thanks in part to our lovely
College of Wooster.
Now we are raising kids together, praying that
our kids will find their special someone like we
were able to.
— Allison Hightshoe Bescak ’95

W

V
"We were just kids taking walks together on campus
or sledding on cafeteria trays on the hill
behind Lowry Center."

Teammates since first grade
y best friend, Sean Conway, and I began school
together in first grade at St. Christine’s on the west
side of Youngstown, Ohio. Our friendship began to
develop in the fourth grade, when we started our foot
ball careers. Sean’s dad, Bill
Sean Conway and
Conway, was our coach for
j
the
West Catholic
Felix Catheline, '0
Crusaders. We later started
together in our junior and senior years for Ursuline
High School before we graduated in the spring of 1997.
We both came to Wooster to play football, which
was great, especially the first couple of weeks of foot
ball camp when nobody really knows anyone. Sean
rotated in on varsity for our first two years, I started
on defense my last two years. Sean retired from foot
ball before our junior year, giving us eleven years as
teammates. We are
also fraternity broth
ers (Phi Sigma Alpha,
pledge class 1997).
I leaned on Sean
the day my dad died.
Sean was the one who
told me the news and
stuck with me before I
left campus for home.
Sean married last

M
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summer, and he definitely leaned on me in the months
before his wedding. He was pretty nervous. I took it
upon myself to tease him as much as I could.
He lives in Alliance, Ohio, where he teaches junior
igh and helps coach high school football. I live in
ooster, where I work with a co-op between Church of
the Saviour and Fellowship of Christian Athletes. I also
help coach high school foot
ball.
We talk at least
weekly, we visit every couple
of weeks. We do not really
need a good reason
to call. We some
times just end up
talking about
coaching, football,
wrestling, or what
ever. It would be
awesome if some
day we were on the
same coaching staff
together. I think
that day will come
sooner or later.
— Felix
Catheline ’01

Wooster

T

and Bob Clark, 7 7

game room shoot
ing pool for a few
hours. Both of our dads were doctors and we
had a lot in common. We were smart enough
never to be roommates — that kept our
friendship strong.
We are like brothers. Over the years we
have always kept in touch, never letting more
than a few months go by without talking. He
was the best man at my wedding and the first
to commiserate with me after my divorce. I
went to his wedding in New Mexico this past
December. He’s a Michigan fan and I m OSU,
so for the last thirty years we’ve had a stand
ing bet on the game. Loser pays for golf at

our yearly golf vacation that includes Jay
Gustafson ’76, John Scotland ’77, and Gary
Davisson ’77.
The seventies were a great time to be at
Wooster. I was a founding member of
Crandell House (formerly Second Section).
We had a dubious reputation, reminiscent of
National Lampoon’s Animal House. But dou
ble secret probation aside, we all gained
degrees and friends for life. We have celebrat
ed weddings and births, lent support and
comfort in times of personal crises, and
never forgotten what Wooster gave us: each
other.
Whenever a few of us gather, it’s 1976 all
over again. People who have been around us
for any length of time are amazed at how
vivid our memories are —- frankly, they are
jealous. The “warm womb of Wooster”
affords all students the chance to make more
than acquaintances.
— Joe Carpineto ’76

ofFriends

he friendships I made at Wooster have last
ed for thirty-plus years. Bob Clark and I
met the first day of freshman year. We were at
a mixer and both our roommates met some
,
women, so we
Joe Carpineto 76 ended up in the

Best

Those seventies guys

A friend to be serious or screech with
ulie Kerr and I met on our first day at Wooster. We were roommates by chance in a triple
in Babcock, room 232. We had corresponded a few times via mail (the pre-e-mail days)
prior to arriving at Wooster, but we had never met.
-----Julie quickly proved to be a great friend. I could count on her whether I was feelm Sm . }ng siUy or blue. We shared some good laughs as roommates, not to mention a few
■ al
cries and several rant sessions about assignments, papers, and a few professors! We
went on spring break together and both got badly sunburned
, .
jC f* ti,e same afternoon, wincing through dinner to try to hide it t a t h e r i n e A llen a n d
from Julie’s grandparents.
j |j u
aqq
We decided to be roommates again our sophomore year.
'
This second year started off great. The two of us had a triple to ourselves the first
semester, in Babcock 332.1 remember that we ordered KD Pizza every week on the
same night — probably the night of the infamous “white meal” at Lowry (to be
" avoided!). My half of the pizza was sausage and jalapenos, hers was olives and
jalapenos. Why do I remember this?
Unfortunately, we went through some rocky times toward the end of the year and
grew apart. Neither of us remembers exactly why. We both spent at least part of our
junior years abroad. I went to France; Julie went to Australia. By the time we both got
back, we had missed each other so much that we had completely forgotten why we
weren’t getting along before we left. Although I lived in a single in the French House
(in the pre-Luce Hall days), and she was in a single in Babcock, we grew close again.
We usually see each other now once a year, either in New York, where she lives, or
wherever I happen to be living (I have moved too many times to mention). She has
been my maid of honor two times (and the best friend I could have ever asked for during a
divorce). The second time, she was clearly tickled to see me marry a mutual Wooster friend,
Joshua Bauroth 89.
We have spent countless hours on the phone, talking seriously or screeching in hysteria
about something utterly ridiculous. My phone charges to Julie likely rival, if not surpass,
those to my parents. I am certain Julie will be my close friend until our final days. I feel
lucky to have her in my life.
— Catherine Allen ’90

J

„

Alien and Kerr, ’90s, hanging out~
In Babcock 232 in!986
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"I felt, then, as I do now, that I am an extended part of the Bean family.
Coach

Lessons in PMA
from the 'old man'
first met Coach Jim Bean when I was a senior in high
school, but not on your typical recruiting trip. I wasn’t
recruited to or even considering Wooster. I had traveled
to see my then-girlfriend compete for Wooster in the
NCAA regional championships in Indiana. By the end
of that trip, I had learned enough about Coach Bean to
know that he was the kind of coach I wanted to run for.
On the first day of
Todd Fach '8 8 and
practice, thirty-five runners
Jim Bean '4 2 (French, showed up for a sport that
carries only seven on its
cross country
varsity squad. Coach treat
ed each one of us as impor
coach emeritus)
tant. Coach, or “the old
man as he sometimes refers to himself, always stressed Positive
Mental Attitude — PMA. This was important whether you
came in first or last, and he made sure that everyone knew it.
This tradition continues as he encourages today’s Scot harriers
from the sidelines. Coach Dennis Rice gives a Jim Bean PMA
Award every season to the runner that exemplifies this attitude.
His positive attitude and a sense of camaraderie extended
well beyond practice at the PEC. I felt, then, as I do now, that I
am an extended part of the Bean family. Coach made every
runner feel that way. He and his wife, Sally, went out of their
way to open up their home to every runner, to give them a
home away from home.” Even though he is “retired,” Coach
and Sally still have the Scot harriers, men and women, down to

I

their Pearl Street home for apple crisp and Sally’s special
chocolate sauce. If you want to see the impact this has had on
runners throughout the years, you can look at one of the
numerous journals that Jim and Sally have kept. Each runner
or student who stopped by for a visit has written a line or two
in one of those journals.
I’ve been fortunate to stay in contact with Coach over the
past few years. Living close to Wooster gives me the opportunity
to watch the current crew of Scot harriers. Coach’s friendship
means a great deal to me, as it does to every runner or student
he’s met. I still carry his PMA mantra when and if I race. More
important, I try to make friends and family feel as cherished as
he and Sally have made me feel over the years. — Todd Fach ’88

Gable Guys grow up
A dre at Hoover Cottage in the summer of 1960 put that
girls (sorry, women’s) dorm out of commission. Gable
House, among other off-campus houses the College
acquired, became a boys’ (sorry, men’s) dorm so that a
floor of Douglass, then the freshmen males’ dorm, could

Jim Switzer '6 4 house the Hoover females. The result:
ten boys who have grown into men
and housemates and whose relationships, begun by
accident, have continued by design for
more than forty years. We get together, at Gable House
when possible, during our class reunions. We’ve had as
many as eight of the original ten meet on the porch or in
the lounge. E-mail helps, too.
My extended Gable House experience probably did as
much as anything at Wooster to educate me, and, along
with Dick Liebe’s geology and Jack Carruth’s music appre

ciation and (must I admit it) Warren Maddox’s French
courses, has given me — how shall I say? — a growing
understanding of the world.
I learned early on that I wasn’t the only National Merit
student around — I think there were six in Gable. And my
exaggerated opinion of my academic abilities got some per
spective when I earned (deservedly) the lowest grades of the
group that first semester. Discovering that at six feet, I was
the third shortest in the house also gave me some perspective.
After graduation I watched as the Gable Guys got m ar
ried and had children. Kid pictures decorated my fridge
(still do) as the offspring grew up year by year. Marriages
flourished, foundered, rebounded, ended in divorce, ended
in death. One of us married an instant family. I learned
that no matter how well I thought I knew someone, I really
didn’t know much at all. I tried to learn that a friend listens
more than he talks.
Wooster

Roommates (sort of)
again after 30 years
othing is more comforting to my husband, Jim, and me
than driving up the hill to our vacation home in the
North Carolina mountains and seeing the lights on at the
home of Gay and her husband, Cullen. Just as we unlock our
door, we hear our phone ringing and then Gay s cheerful

N

Marty Eagleton Begalla and
Gay Flory Ferguson, '67s

dinner tomorrow

my

Wooster roommate and has been my friend for nearly forty
years. In many ways, over all this time, very little has
changed. We still drink coffee together to wake up and we
still share our experiences, hopes, and dreams.
We first met as assigned roommates in our sophomore
year in 1964. My freshman roommate had transferred from
Wooster, Gay had just arrived from an unfulfilling freshman
year at another college.
In the years since, what we all know about Wooster
that it’s “the kind of school where you meet friends you will
have for life”— has certainly proven true for us. But many
years slipped by before we began to appreciate the depth o
our friendship. Amid the rigors of graduate school and
young marriages, we drifted apart. Then, in 1993, we were
shocked to learn that our third roommate, Pam Hill Grit t
’67, had died in a traffic accident. The tragedy jolted us into
the realization that friendship means being able to pic up
where you left off, no matter how long it s been since you ve
seen each other. Suddenly we knew that our friendship must
be cherished and nurtured while we still have time.
In 1995 my husband and I bought our second home m
Black Mountain, North Carolina, only to learn that Gay an

I stumbled into a first job teaching at the University o
Akron and stayed there, quite happily, until I retire . o
Weaver also has made a career at one school, the University
of Kansas. Colin MacKinnon surprised me by not liking
academe. He took up writing about the Middle East or a^
Washington, D.C., publication and is free-lancing. Laver e
Berry set out to be a professor, but it didn’t happen, e
toiled at Time-Life Books and the Library of Congress,
but he has a second life as a scholar of Ethiopian Stu les,
sans academic ties. Bob Walcott has been a hospita
administrator, an Episcopal priest, and a nursing home
director, among other things.
We’re having dinner with the Walcotts next week and
I’ll see the MacKinnons on my drive south to Florida, e
may well dredge up some old Gable House tales, but we 11
Probably pick up where we left off and move ahead.
; F
F
_ Jim Switzer 64
Winter 2003

Cullen had been vacationing
at the Presbyterian confer
ence grounds in nearby
Montreat for years. One
thing led to another, and two
years later the Fergusons
bought their own get-away
home just a short (but very
steep) walk down the road
from ours. And so we find
ourselves almost roommates
once more. Once again, we
Gay Fergmon and Marfy
^
share all the joys of life,
m 1969, and together again in 2001.
including birthdays, the
Fourth of July, New Year’s Eve, retirements, and weddings.
In the past seven years, we’ve supported each other
through our mutual struggles with careers, aging parents,
and life-threatening illnesses, and we will continue to do so
until we die.
Our friendship is the kind that we all came to know in
the first grade. A friend is the person who plays with you,
shares secrets with you, and holds your hand as you walk
through the scary halls.
— Marty Begalla ’67

A twentieth reunion in 1984 of some Gable Guys: (Front row, I to r) Rob
Weaver, Russ Yamazaki, Jim Switzer; (back) Laverle Berry, Colin
MacKinnon, Bob Walcott, Bill Hunter, ’64s.
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a Lifesaving

r m c i r m i e was
..70 c grim,
r r r i ™ but
K,lt
The prognosis
former Scot basketball
captain Chuck Cooper ’73
got a little help from
friends old and new to beat his
toughest opponent yet.

-

Assist
by John Finn

ime was running out on Chuck Cooper ’73. His ordeal
began in the summer of 1993, when doctors told him
that he had acute pancreatitis. It was unsettling news, but
nothing that a strapping 225-pound, 6 7 " physically fit male in
his forties couldn’t handle. He had been dealing with ulcerative
colitis since his undergraduate days at Wooster.
Unfortunately, Cooper soon learned that pancreatitis
packed more punch than any opponent he ever faced as an ath
lete. Hospitalized five times between 1993 and 1998, he eventu
ally had his gallbladder removed. Following the surgery, the
physicians still weren’t certain that they had identified the root
of the problem.
In October 1998, Cooper became increasingly jaundiced.
He lost significant weight, was extremely fatigued, and suffered
chronic itching. Doctors at the Cleveland Clinic pronounced
what a surgeon friend of Cooper’s had speculated about five
years earlier: primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC), a disease
that attacks the liver and is often fatal. Cooper’s name was
immediately added to a nationwide list of those in need of a
liver transplant.

T

Getting a game plan
ooper knew he would have to develop a strategy for deal
ing with this potentially deadly foe. “When I got the news, I
called my wife, Joan, right away,” says Cooper. “Here I was, cry
ing in my office, and there she was, crying in her office. I told
her we would spend about two days feeling sorry for ourselves,
and that would be it. Then we would approach everything that
came our way in the most positive way possible.”
Cooper’s strategy focused first on Joan and their three chil
dren — Scott, Erin, and Greg. “I thought about making a ‘just
in case’ video to leave behind for my kids, but that struck me as
being negative, as if I were planning to fail, so I decided against
it,” says Cooper. “No one in the family was allowed to talk about

C
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death. I’m convinced we could not have survived without
that type of attitude.”
Joan agrees. “He was so positive, it really made things
easier for the rest of us,” she says. “We all tried to mirror his
positive attitude.”
The second phase of Cooper’s strategy involved goal set
ting. Before every season, players and coaches set goals —
some for the team and some for themselves. Cooper’s goals
focused on others, particularly his family. He wanted to see
Scott graduate from college. He wanted to be there to walk
Erin down the aisle. And he wanted to continue watching
Greg play high school basketball.
Finally, Cooper reacquainted himself with another old
friend. “I used to like the Disney character Jiminy Cricket,”
says Cooper. “Almost every day, on my way to and from
work, I would sing, ‘I’m no fool, no siree, I’m going to live to
be 103.’”
Cooper started to hear from old friends, especially his for
mer teammates. “Coach Van Wie must have put the word out,”
says Cooper. “I was getting calls almost daily from guys like
Reggie Minton ’63, Larry Shyatt ’73, and Tim Baab ’71.1 felt
like I was still part of the team. In some ways, I had a stronger
bond with my teammates and with the College than ever
before.”
At the same time, Cooper was developing a relationship
with another group of area basketball enthusiasts who ironically
were battling the same disease. Steve Loy, head basketball coach
at Walsh College, Hal Smith, head basketball coach at Malone
College, and Bruce Brown, director of athletics at Lake High
School (a member of the same league as Wooster High), all suf
fered from PSC. “I knew Bruce, but I did not know Steve or
Hal, says Cooper. “I saw Hal at one of the state basketball tour
naments. He looked jaundiced and tired, just like me, so I intro
duced myself, and we struck up a friendship. He is a very reliWooster

Ironically, what Cooper really needed was for things to get
worse. In the world of organ transplants, the faster someone
declines, the more quickly he moves up the list. And Cooper
was getting worse. Shortly after July 4,1999, he started to vomit
blood. His weight continued to plummet — a full sixty pounds
in less than a year. Then came the most devastating and fright
ening of all symptoms. Victims of PSC commonly develop
ammonia on the brain, which leads to dementia. At age fortyeight, Cooper was losing the battle.
Perhaps it was the prayers, or maybe it was the mental atti
tude. Either way, the help Cooper needed so desperately came
early on the morning of July 30, 1999. Shortly after 6 a.m., he
got a phone call with the message that Cooper, his family, and
friends longed to hear: “Mr. Cooper, we’d like to offer you a
liver. Your surgery is scheduled for three this afternoon.”
Cooper and Joan dressed quickly, jumped into the car, and
headed for Cleveland. Filled with hope and anticipation, their
spirits were brighter than they had been for years. But traveling
north on Route 83, a narrow two-lane artery that connects
Wooster to the nearest interstate highway, Cooper was over
come by sadness. “I’ll never forget it,” he says. “We’re driving
along, as excited as we could be, and then it hits me — my hap
piness is the result of someone else’s grief.”
An odd mixture of joy and guilt marked the rest of the trip.
“All through my illness,” Cooper says, “I never once asked ‘why
me,’ but when I got word about the available liver, I had to ask
why I was so lucky to be chosen when many others were not.”
Cooper had to catch himself in mid-thought. Those kinds
of sentiments violated his ban on negativism. Yes, he was fortu
nate, but there were other things to consider now. Major trans
plant surgery loomed less than seven hours away.

‘Hey, I lived’
ust before surgery Cooper remembers being extremely cold.
Staff brought him heated blankets. When he awoke after eight
hours of surgery, he remembers, “My first reaction was, ‘Hey, I
lived through it.’ I also remember feeling warm again, even
without the extra blankets.”
In the days that followed, Cooper convalesced quickly.
Family, friends, and other well-wishers dropped by regularly.
When he had a few quiet moments, he would reflect on his
experience and the person whose liver saved his life. A few days
after the surgery, he guessed the identity of that person inadver
tently.
“I was watching TV in my hospital room, and I saw this
story about a funeral for the sheriff from Stark County, Bruce
Umpleby,” he says. “He had died suddenly following an
aneurysm. I started to put things together. I remembered the
medical staff telling us that the liver would come from a place
that was about twenty minutes away by helicopter. I just had a
feeling that his liver was in my body.
“I wanted to write a letter to the donor’s family, but every
time I tried to do it, I cried,” says Cooper. “My mother had to

J

“All I could do was hug him....
I knew he was going to be
the best friend I would ever have.
— W id o w H a llie U m pleby ,
ON MEETING CHUCK COOPER

gious man, and he offered a lot of support and encourage
ment.”
Spiritual support played a critical role during Cooper s
struggle. “I must have been on a zillion prayer lists, he says.
“They were all praying for me to get better. I figured you can
never have your name mentioned too many times before o
Winter 2003
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Cooper goes up for a basket against Ashland some thirty years ago. Being 6’7
was an advantage for Cooper on the basketball court, and it was a plus in the
transplant process. “Because I am so big, almost any liver would fit into that
part of my body,” he says.

put together the first letter and send it to LifeBanc.”
LifeBanc is the clearinghouse for correspondence between
liver recipients and donors’ survivors. When the donor’s
widow received the first letter from Cooper’s mother, she was
not prepared for the emotional jolt. “In her letter, Chuck’s
mother said, ‘Thanks for giving life to my son on July 30,
1999.’ I just shook.”
Soon, Hallie Umpleby responded, beginning a regular,
anonymous correspondence with Cooper. In one letter,
Cooper inadvertently listed his name and address — a viola
tion of LifeBanc policies. When it arrived at LifeBanc, officials
used White-out to cover the information before forwarding it
to Umpleby. But Umpleby couldn’t resist the urge to scrape off
the white stuff.

Actually, Cooper and Umpleby suspected each other’s
identity for some time. “I knew that the man I was corre
sponding with was a Chuck Cooper from Wooster,” says
Umpleby. “I just wasn’t emotionally ready to call him yet.”
So Cooper called first. One day at church, while delivering
a message about organ donation, he told the congregation
that he was going to call his donor’s widow as soon as he got
home, even though that violated the policies of LifeBanc.
“Because I said it in church,” he says, “I figured I better do it.
She knew right away that it was me.”
The two got together for the first time in November 2000.
“We arrived at the restaurant at the same time,” says Umpleby.
“When we got out of the car, I said to my son, ‘That’s my
Chuck.’ All I could do was hug him. From then on, I knew he
was going to be the best friend I would ever have.”
Since that time, the two have met for a variety of events,
including Hoops for Healing basketball games that benefit the
American Liver Foundation and promote liver donation.
“You just cannot imagine how one feels, knowing that this
man is living because of a decision that we made years ago,”
says Umpleby. “My husband was a very giving person. He gave
in death as he gave in life, and he couldn’t have given to any
one any better than Chuck Cooper.”
In the three years since her husband’s death, Hallie
Umpleby has struggled with the loss and loneliness. But she
takes comfort in knowing that Cooper is a phone call away.
Cooper’s support and encouragement have been uplifting, she
says. “We now have a bond that cannot be explained.”
Cooper admits he may have taken friendship for granted
before his illness. Now he realizes the value of people who
care. “Anyone who faces a life-threatening situation will tell
you that the experience changes them.”
Occasionally Cooper runs into Hal Smith, who also had a
transplant. “Hal always greets you by calling you ‘brother,’”
says Cooper. “I used to think it was just an expression; now I
take it personally.” E2

Organ donation: Thousands waiting for a second chance
arly this winter, Jean Cooper, mother of Chuck Cooper
’63, passed away. But before her death, she chose to
become an organ donor in honor of her son, who got a sec
ond lease on life thanks to a liver donation.
More than 1,300 people in northeast Ohio alone are on
a national waiting list for organ transplants. The vast
majority, some 900, are waiting for kidneys, followed by
more than 150 waiting for livers, 90 waiting for hearts, 75
needing a kidney/pancreas, 54 waiting for a pancreas, and
32 waiting for a lung.
The federal government designates nonprofit organ
procurement organizations such as LifeBanc in northeast

E
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Ohio. Staff members at these organizations are responsible
for all aspects of the organ and tissue donation process,
public and professional education programs, and bereave
ment services for donor families.
In Ohio, anyone obtaining or renewing a driver’s
license is asked if they want to join a statewide donor reg
istry. With the passage of a bill in 2000, that donor desig
nation is now legally binding in Ohio. LifeBanc does
involve the family before donation takes place. Many
donor families report that donation gives some meaning to
their loss.
For more information, visit lifebanc.org.

Wooster

Best of Friends

a big

chill

without regrets

THEY WERE HOUSEMATES in Westminster, members of the Seekers fellowship at
Westminster Presbyterian Church, or friends of housemates. They shared study breaks,
common values, and many meals. When graduation loomed in the late 1980s, they wor
ried about losing the bonds that had nurtured them through four years at Wooster. So a
Gathering in 2003: (Front, I to r)
John Fanselow ’87, Cora Smythe
Fanselow (in lap), Leah Williams,
Hartley Johnston, Marta
Williams, Colin Smythe Fanselow,
Miatta Wilson ’88, Tanya
Arhogast ’89. (Middle) Ray Inkel
’88, Jerry Williams ’88, Melanie
Towh, Wendy Johnston, Sam
Johnston (in lap), Dean Johnston
’88 holding Jena Johnston. (Back)
Ashley Stanley, David Sick ’88,
Winnie Williams ’87, Kathleen
Smythe ’88, Tammy Stanley.
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tradition was born of sharing Thanksgiving dinner together. Though they still dis
agree about who first proposed it, they met first in Lexington, Kentucky, in 1988,
when Brian McCreath ’88 hosted the group at his parents’ home. They have trav
eled the country since, with whoever has bought a new home often playing host.
Dinner is on Fridays, to give people travel time. If Ray Inkel ’88 is there, he does
the turkey. They make marathon telephone calls to the folks who couldn’t be there,
They take walks, both to visit and to work off the dinner. This past year, the group
held its fifteenth annual gathering in Memphis, hosted by David Sick ’88. On the
following pages, they share thoughts on their long-lasting Wooster friendships.
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"C a m a ra d e rie , su p p o rt, a so u n d in g b o a rd , co m p assio n ate ed ito rs, unconditioned
conscience, singing, lau g h in g , learn in g th e tru e m ean in g of living in a community
Welcoming from the start
met my wife, Kathleen Smythe '88 , during
the Wooster in the Soviet Union program in
the summer of 1985. The following year, my
junior year, I spent a lot of time with Kathleen.
She was living in Westminster House, so I
began getting to know some of those folks. I
guess I use the term "Westminster folks" a bit
too loosely — some of them did not actually
live in the house, but our circles crossed in so
many ways.
M y senior year, Kathleen and I began dat
ing, and I spent a lot of time in Westminster
House. I always wondered if I was overstaying
my welcome in a house where I did not live.
But nobody ever made me feel that way.
After graduation I spent two years in the
Peace Corps and was unable to attend the first
Thanksgiving gather
" I fe a r th at
ing. Kathleen and I
skipping a
maintained a long-disThanksgiving w ill
tance relationship
w e a k e n the glue
through our times over
seas. We began living th a t keeps bringing
together in 1990. That us back together,
year's Thanksgiving at so I try v e ry hard
Ray Inkel's house in
to atten d . This is a
Kalamazoo was the
resilient group,
first one I could attend.
thoug h."
Such a strong sense of
warmth, acceptance, community among these
friends — it was just like being back at
Wooster.
We don't always have enough time to
catch up with everyone during the
Thanksgivings. I don't write enough letters or
make enough phone calls to keep the contact
that I would like with my Wooster friends
throughout the year. So there are usually too
many things I don't know about everyone's
lives each time we get together. But the sense
of acceptance in the group always overcomes
that obstacle.
I fear that skipping a Thanksgiving will
weaken the glue that keeps bringing us back
together each year and start unravelling the
event. So I try very hard to attend. This is a
resilient group, though. Even as the dynamics
have changed over the years with the introduc
tion of couples and children, the commitment to
be together and the unconditional acceptance
of each others' life paths keeps us coming
back together every year. — John Fanselow '8 7

I
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Iwo triends ot mine from my first-year hall

Encouraging r P ;went on to live in Westminster House. I was
my junior I.S. and feeling kind of
words A finishing
t
down in the dumps. Some divine intervention led
me to my friends’ door. Slowly, as I lay there on the floor looking up
at the ceiling, one by one other folks in the house came to my friend’s
room to give words of encouragement. That hasn’t changed in fifteen
years.
hide-and-seek. One person hides, the lights go out, and everyone tries
to find the ljidden person and hide with him/her without being
missed until there is only one person left looking for everyone else.
Sounds silly, but on Halloween night in the dark nooks and crannies
ol an old funeral home (Westminster House’s earlier life), it’s fun.
Each yelr at Thanksgiving, we seem to just pick back up again
without noticing the time or distance. The person who hosts the
gathering provides the
turkey, and everyone else
cooks the rest of the meal.
We always take a group
photo.
These friendships
shaped w h ill am. They
saved me w len I needed
support, they encouraged
me when I felt inadequate.
They have shown me that
people who love each other
with true devotion can
make a lifetime commit
ment to being present in
one another’s lives.

— Tanya Arbogast ’89

Lofty goals,
grounded values

met these friends through a
Westminster Presbyterian Church
fellowship group (Seekers)
formed my first year with then-new
pastor Barbara Dua and through the folks who lived at
Westminster House during our junior and senior years.
We prepared meals together at Westminster House, hung
out there (those of us who didn’t live there were referred to
as the “Westminster Annex”), played Pictionary and sar
dines, and lunched at Lowry.
Generally, the more education people have, the more
haughty and uppity they are. I love that my friends from
Wooster keep pursuing higher goals without getting caught
up in the materialism and other trappings of those kinds of
goals. Even though we don’t see each other that often, it’s a
very special kind of friendship to maintain over the years.

I

— Jerry Williams ’88

Wooster

one acceptance, a sense of belonging, spending time with others with a social
init) working through compromises, contra dancing, love. " - Tanya A rbogast '89
re had several large dinners at

Significant " \ A 7 \Westminster House together,
and we had baking sessions
influence in *the *kitchen
3 on the weekends.
Elizabeth Winans ’88 and I masterminded several rather
inane get-togethers. One was a formal mystery dinner. We
also initiated mystery messages that soon were co-opted
by others in our circle of friends, keeping everyone talking
about it and guessing who was sending them, why, etc., for
weeks! Finally, the messages culminated in a scavenger

Dallas in
1999: (Top to bottom)
Ray lnkel ’88, John Fanselow
’87, David Sick ’88, Amy
Kaltenmark '90, Miatta Wilson
’88, Kathleen Smythe ’88,
Tanya Arbogast ’89 (holding
Colin Fanselow), Beth White.

rotating by gender every fifteen minutes. I still have vivid memories of
waiting on the stairs for the women’s turn to shower and finishing a
shower and walking past half-awake housemates (particularly Brian
McCreath ’88 in his bathrobe, head covered in the pointed hood) to
my room on the second floor to dress. I remember talking in people’s
rooms, checking in with each other every day about how things were
going. I remember having major computer problems with my junior
I.S., going back to the house to sulk, and finding Miatta Wilson ’88
there. She volunteered to come to the computer center with me and
help me type in all of my annotated bibliography that had been lost. I
also remember pulling my ONLY all-nighter with Elizabeth Winans in
our senior year, helping her to finish a paper in English on Toni
Morrison’s The Bluest Eye (I believe). I remember waking up many
mornings at six a.m. to find David Sick ’88 and Arturo Sanchez ’89
downstairs at the dining room table studying classics; they had most
likely been up for several hours already. I remember going to Brian
McCreath’s room on the top floor and talking about Mahler, his music
classes, John Gates’ (history, emeritus) Vietnam class, my guitar
lessons, as well as all the happenings of our days.
The friends in Westminster House and our other circles became
my closest friends. I knew when we graduated that it would be difficult
to replicate the sense of community and connection that we developed
with each other, and I was right! My friendships at Wooster and the
sense of community I felt there have been absolutely essential to my
well-being. Knowing what I had once, I have been drawn to Third
World cultures where community and spontaneous interaction comes
more easily, and I am drawn to the idea of intentional community.
I have missed four Thanksgivings, I believe: one when I was in
Kenya, one when I was in Tanzania, and the last two because of the
birth of my daughter and my husband’s work schedule. I sometimes
miss not having more one-on-one conversations at the gatherings, but
it is amazing how comfortable it always feels to be back with the same
folks.
At this point in my life, these friendships still mean a tremendous
amount to me. The folks from Wooster know me better than most of
my other friends, because they have known me so long and because
we shared such a formative time in our lives. These people and the
experiences that I had with them are among the most significant influ
ences in my life to date.
— Kathleen Ramage Smythe ’88

W e're s til those wacky college kids
e were an overly geeky house. Salurday nights
often meant studying late. Often we would
break the spell and have ice cream Parties ° r 9et
pizza or play parlor games just to re eve the stress.
One of the reasons to come to college 's t°
expand all of your faculties - intellectually, culture y,
emotionally, and otherwise. Meeting f^ n d s w'th dih
ferent backgrounds, skills, and interests operatup
world. Friendships become the emotional support and
family that you need during those years.
Many o f us don't talk or keep in touch much over
the year but as soon as we get together it is as if we
talked yesterday. There is such a great bond between

W
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all of us that the time between gatherings disappears.
W ith weddings and babies and careers, every
body changes. Some days we wonder when we grew
up. Other times we feel like we just graduated and
we are still young and adventurous. Being together
reminds us that even with all of our growing up, we
are still those wacky college kids.
Being one of the few single members left in the
group, I think of these friends as my family. Getting
together at Thanksgiving just reinforces that. I know
that these friends are always there and I can call on
them at any time. They are the benchmark for all of
my friendships — how do I build a community in my
life like the one we had for three years?
- Ray lnkel '88
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Portrait of an
Philosophy professor John Poling ’74 still draws inspiration
from his time with Georgia O’Keeffe
by l K a w a tts

heirs would seem an unlikely friendship: a world-famous painter in her eight
ies who had lost much of her eyesight and a young college drop-out unsure of
his future. Their paths crossed over the course of two years in the mid-1970s,
when John Poling ’74 worked odd jobs at Georgia O’Keeffe’s Ghost Ranch
home near Abiquiu, New Mexico. O’Keeffe became a mentor of sorts to Poling, show
ing him how to live a satisfying, creative life and giving him the confidence to find his
own way He gave her vision more literally, driving her on outings, walking with her in
the high desert. Eventually she asked him to execute several paintings.
J t was the summer of 1976 when O’Keeffe first asked Poling to paint. She liked that
he had never tried to paint — to this day, he says his creative leanings tend to music,
not painting. O Keeffe directed Poling on everything from how to mix the oil paints to
how and where on the canvas to paint each color. Together, they created The Patio, a
favorite view of hers. Two more paintings followed in the same manner.
The friendship ended abruptly in 1977 when O’Keeffe’s companion, Juan
dlsmissed Polin§ from their employment. That experience, together with
O Keeffe s later refusal to acknowledge any assistance with the paintings, swirled in
Polmg s head for years. To sort it out, he began to write. He started the project while he
was a divinity student at Yale University and continued it alongside his doctoral work in
philosophy at Vanderbilt University. In 1999, he published Painting with O’Keeffe (Texas
Tech University Press). The book has been called “a bittersweet memoir” of those two
years. Poling sees it as a tribute to a remarkable woman who still inspires him.
“I am so thankful for my time with her,” he says. “I saw a real picture of her, even
though it was a Georgia O’Keeffe who was losing her eyesight and dependent on others.”

Laura Gilpin/AP Photo/Phillips Collection

T

T n one of his courses, The Philosophy of Art, Professor Poling introduces students at
i.Saint Mary’s University of Minnesota to the life and work of Georgia O’Keeffe as a
way to explore how art and life intertwine.
O Keeffe holds easy appeal for students. Born in 1887, the artist continuously
broke new ground from the time she was discovered in 1918 by Alfred Steiglitz, a pho
tographer and modern art impresario,” as Poling calls him. Steiglitz’s prolific photos of
O Keeffe s handsome face, her hands, and nude torso did as much to make her famous
early on as her artwork. (The two later married.) Yet O’Keeffe’s works were the first
modern paintings by a woman to gain as much recognition as those of her male con
temporaries. An early art school directive to “fill space in a beautiful way” guided her
painting and her life. Her distinctive series of magnified flowers in vibrant colors
brought her world-wide reknown. Unique landscapes followed, mostly of the clay hills
of her adopted New Mexico home.
New Mexico’s natural beauty also called to Poling, who left The College of Wooster
after his junior year. He enjoyed his time at Wooster, especially his work with professors
John Hondros in history and Ron Hustwit and Richard Bell in philosophy. But in his
sophomore year his family moved from Westchester County, New York, to
Albuquerque. Poling’s second return to grey, cold Ohio after winter break in New
Mexico proved too much. “I was weather driven at that point” he says
Poling moved to New Mexico in 1973. He worked odd jobs, hiked'the countryside
read, and played guitar. He worried about the direction of his life while finishing Ichool
in bits and pieces at the University of New Mexico.
Through his sister, Lesley Poling-Kempes ’75, who lived in Abiquiu, Poling was
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Artist as Mentor

A 1977 ARTnews article described one of O’Keeffe’s last works. Fromm Day m th ^
-t\~Juan No. Ill, with no mention of Poling s assistance. arm ’ ,
n ’Keeffe
Santa Fe reporter, Hope Aldrich, about the discrepancy. In an
° ^
commented to Aldrich that Poling “wasn’t any more useful than a brush.... Is he any
thing but a tool if he does what I tell him to do?
finally
Poling’s assistance on two of the paintings in the Day with Juan‘series is
J
M ed in a ,999Catalogue
nessued by the Nahonal Galley of Art and the
aism
R
Georgia O’Keeffe Foundation. The fWto was destroyed, Poling w a sto a
Poling maintains that heraised

f c S r f H e S t a h e hid a chance to talk the

Far from bitter, Poling feels indebted to O'Keeffe He keeps* ;
° “
for.
Winona, Minnesota, home fairly bare save for a
aV° n ^.c hers were The home’s
nishings are mostly simple, early New England-sty e pieces,
T tk coupie’s
spare flavor - it would feel even more uncluttered, Poling says, except for the couples
three children and their things — is a nod to O Kee es aes
,
„s , „
“I remember her saying ‘It’s very hard to thin wi :h a
^ ^
ghe talked
The best gift the artist gave the young man is th
to him as if anything he dreamed of doing was possi e.
. . • r
> ■
“I don’t think of her as Superwoman, but I ^ a w a b t ° f mspiratmn from her,
how she lived her life. She worked hard to put that life togethe .
EE
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Photos courtesy of John Poling

introduced to Juan Hamilton. A ceramic artist six years older than Poling, Hamilton
met O’Keeffe in 1973 and eventually became her companion and manager until she
died in 1986.
. _
... .
Hamilton first hired Poling to help renovate his house m Barranco, near Abiquiu
Months later, he offered him a job painting the wood trim on
ee e s ouse. ^
Hamilton was away in New York all that summer organizing a oo o
efk f s
work, and the artist grew lonely. Soon she invited Poling in to ave unc wi
er.
Those visits expanded to include outings and long talks about art, music, an voca
tions. She loved riding in his Volkswagen Beetle over bumpy roads. He played his
favorite music for her; she asked him to read aloud from the works of her
writer friends before they came to visit. Though Poling grew in awe o tie
artist, the two had an easy, joking rapport.
,
That fast friendship ended when Hamilton, back from another extend
ed trip and evidently jealous, fired Poling in 1976.
The young man went on to work other jobs in the area, e me is
wife, Cindy Jokela, in 1979 at the Ghost Ranch Conference en er, a
Presbyterian retreat that now incorporates O Keeffe s home. e coup e
moved in 1981 to Albuquerque. Poling taught and also toured with an
eclectic Albuquerque band. In 1983 he entered divinity sc oo a a e'
“I come from a family of Presbyterian ministers and Christian educa
tors. I was interested in a Christian life, but I wasn t sure w at orm my
work would take.”
,
.
After Yale Poling moved to Vanderbilt to study philosophy, reconnect
ing with his earlier interests at Wooster. After a Fulbrig t e ows ip
,,
Denmark, he and Cindy moved back to Santa Fe for her jo a •,
°,
“It was my stupid idea to finish up my dissertation and the 0 .Keeffe^book at the
same time,” he laughs. The book was “a different kind of writmg than I t ^ ^ y do m
philosophy. I liked being forced to recreate the setting, the narrative thread, an
of the emotions at work.”

Top: Juan Hamilton (right) with John Poling outside
Georgia O’Keeffe’s Abiquiu house in December 1976.
Poling (below), now a philosophy professor at St.
Mary’s University in Minnesota, says that reaction
to his 1999 book has been mixed, including an
inquiry or two about movie rights.
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Class Notes • W inter 2003
1 Q 0 1 Eunice Allen Smith
*

I

enjoyed a visit with
Harriet Steiner Sands in H arriet’s
new hom e at the N orm andy in
Rocky River, Ohio.
Ed Arn was selected as Wayne
County’s Veteran of the Year 2002 by
the local posts of both the Veterans
of Foreign Wars and Disabled
American Veterans, with compre
hensive local press coverage, com
plete with photos. Congratulations!
Ed is still searching for a volun
teer for class secretary. Please consid
er taking on this not-so-onerous
task. You’ll win fame and Ed’s ever
lasting gratitude. Contact Ed or the
magazine if you’re interested.
I 0 Q Q
I 7 w X

We’d love to hear
from someone.

The
Highlands at Wyomissing, 2000
Cambridge Ave. #248, Wyomissing,
PA 19610-4610.
R o en n a K a m ere r K oste,

1 0 Q Q Please write! Anything
I 7 0 0 will be gratefully
received. If you remain stubborn
and generally resistant, 1 (Ed) will
write about me. Then you’ll be sorry.
Class president Bert Colclaser
says, “Our reunion is June 5-8. Are
you coming? I hope so. Friends
whom you’ve not seen for years
might be there. The buildings where
you had classes or activities are still
there — some have been renovated.
There are new structures to see. Let’s
share memories, events of our long
lives, and plans for the future.”
Ed H eyde, 4504 Lincoln Ave., Van
couver, WA 98663-1766.

1

EstherLarrD arrow

• * W 1? has sad news: the
unexpected death of her husband,
Bob Darrow ’37, on Aug. 24, 2002
(see Obituaries). Their long m ar
riage was happy, and their three
daughters, a joy to them, now sup
po rt Esther in their shared grief.
Bob’s death followed two celebra

tions: a grandson’s wedding and
the 90th birthday of Bob’s sister,
Dorothy Darrow Flower. We send
condolences to both Esther and
Dorothy.

almost 90 members of the Class of
’34. Send news of yourselves. If you
enjoy reading this column — or if
we make you angry — please let us
know!

Mildred Schuenemann
Johnston, one of our most faithful

Elizabeth Lapham W ills, 36500
Euclid Ave. A255, Willoughby, OH
44094.

correspondents, is again busy with
the lifelong learning program at the
U of Delaware, taking classes (in
subjects she did not have at
Wooster!) and helping with the
administration. She and her hus
band, Fred Johnston, enjoy daily
walks and are in love after 66 years.
She describes him as “my much
loved perfect gentleman.”
Mil and Beryl Young Denny got
together in September at Eleanor
Fenner Shaw’s home in Estes Park.
What an amazingly long friendship,
begun at Wooster!
Once again I (Libby) acknowl
edge the help of Helen Hayward
and Kay Hunter Lanz, who join me
in sending cards to classmates. We
hope we’ve not forgotten any of the

1 Q 9 C See the Small World
■ * w J account and photo of
Jack Pancoast on the next page.
Wooster notes that class secretary
and former College physician Vi
Startzman Robertson continues to
garner accolades. On Oct. 7,2002,
she was inducted into the Ohio
Women s Hall of Fame, joining the
company of public figures such as
America s first female physician
Elizabeth Blackwell, author and
columnist Erma Bombeck, and
Nobel Prize winner Toni Morrison.
We’re all very proud!

687
Greenwood Blvd., Wooster, OH
44691-4923, <VSR@aol.com>, and
V iola Startzman Robertson,
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Ray Shamel,

61 Alcott St., Acton, MA

01720-5540.
1 Q Q L
•

We’d appreciate a
note from you.

Ralph G illman, 1256 Lisa Ann Dr.,
Akron, OH 44313.

1 Q O Tf Happy 2003. If you
• • O / were disappointed
that our class picture of our 65th
reunion in June 2002 was not p u b 
lished in Wooster, visit <www.
wooster.edu/alumni/reunion/photos/1937>. Or write to us (the Van
Bolts), and we’ll send you a copy.
Our classmates continue to
change addresses. Lois Cook
Barton moved to 215 Huber Village
Blvd., Westerville, OH 43081. Her
twin, Louise, died in May 2002. Lois
celebrated her 90th birthday in
September.
A birthday call to Bob
Bouncy” Taliaferro reassures us
that he is “doing well” under the
watchful eye of Alice. He, too, had
his 90th birthday last September.
Bouncy’s brother, Art Taliaferro,
moved to 3151 Mayfield Rd., Cleve
land Hts., OH 44118.
Wendell Eckert is coping with
the aftermath of cataract surgery. He
says that, for him, no longer being
able to fly an airplane is like not
driving a car for most people.
Wendell took flying lessons at the
Wooster airport during our fresh
man year. As a new pilot, his first
Passenger was Wally Creighton.
Wally published a second novel, Aira
in Red (Quail Valley Books, 2002).
Ann Bonsall Braund’s daugh
ter, Nancy Braund Boruch ’64,
explains that Ann had a health prob
lem at the time of our reunion. Ann
and Nancy attend concerts at
Ravinia and visit the Chicago Art
Institute. They’ve also been to the
new” White Sox stadium.
George Peters spent many
months last year dealing with a bro
ken arm, a knee infection, and then
a broken hip. When we talked in
September, he was exercising faith
fully and progressing from a wheel
chair to a walker. He assures us he
"'ill be at the 70th reunion in 2007.
Betty Clepper Reyer still lives
m her big house. The Sunday school
class that she taught for over 31
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years has merged with another one,
so she now teaches only occasionally.
She still plays nine holes of golf.
Betty Panetta continues to be in
great demand as the accompanist for
the musical groups at her retirement
center. Ruth Rifenberick Suter,
who lives at the same center in
Rydal, PA, reports that Betty is
known there as “Lisa” (pronounced
“Leeza”), a name given to her by a
conductor when she was doing
operas. Betty looks forward to meet
ing her great-grandchild.
Helen Forry Drysdale enjoys
classes in creative writing at
Breckenridge Village North in
Willoughby, Ohio. Murray Drysdale
’36 is recovering from a broken hip.

Mary Jane Bricker Sterrett
reports having cataract surgery in
preparation for a driver s test.
Several other California residents
have mentioned having similar sur
geries to qualify for renewal of their
driver’s licenses. In Michigan, how
ever, we (the Van Bolts) renewed our
licenses by mail.
In the summer 2002 column, we
asked for information about missing
classmates. We have talked with one
of them, Mary Critchley Mam. She
lives with her daughter and son-inlaw at the address we had for her,
but we had an incorrect telephone
number. Thanks to a neighbor,
Mary’s son-in-law called us.
Robert Darrow, one of our for
mer vice presidents (1997-02), was
not at our June reunion because of a
worrisome health problem. He
seemed to have stabilized, so we
were shocked when his wife, Esther
Larr Darrow ’34, informed us that
Bob had died suddenly and unex
pectedly on Aug. 24 from an unre
lated problem (see Obituaries). We
shall miss him.
We (the Van Bolts) celebrated
our 61st wedding anniversary in
October. We are becoming living
fossils!
Ever the researcher, Roger has
compiled the following: 31 class. mates live in Ohio, 14 live in Florida,
eight in California, and the rest are
scattered over 26 states. Keeping
track of all of you remains a chal
lenge. Let us know when you move
or get a new phone number. The
number for our class president,

People continue to
report Woo sightings and
connections. Jack Pancoast
’35 discovered a previouslyunknown family link to
Wooster. Jack lives at Abernethy Retirement Center in
Newton, North Carolina.
The Rev. Dosia Carlson of
Phoenix, Arizona, volunteers
at Abernethy part-time.
Jack tells us, “Last year
when Bob Carlson ’59 and R elatives. (Left to r): Bob Carlson ’59, Jack
his wife, Millie Gilbert ’58 Pancoast ’35, and Millie Gilbert Carlson ’58.
Carlson, were visiting Bob’s
sister, Dosia, we discovered that their grandmother was a Pancoast. That
prompted a flurry of geneaological activity.
“With the help of my daughter, Linda, we found that Bob, Dosia, and I
are the descendants of two brothers who came to the U.S. from England in
the early 1700s. The Carlsons grew up in Toledo. Dosia went to Oberlin
and Bob to Wooster. Their sister attended the University of Michigan, but
her son went, where? To Wooster, of course — he’s John Kinley ’89.”
“It’s a small world,” Jack concludes.
Betsy Cowles Sprenkle ’48 writes from Nipomo, California, “You
have to realize that this is a small, rural area — about 12,000 people.
Imagine my surprise to read in the local paper, ‘Joe Cortez was awarded an
Academic Achievement Award from The College of Wooster in Wooster,
Ohio.’ I called Joe’s home and had a very nice conversation with his m oth
er. She couldn’t praise
the College enough —
including the treatment
she and her son received
when they visited the
campus. She said she
didn’t know places like
that still existed — they
certainly don’t around
here.” Joe Cortez ’06 of
Nipomo is a first-year
Wooster student.
“Wear a Wooster T-shirt and fellow graduates are sure to spot you!”
says Kristen Nicewander Carlson ’84 (pictured above, center). Walking
in the canyon area of Yellowstone National Park last August, Louise O rr
Hutchison ’60 (above, left) and her niece, Lauren O rr ’04 (above, right),
did spot Kristen. Kristen’s husband, Dave, recorded the moment.
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S m all W o rld o f W o o

Mim Siegfried McDonald, is (330)

1 Q d n

726-6687.

I 7 “ w Chynoweth trans
ferred into our class in 1939 and is
so glad that she did. She taught in
Gilbertsville, NY, before spending
four years in the WACS. At the end
of W WII, Dorothy worked in a
departm ent store until she found a
position teaching history in New
Jersey. She stayed there until the
end o f her career.
Now Dorothy has returned to
Gilbertsville. She is well looked after
in that small community and feels
no need to enter a retirement facili
ty. Like many classmates, she has
more aches and pains, but her voice
sounded upbeat when I (Florence)
talked to her.

Roger and M artha T ilock Van
Bolt, 2020 Glendale Ave., Flint, MI

48503-2111, phone (810) 233-5107,
<rvbmvb@tir. com>.
l O O O Please send some
I / O O news soon! We miss
hearing from you.
Louise H arris Southard , 4143
Hilldale Ave., Memphis, TN 381171627.

l O O O Tell us som e,hing
I / O # about your lives.
S a ra ru th M o h u n d ro Grimes, 6

Branding Iron Ln., Palos Verdes, CA
90274-2501.

Dorothy Feiser
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Catching the Light

When Margaret Hadley came
to Wooster in 1936, she knew that
she wanted to be an investment
banker. Invading traditionally male
territory, she did find her first years
on the job a bit difficult. Eventually,
however, she was accepted on her
merits. She retired from the National
City Bank of Cleveland as a field
trust officer. Margaret lives with a
long-time friend in Rocky River,
west of Cleveland.

Betty OInhausen Cummings
and Carl ’41 stayed north until after
Nov. 4 this year in order to attend
the 10th anniversary of their retire
ment community, Longwood-atOakmont in Pennsylvania. They
planned to travel to Florida by car
and stay until May. This past sum
mer they had a wonderful trip to
California to visit their son, Tim,
and his wife, with an enjoyable side
trip to Yosemite. Tim is manager of
human resources for ChevronTexaco and is thinking of retiring.
Does it seem that our children
could be old enough to retire?
Bill Simmonds died last winter
(see the Fall 2002 issue). He will be
missed, as he and Josephine “Joe”
Thompson Simmonds were almost
always present at our class reunions.
We send our sympathy to Joe, their
two children, and their families.
The class also expresses sympa
thy to the family of R. Proctor
Ferris, who died at the end of 2001.
Ab Henshaw reports from East
Aurora, NY, that things are going
well. He keeps in touch with Charles
Marcy 42 and Charles Suttles, who
now is on oxygen. Ab and his wife
spend February and March in a
condo in Naples, FL. They’ve gone
south in the winter for 11 years.
Theodore Moore was with us
for two years and completed a B.A.
at Ohio State U. Ted attended
McCormick Theological Seminary
in Chicago, and he and his wife went
to India as missionaries. Their first
assignment as village evangelists was
to the city of Mainpuri, Ted’s birth
place. The Moores now live in
Westminster Gardens, a retirement
home in Duarte, CA, for Presby
terian missionaries.
Phil Good and his wife live in
an “over 55” mobile home park. Phil
suffered a couple of heart attacks last
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The fascination started at
Wooster, with a paper he wrote for
Church Art and Architecture on
French and German rose windows
— ornate circles of stained glass.
Nearly sixty years later, Norman
Wiebusch ’43’s own glasswork
graces public buildings and private
homes.
The pursuit was a lifetime in
the making. As a youngster,
Wiebusch took a course at the
Cleveland Museum of Art and fell
in love with art. At Wooster he
played football and majored in fine
arts, focusing on watercolor and
woodcarving. When he could, he
took brushes, paint, and canvas to
Amish country and returned with
images of buggies and their passen
gers and women taking loads of
blue and gray laundry from the
clothesline.
After World War II, Wiebusch
moved to Mansfield, Ohio, and
happened upon his first opportuni
ty to experiment with stained glass.
He befriended a local architect who
was in the process of restoring sev
eral rural churches. When asked to
design windows for the churches,
Wiebusch quickly agreed. His pre
vious artistic training gave him an
edge, and eleven of his proposed
designs were used. He also pro
duced some designs for the Mans
field library building. In each case,
craftsmen constructed the windows
from Wiebusch’s plans.
A career in advertising and
seven children necessitated that
Wiebusch set aside his developing
interest for thirty-two years. Then
in 1985, as retirement approached,
he took a class in Bay Village, Ohio.
year and wears a pacemaker. He
walks almost three miles a day, “at
about three miles an hour,” he says.
Phil has three daughters living near
by and six grandchildren.
Charles and Betty Kate ’39 Rath
have four “kids,” three of them eligi
ble for membership in AARP, and
nine grandchildren.
F lo re n ce D u n b ar K err, 52 Ranch
Rd., Willoughby, OH 44094-5646,
<fkerr02@msn.com>, and Frank
T h atch e r, 717 Maiden Choice Ln.
#622, Baltimore, MD 21228-6175.
1
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For whom does the
bell toll? This tim e it’s
Elisabeth Dodds Dodds, who
signed her enchanting letters
E.D.D. Betty died in September
(see Obituaries).
I

Norm Wiebusch with his four-foot rose window for Rockefeller Park’s garden center.
He learned to cut, lead, and solder
glass — skills necessary to transform
his ideas into something solid. With
this new knowledge and confidence,
he helped create a window for an
180-year-old Canal Fulton farm
house in 1987.
Wiebusch’s hobby blossomed. He
and his wife moved to the Nor
mandy, a retirement home in Rocky
River. Residents have access to the
space needed for stained-glass work.
Right now, only one other person
uses the space regularly, allowing
Wiebusch to work on long-term
projects at his leisure.
Although he produces mainly
windows and Tiffany-style lamp
shades for family and friends,
Wiebusch occasionally takes on a
bigger project. Last summer he fin
ished four large colorful panels for

the Normandy. And this winter
the new garden center at the
greenhouse in Cleveland’s
Rockefeller Park installed a fourfoot rose window crafted by
Wiebusch (the piece he’s working
on above). The work contains 700
pieces of glass.
According to Wiebusch, “The
fascinating aspect of doing
stained glass is that you get so
much more back from your
investment,” unlike painting or
sculpture. In stained glass, he
says, “you only have a rough idea
of what the completed work will
look like. When you lift the fin
ished piece and hold it up to the
light, it is enhanced many times
over. It takes on a life of its
own.”
— Katherine Nicholson ’03

In her senior year at Wooster,
Betty wrote for the Index, ‘“Age can
not wither her nor custom stale her
infinite variety,’ observed
Shakespeare of Cleopatra... This
remark might have been a preview
of the Wooster campus. The collec
tive Wooster bud is hardly withered
by four college years, and the unifor
mity of dormitory life never con
ceals the variety of her type. She is as
various as a pawnshop window and
as full of contradictions as Hitler’s
speeches.
“She is the April of woman
hood. ... After a week in Wooster she
knew she should have bought a rain
coat and rubber boots. She soon
learned to sprinkle ‘like mad’
through her sentences and to take a
special interest in a special Section.

She discovered that making an
adjustment to a roommate is one of
the most educational processes.
“She has a lot of fun.. .She may
find that all a good date must have is
a smile and a dime. At last, she may
come to learn that contentment lies
in the combination of a sunsplashed afternoon, a winding road,
and a pocketful of apples.”
Who could have said it better?
The day before she died, Betty went
for a brisk, two-mile walk along the
Portland, OR, riverfront. A friend
photographed her holding an ice
cream cone. That night she died
peacefully in her sleep. By her bed
lay the current issue of The New
Yorker and a book by Barbara
Ehrenreich, Nickel and Dimed: On
(Not) Getting By in America

Wooster
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(Metropolitan Books, 2001). “Truly,”
her children agreed, “it’s absolutely
as she would have wished.”
Early in September, faithful cor
respondent Bob Laubach wrote,
The classmate we knew as Helen
Bigger died a few days ago.” (See
Obituaries for the tribute that Betty
Dodds wrote for Helen shortly
before her own death.)
Bob remembers, “Many years
after graduation, I met Helen Bigger
Lopez-Fresquet in Black Mountain,
NC. The family of Frances, my late
wife, held a reunion there every
Thanksgiving. So, year after year, in
November, 1 saw Helen.
“Helen grew up on the mission
held in South Korea. As a teenager
Ruth Bell stayed in the Biggers’
home in South Korea, while going to
the school for missionary young
sters. She was a friend of Helen’s. As
an adult, Ruth Bell married Billy
Graham.”
Bob has finished the rough draff
about his life and international work
'n teaching the illiterate. He sent the
sheaf of papers to his editor. “After
that, the really hard work began,”
Bob says. He hopes his autobiogra
phy will be published in 2003. “I’m
84, thank God,” he concludes, “feel'ng well with quite a bit of energy.”
Francis “Frenchie” and Joan
Campbell Browne have moved to a
suburban home in Madison, Wl. A
daughter, Joan Browne Brooks ’66,
lives with her parents, easing the
stress of their daily routines.
Frenchie served many years as a
Pastor, and Joan did many key tasks
as a Presbyterian elder, so they felt at
ioose ends without ties to a local
congregation. Then they found a
church they like, with a minister
who gives thoughtful, soul-searching
sermons.
The Brownes do plenty of readlng> especially biography. They like
David McCullough’s probes of John
Adams and Truman. They also read
about India, where Joan and her
r°ther, Ernest Campbell ’40, grew
t'P- Frenchie and Joan both taught at
ndia’s Woodstock School.
They are delighted to discover
lhe Punjabi language online, not in
dative script but in English letters.
ley also are glad to sing Christian
ymns in readable Punjabi.
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For several years the Brownes
lived in Wooster, near Joan’s sisterin-law, Alfie Gabriel Campbell.
They enjoy their new location but
remember the stimulus of the
College on the hill and the friends
who made it unforgettable.
Jeanne Simmons B ra n d , 7093
Village Dr., Mason, OH 450409249, and Jim B lack w o o d , Sunnyside Village, 5110 Grebel Place.,
Sarasota, FL 34232.
1 Q A O Jerry Stryker writes,
|
“A multitude of fami
ly descended on us this past sum 
mer, as always most welcome. It’s
great to have grandchildren onequarter our age or less wanting to
spend time with us.
“Last month I fulfilled a longheld plan to take a two-week walk
ing holiday in England. In past years
I tried to organize a group, without
success, so finally I did it alone. This
probably was just as well, since I like
to walk farther and harder than
most people. I walked my legs off m
what they call ‘the heart of England,
staying at B&Bs in an area marked
by Oxford on the east and the Cotswalds to the west. The countryside
was picture-perfect, and the heavens
gave up only 15 minutes of rain. It
was idyllic.
“At the end of September, my
wife, Stephanie, and I went to
Beijing for a family visit. Stephanie
has a brother and sister and lots of
other family there, and we try to see
them every few years. This time a
daughter from California and
granddaughter from New York went
with us. That’s what the Chinese call
‘da tuan ju’ — big time get-together
“Other than that, it’s all the usual
stuff— keeping up on China, golf
and bicycling, teaching computer
and checking out books as a volun
teer at the library, framing (my wife
paints, and I frame her work and
that of others — a small home busi
ness), gardening (though I lack a
green thumb), playing mah jong (I
am ahead, so far).
Olivia Judson Bryan was at our
reunion. She married Glenn Bryan
’43 and got him back on his feet
after he was wounded in WWII.
Olivia taught kindergarten, had
three sons, and moved to Bethesda,

(Left to r) Sisters
Doris Wilson
Blanchard ’40, Lois
Wilson Scott ’43, and
Janice Wilson George
’50.
MD. Since Glenn retired, they spend
time traveling in their motorhome.
The Bryans’ address is 204 Priscilla
Cir., Lewes, DE 19958.
Let us know how and what you
and your friends are doing.
C elia R e tz le r Gates, 1446 Bellevue,
Wooster, OH 44691, <rlgcmg@sssnet.
com>.

boarded the Mississippi Queen, a
sternwheeler, for a three-day cruise
on the Ohio River. The group
included Lois’s two sisters, Doris
Wilson Blanchard ’40 and Janice
Wilson George ’50 (see photo
above). Lois still walks two to three
miles, two to three times a week —
important for all of us who are able!

1 O / l Q Last sum m er Grace
I
Ohki Logan enjoyed a
visit from her daughter and her
grandkids (17 and 13) from Japan.
Grace enjoys living leisurely in her
new “casita” adjoining the main
house, which she has turned over
to her son and his family. She says
it was great having both children
and four grandchildren under the
same roof for four weeks!
Grace retired in 1990 after 24
years of teaching but works half
days at two schools. She teaches
reading to second and third graders,
one-on-one and in small groups
with “at risk” kids.
Elinor Ehrman divides her time
between Westport, CT, and a sum
mer home on Taunton Bay at
Hancock, ME. That’s only 20 min
utes from Bar Harbor and the
grandeur of Mt. Desert Island, so
she gets lots of company. Elinor
keeps her hand in the business
world, writing quarterly and annual
reports for long-time clients, using
e-mail, fax, and a laptop.
In answer to your question,
Elinor, I (Ida) don’t have an e-mail
address. I’m too old fashioned for
that! More modern people who wish
to contact Elinor can find her at
<Eehrmanll3@aol.com>. She
enjoys golf and morning walks with
her Schnauzer, Acadia, and still con
siders New York City her home
town. She takes the train into the
city but not quite so often since
9/11. Elinor plans to be in Wooster
for our 60th. We hope you will, too.
Don’t forget — June 5-8.
Lois Wilson Scott celebrated
her 80th birthday by meeting 33
family members in Cincinnati. They

Johnsarbor Dr. W., Rochester, N Y
14620-3637.

Ida S nodgrass A r th u rto n , 1111

1 Q
Male Call this issue
1 " *■ ■ went to Paul Churton
in Daytona Beach, FL, one o f our
former cheerleaders. (He still
sounds pretty enthusiastic.) He
also was an ardent golfer and still
plays sometimes. Paul volunteers,
is active in his church, and spends
time on his lawn. He is a member
of a minority among us, though —
he still has plenty of hair!
During WWII Paul was a fighter
pilot. He recently attended an Air
Group reunion in Branson, MO.
Only four pilots came. Paul was
much impressed with Branson —
no gambling and lots of excellent
and varied family entertainment.
He hasn’t been in Wooster since
sometime in the 1950s but remem
bers his freshman mixer date with
Dot Rumbold (now Dot Rumbold
Kendall) and playing lots of golf
with his roommate, Dick Craven.
He especially wants to say hello to
Dick and sends greetings to Marge
Rydstrom Leonard and all the
Miller Manor maidens. The only
Wooster grad he knows who lives
near him is Betty Olnhausen
Cummings ’40 in Daytona Beach.
Like everybody in our age group,
Bob Brown reports problems. His
wife, Ruby, has osteoporosis and has
experienced fractures. So Bob has
been kept busy at home. He plays
duplicate bridge every Monday,
though. One of the bridge group
members is Hill McDonald ’34.
Hill does well. That’s heartening
to hear about a member of a class
who graduated 10 years before us.
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Don Coates and his wife,
Marilyn, provide information on
their many activities. They are plan
ning a stay in their North Carolina
mountain retreat. Despite the gener
al drought on the East Coast, the
Coates’s area of Florida had its typi
cal monsoons, something that Don
really enjoys. The rains filled rivers
and lakes and made for beautiful
sunsets and cloud displays. Don, a
hydrogeologist, was overjoyed to see
all that water.
Bob Johnson’s pantry shelves
and freezer are full of garden pro
duce. He volunteers one morning a
week mentoring elementary school
children in reading. He also enjoys
helping Guatemalan migrant work
ers in New Philadelphia learn
English as a second language. It gives
him a chance to practice Spanish.
Ben Kline is teaching again at
Columbia Seminary. He really liked
his fall class of 10 diverse people, all
but one of whom did something else
in life before coming to seminary.
“No exotic places visited,” Ben says,
“no accomplishments to herald, no
honors received. Just gratitude for
continuing reasonable health, ade
quate wealth, intellectual stimulus,
and all my marbles (I think!). Joy!
Peace! Hope!” A beautiful summary
from a man who has achieved that
rare commodity — contentment.
Bill and Helen Hibbs
Bingaman have a timeshare in
Sedona, AZ, where they spend three
separate weeks in a quiet unit by the
Oak Creek. They like to “sit on our
back patio where we can see the
creek through the trees and hear it
flowing, rippling, and churning
down the slope — a lovely spot well
removed from the giant condos...
We’ve seen and done most of the
tourist things so we just relax, enjoy,
walk, and read most of the time.”
Sounds ideal, Bill. Do you take in
roomers?
Helen finagled a couple of tickets
to the Arizona Cardinals vs. Seattle
game in November.
At last report, John Bender’s
family was working on an 80th
birthday celebration for him in St.
Louis. Thirteen people were antici
pated — three from Omaha and the
rest from Evansville. Two are Woo
grads, John and his son, Jeff ’78.
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Thoughts on the Inevitable
Vivian Douglas Smith '47

Since the number of men check
ing in was a bit low this quarter, I
(Russ) will include a bit about my
wife and myself. We’ve been in a
continuing care community for a
year and a half. It’s called Medford
Leas and is in South Jersey between
Philadelphia and the Atlantic.
Some good beaches lie within
easy reach, but we don’t do much
traveling. A trip to Cape May is a big
journey for us. We spent the
Christmas holidays in Connecticut,
though, and in June we’ll attend the
graduation of our granddaughter
from the U of New Hampshire.
We have plenty of medics on
hand, and the community has a cof
fee shop plus two dining rooms.
Most of what we need is right here.
As we had hoped, the Quaker orien
tation of Medford Leas makes resi
dents very supportive. If it weren’t
for health problems, it would be a
life of ease. People here say that all
you really have to do is breathe and
swallow.
Anne M elone D eidrick, 342 Wycliffe
Dr., Houston, TX 77079-7131, <doft
@juno.com>, and R ussell Haley,
286 Medford Leas, Medford, NJ
08055, <elderguy@medleas.com>.

1 Q 4 C

Doris CulleySnow

I # * ¥ J wrote in September
from New Harbor, ME, informing
us of the death of her husband,
Robert, in May. He had suffered a
massive stroke nine months earlier.
Our deepest sympathy and prayers
are with you, Doris.
Doris also sent information of
the death of Helen Fruend
Grossman last January of cancer
(see Wooster, Fall 2002). Helen was
in the Class of 1945 but graduated
in Oct. 1944.
Doris and Helen roomed togeth
er during some of their college days
and remained close friends. Helen
was afflicted with polio in 1954. She
later taught music at various
schools, retiring in 1988. She led an
energetic life and enjoyed all kinds
of travel — from primitive camping
to Elderhostel adventures to trips to
Japan and China. Her family has the
sincere sympathy of us all.

A1 Kean writes, “Thanks to all
who responded to the mini
reunion at Homecoming. Though

My mother, searching for a sign,
At ninety-five said, "I feel fine,
But I must be old, quite evidently,
For I have a daughter whose age is seventy."
Now Mother's a hundred and I'm — I forget,
But I know my daughters aren't seventy yet.
So by Mother's standards, I'm still a lass,
Until I look in the looking-glass.
Old age! No matter how hard you have fought it,
You wake up one day, and find you've got it.
But old age has its pleasures, too,
And here are a minimum few for you:
A class reunion's a joy to behold,
For none can deny we're all getting old.
Who cares who's rich, or famous, or thin?
Who cares who's bald, or living in sin?
We laugh a lot, we tell "old people" jokes,
And if we repeat 'em, no one will take note.
We all look great, 'cause we can't see the wrinkles.
Our delusion's as grand as Rip Van Winkle's.
We treasure our friends, both near and far,
We criticize less, admit who we are.
We take ourselves lightly, it helps us survive;
Enjoy the day — "Hey, I'm still alive!"
Most people show us a certain respect;
We accept it, we've earned it, enjoy what we get.
And we all know a secret the young fear to hear:
Some day (if they're lucky) they, too, will be here.
many of you could not come, you
sent notes which were read and
appreciated by the dozen who
attended.
“I want to make a special
appeal to every one of us to make
a gift, however large or small, to
the 2002-03 Wooster Fund. If you
have not been in the habit o f giv
ing, now is a good time to start.
Remember, many ‘somethings’ can
add up to a significant am ount.
“In Colleges That Change Lives,
Loren Pope calls Wooster ‘my best
kept secret’ and describes it as ‘the
quintessential college campus.’ We
already knew that, didn’t we? Now
that our secret is out, are we not
proud to help keep it that way?”
M a rg a re t S hreve Reiman, 1860
Burbank Rd„ Wooster, OH 446912170.

1 Q A A In Sonoma, CA, Ruth
I 7 * f O Fenker Fisk has given
up tutoring but still sings in the
Audubon Center Choir, which
performs nature songs at schools.
She takes Spanish and watercolor
classes and belongs to a group that
makes quilts for children and shel
ters. Ruth’s children include two
doctors, a teacher, an M.B.A., and
a scientist w ho’s in charge o f the
indoor air quality departm ent at
Lawrence Berkeley Lab. Ruth and
A1 “are in pretty good shape.”
Ruth visited Blanche Locke
Thomas in Oakland, CA, recently.
Blanche has had some serious health
problems lately. We all hope she is
on the road to better health. I (Arol)
am sure she would like to hear from
classmates. Her address is 1850 Alice
St. Apt. 806, Oakland, CA 94612.
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Our editorial faces are red. We
must apologize to A. Elizabeth Yost
Frick. Elizabeth’s daughter, Jane
Dunnick, tells us that her mother is
still very much with us, though we
listed her as deceased in the Spring
2000 issue of Wooster. Please forgive
us for that grievous error.
Arol N oble E scamilla, 4974 Dafter

Dr., San Diego, CA 92102-1362,
Phone/fax (619) 262-2128.
1 Q A " i Where have all our
* • " t # classmates gone?
There are 169 o f us, and only one
Wrote to me (Cornelia) between
June and October.
Molhe Brown Hopper and Bill
Jive in “beautiful Windsor Gardens”
near Pasadena, CA. Their high last
summer was taking their grandson
(age 15) from Chicago to see the
Northwest. The Seattle Mariners
were a prime attraction. Crater Lake
was full of smoke from the Oregon
fires; the hills around it and its crys
tal clear water were barely visible.
Vivian Douglas Smith says that
her late mother, Edna Moser
Douglas ’23, who lived to 100,
always was going to write about
aging and title the piece “It Must be
Tuesday Because My Pill Box Says
fi°- She never wrote it, so Vivian
did, sort of (see page 30).
Did you know? Once again 52
Percent of our class donated to the
2002 Wooster Fund. That’s a higher
Percentage than any other class. Nice
going.
Have you ever wondered what’s
going on in the faith community at
foe College? I (Cornelia) came
across a flyer at the reunion that lists
many opportunities for “communi
ty worship, interfaith dialogue, and
creating space for the sacred.” There
are student-led groups on campus in
foe three major faiths, plus at least
^even other organizations like
Rooster Christian Fellowship. About
o volunteer groups serve a wide list
of needs, and students have access to
atholic and Presbyterian clergy.
. Jearly the College has opened wide
Presbyterian doors since the days
0 required chapel.
Fifty-nine of you sent biogra
phies to our 55th reunion booklet. I
®uded up with three copies; if you’d
'he one, I’ll send it for the postage.
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S e n io r S illiness ,
1949 Style . (Left

to r) Marilyn
Liechty, Evelynn
Cheadle, Jackie
Tucker, and June
Bertolamy, ’49s.

Here’s a bit of news from the
booklet. Dotty Aten Armitage of
Wilmington, DE, has held four
offices in AAUW Delaware. She and
Brian have attended 35 Elderhostels
on the East Coast since he retired.
Dotty’s hobby is genealogy, tracing
the Atens back to 1670. Her favorite
Wooster memories? Good friends
and excellent professors.
Dale Blocher is a retired CPA in
West Palm Beach, FL. We missed
Dale and his wife, Pauline, at the
reunion this year (and all the others
who didn’t make it). A stroke has
limited Dale’s travels since 1996.
Prior to that he was very active in
community organizations, including
the Masons order and the Presby
terian church.
In Milan, Ohio, Betty Rusher
Boegli volunteers for Habitat for
Humanity, adult literacy, and the
Salvation Army Christmas pro
grams. She also is part of Retired
Teachers of Ohio and Erie County
and is one of the many travelers in
our class.
Betty Knox Cervenka’s Wooster
memories include Howard Lowry’s
chapel talks and Melcher Fobes
(mathematics) sitting on his desk to
lecture. Betty has lived in California
near her daughter and family since
1985. For 10 years she was a librari
an at the nonprofit Philosophical
Library. Her interests include gar
dening, yoga, and watercolors.

Katharine Wright Chaffee
moved to southern California in
1990, five years after retiring as a
social worker with New York State s
department of development disabili
ties. Her recent interests include
serving as a docent in nature educa
tion programs and gardening. As a
student, Katharine commuted to the
College from Orrville and remem
bers a class assignment to research
the history of the town.
We remember when Boyd
Daniels and his wife, Pat, came to
the 1997 reunion as newlyweds.
We all wish them a belated happy

anniversary.
C ornelia Lybarger N euswanger,

32148 Hwy. 34, Wray, CO 80758,
<wykoffd@co.larimer.co.us>, and
E d ith B ender Seaton, 102 Green
brier Dr., Hinton, WV 25951.
1 O / l f t Helen Heitmann travI / t O eled across Canada and
had a wonderful visit with Kay
Deen Porter. Helen took the Rocky
Mountaineer Train home. While vis
iting a waterfall at a stop near Jasper,
she fell and broke her leg. After a
five-hour ambulance ride to
Edmonton, the leg was set. Thanks
to travel and medical evacuation
insurance, a nurse made the compli
cated arrangements for Helen to
come home and accompanied her
until she was safely settled in a hos
pital in the States. Helen alerts all
travelers, take this insurance, you
may need it!
Dell Sharkey Embley and Bill
’50 celebrated their 50th anniversary
this year with a trip to Disney World
— what better way to celebrate?
Congratulations to Donajean
Swartz Durkin on her acceptance
into the Wisconsin Fellowship of
Poets. Donajean recendy received a
book of poems written by the late
Margie Miller Reynolds and pub
lished in her memory.
Our favorite travel agent, Mel
Snyder McDonald, has retired. She
assures us that she can still help
friends, though. Mel was looking
forward to visiting a granddaughter.
Our class president, Tem
Coleman Peterle, enjoyed a Mississipi River cruise in the fall — no
doubt resting up before her duties in
planning for our 55th reunion, June
5-8. Hope to see you there!
Betsy C owles Sprenkle, 380 S. Las
Flores Dr., Nipomo, CA 93444-9629,
<sprenkle@bestl.net>.

1 Q / I O A reminder, dear classI / T 1 # mates, please put me
(Evelynn) on your mailing lists for
your annual newsletters, family

news, and holiday greetings so that I
can have news for this column.
My apologies to Richard
Lothrop. He wrote a nice note filled
with news back in June. Somehow it
got buried on my desk.
Richard says, “In April I was
honored by the Oberlin Historical
and Improvement Organization
with its first Community Historian
Award. I continue to serve as vice
president of the board of a local
cable co-op television station, secre
tary and member of the board of the
Friends of the Oberlin Public
Library, and clerk of the vestry of
Christ Episcopal Church. I write a
monthly column, ‘Elm Street
Thoughts,’ for our newspaper, and
host a local TV interview program,
‘Conversations with Lothrop.’ I also
try to manage a large house and an
overactive cocker spaniel.”
Betsy Jones Hayba and Frank
have now visited every state in the
U.S.A. Betsy tells us that Edith

“Dede” Charpie Fickenscher’s
husband, Jack Fickenscher, died in
May (see Wooster, Fall 2002). Betsy
shares her note from Dede, “Jack
died quickly, of a pulmonary
embolism. He had been ill for about
three years, and we thought he was
doing very well. I was home with
him when he died. It was a hard
thing to go through, but at least I
was by his side.” We send our sym
pathy to Dede and her family.
She has sold her old house and
bought a new smaller one, only two
blocks from her youngest daughter,
so she gets to see the three grand
children often. She plays bridge, goes
to aqua aerobics, and plans to redo
the back yard.
Dede went to Boston with her
brother in October and spent
Thanksgiving in Chicago. Other
travel plans are Hilton Head, Hawaii
with son Bill, and Switzerland in
May. Dede says, “I am hopscotching
the world and really enjoying it.” Her
new addresses are 224 Gallagher Rd.,
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they test his limits. He and Nancy
are active in their Episcopal church,
and John feels quite buoyed up by a
group of Christian men as friends.
John is in a group of Woo grads
from the Taylor Units who meet
every year. John says that, of all good
things that happened at Wooster,
meeting Nancy was the best.
Wooster’s 1959 OAC champions gather at Oglebay Park. (Back row, left tor) Dave
Dronsfield ’61, Don Beltz, Bart Whitaker, ’60s, Bill Thombs ’61; (Middle) Jack
Shuster '59, Bill Robinson, Ed Howard, ’60s, Jim McClung ’59; (Front) Gary
Grimes ’59, Bill Bushfield, Randy Worls, Bob Whitaker, ’60s.

find,” and First Section’s parodies of
then-current advertising ditties from
Halo Shampoo to Pabst Blue Ribbon
Beer. Yes, there will be sound bytes
during the reunion.
During the planning weekend on
campus, Frank Hays, Duncan
McKee, Pris Gallinger and Mark
Allen, Dick and Pennie Martin,
and I watched Wooster beat Oberlin
49-10 on Oct. 12. Our class presi
dent, Ron Bornhuetter, couldn’t
make the meeting but sent his cre
ative ideas. John Smith also was
absent, as Barbara Polley Smith ’52
was not well. Frank Knorr ’59,
Wooster’s director of development,
has given the committee outstanding
guidance.
Luce Hall, with its private suites,
elevator and air conditioning, is
reserved for our class. As the song
says, “The days dwindle down to a
precious few.” With them, we have
grown and changed, and there is
much to love about all of us. Viv
Hughes wrote about Jim Hughes’s
’52 reunion this past year, “A num 
ber of classmates admitted that they
had been reluctant to attend... (But),
to a person, they said they had a
wonderful time.”
On Aug. 23,1 (Nona) joined Pris
Quimby Wilson’s family and
friends in Savannah at the memorial
service for her husband, Jack, who
died following a brief illness.
I visited Carol McCool
Johnson in October; her husband,
Dick, died on July 3. Jack and Dick
were truly great guys.
Tania Chirikov Moser had hip
replacement surgery in September.
Jane Rice LaRue was excited about
a mid-November move to 250 Ridge
Ave. 2G, Evanston, IL 60202.
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Marj Jillson often expresses her
self in poetry. I liked these lines from
her poem “September 11”: “Their
names sing in the wind,/ Their love
lives on in the heart and mind./ See
this love that illumines the dark
ness,/ For in time,/ Everyone lost
will again be found/ And we shall
once more/ Truly celebrate their
lives!”
As I (Don) touched base with
classmates back east, I heard about
organ transplants and cancer bouts
and realized again the fragile yet
wonderful nature of life.
Phillip Morse is semi-retired in
Pittsburgh from his ownership of
the Allegheny Pipe and Supply Co.
That leaves Phil and his wife, Sylvia
Ramsay Morse ’54, free to travel the
world. Their base is with their
Pittsburgh family. Phil’s business
experienced a strategic success when
the new stadiums built for the
Pirates and Steelers created a
demand for his products. He is “very
happy” as his life has evolved and
says his time at Wooster was “great.”
He may not be able to get to our
reunion.
Gene and Patricia Hummel ’52
Graves enjoy life along Lake Erie.
Gene was tempted to seek a profes
sional basketball career but decided
the law had more to offer. He took
on the challenge of night school and
made that goal.
In North Carolina two happy
campers are John and Nancy
Morgan ’54 Keitt. Both of them are
“sharp as tacks!” John says. They
moved to North Carolina from
Florida so they have the best of two
worlds — no Midwestern winters,
no Florida summers. John retains
his devotion to the Dolphins even as

D on O rr, 13460 Marlette Dr., La
Mirada, CA 90638-2813, <DorrScot
@aol.com>, and N ona S. Taylor, 110
Echo Way, Statesboro, GA 30458,
<nstaylor@frontiernet. net>.
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Tom Wise had the
* »
marvelous good for
tune to get together with Tom
Kelly 55 (who was called to the
military during his senior year and
came back to graduate in 1957) in
Santa Ana, CA, this summer. The
two were great Section III buddies,
their most comm on bond being
singing, in many places and at all
hours. They had not been in con
tact since 1954 and had a wonder
ful hour together quaffing down a
few in Santa Ana. Time flies!
See page 33 for another Wooster
gathering that Tom attended.
H ugh B. M cC ullough, 910 Inde

pendence Ave., Sturgis, MI 490912306, <HUGBEV@chartermi.net>.
1 Q C C

Helen Davis Martin

i * J J writes, “Eighteen
classmates met at Wooster in
October to plan our 50th reunion.
Save the date: a weekend in early
June 2005. Plans are underway for
speakers, dinners, and tim e to
catch up and share memories. We
discussed the 50th class gift and
hope to have the biggest turnout
ever! Suggestions can be sent to
Don Hartsough, the committee
chair, at <dhartso@juno.com>.

Route
1, Box 232, Mazeppa, MN 55956,
<wepmvp@aol.com>.

M a rg a re t Pardee P etersen,

1 Q C / L The countdown is on!
I # « # w Led by Jan Ackerly
and Jerry Carlisle, co-chairs, a
committee set the wheels in
m otion for our 50th reunion in
June 2006. Bob and Ruth Ann

Ashbaugh Dodd, Jerry Footlick,
Jan Douglas Grim, Tom Johnson,
Bob Humphreys, Don Keen, Bob
McGuire, Pete Mortensen, Dick
Roeder, G. T. “Buck” and Joni
Eaton Smith, and your class secre-

Crisis Practice
n e started working at Hill & Knowlton Public Relations on October
22,1962, the very day President Kennedy had to deal with the Cuban mis
sile crisis. Dick Hyde ’57 was staying in a hotel room that had no TV (or
running water), so he watched the president on a TV in the window of
Dollar Bill’s — a discount appli
ance store in Grand Central
Station. As he stood on that sidewalk off 42nd Street and heard
about the naval blockade that was
going to keep the Soviet ships
from reaching Cuba, Dick
thought, “I’m going to have the
shortest career in H&K history.”
The reason? He had just left
the U.S. Navy. His last duty station
was on board a ship in the

Caribbean, and he was very famil-

____

iar with the waters around Cuba. As it turned out, the Navy did attempt to
coeix Dick to come b<tck to Hctive duty, but he resisted
On Oct 22, 2002, Dick Hyde celebrated 40 years with Hill & Knowlton,
among the longest tenures o f anyone. Executive managing director of Hill
and Knowlton’s crisis practice, he has taught at several universities and
won numerous awards.

— Marylee Sachs, President and CEO, Hill & Knowlton

Wooster

tary (Pat) gave o f their time and
their talents at an October meeting
to begin the process. We reminisced
and shared memories of college
days. Committee members look for
ward to being in touch with you.
Pat Young, 464 E. Highland Ave.,
Wooster, OH 44691-9249,
<Pjyoung52@aol. com>.

1 QCT

Exciting news comes
* * J t
from Leslie Towle
Thom pson. She has gone back to
college to pursue her dream of
being a writer. W hen asked to take
a placement test for English 101,
she protested, saying she was a
senior citizen, a college grad, and
had already taken English 101. It
worked!
Leslie writes: “I loved being at
the reunion, though I certainly
missed some people. My e-mail
address is <lesliethompson 22@msn.
c°m>. I would love to hear from
everyone.”
Darrell Scattergood and his
Wife have been traveling the country
w an RV. From January to March
2002 they toured the South, then
from May through July they went to
the UK. Darrell has retired as
administrator of the physics depart
ment at the U of Washington.
In August 2002, with fond mem
ories of the class reunion, Kay
A m n io n Cilimburg, her husband,
®ob, and two of their daughters with
their families spent a week at Fourth
Lake in the Adirondacks. Bob and
Selma Hokanson O’Meara, Selma’s
mother, and other family members
Joined them. The group, from age 3
t° 92, shared a “wonderful experi
ence!”
Last spring Will Lange played
tie stage manager in Our Town, proneed by the Vermont Stage ComPany. He says the role involved “a
° ng commute to rehearsals and perormances (90 miles), but it’s some
thing I’ve wanted to do for quite a
while.”
During the summer Will com
peted some remodeling rather than
Embark on his usual trip to the
yctctic. He hosts “Wildlife Journal”
0r Public TV and has a weekly com
mentary spot on Vermont Public
adio. Late in the fall he planned to
n®rrate Peter and the Wolf with an
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orchestra and ballet company.
Will has a new book, celebrating
43 years of marriage: Intermittent
Bliss: Reflections on a Long Love
Affair. Unfortunately, skiing will not
be on his menu this winter. He
expects to get an artificial hip to go
along with his metallic knees.
Gordon Wright has retired for a
second time! In 2000-01 he was the
conductor for the Fairbanks
Symphony, and in 2001-02 he served
as music director for the Anchorage
Civic Orchestra. Gordon continues
to compose and now produces and
writes material for a local classical
music station, and writes an arts col
umn for the Anchorage Daily News.
With e-mail, it is easy to stay in
touch. If you would like to hear
from your classmates, consider post
ing your e-mail address on the
Wooster Web site, < w w w . Wooster.
edu/alumni>.
Anne K elso Johnson, 78 White Tail
Rd„ Murphysboro, IL 62966-6416,
<ajohnson2@siumed.edu>, home
<ajohnson@globaleyes. net>.
l Q C Q

This column reflects
where we are today.
The phrase “one day at a time”
becomes more meaningful as we
encounter health problems, loss of
loved ones, and retirement as well
as the unpredictable anxieties of
terrorism, biochemical, warfare,
random snipers, and environmen
tal crises. Among us, there are
those who have learned to accept
the things they cannot change and
also many who work to change the
things they can.
We love Nana Newberry
Landgrafs frequent e-mails! Nana
works hard to keep both her body
and brain in good condition. Most
recently, she’s engaged in a strenuous
early (5:30 a.m. M-F) workout that
includes pilates, strength-building,
and aerobics. She’s especially keen
on the elliptical trainer, where she
reads the New York Review of Books
and has even mastered page-turning
while exercising.
Nana participates in a “livingroom-learning-type course, reading
19th-century French novels and
attending a bi-weekly study group
on James Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake.
She and husband R.J. had a trip to
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The wedding of Carolyn Hicks ’98 and Mark Saal, April 13, 2002. (Back row,
standing, left to r) Robert Hicks ’68, Douglas M. Hicks, Suzanne Ratichek Hicks,
’71s, Jonathan Hicks ’05, Neil Domer-Shank ’99; (Second row) Allen Weaver,
Elissa Irish, ’99s, bride, groom, Matt Reeves ’98, Heather Turnbull Reeves ’99,
Reed Domer-Shank ’05, Katie Bomba, Brian Mirous, ’00s.
Ireland this fall, including “some
Joyce stuff.” If she goes back there,
Nana wants to seek out more local
music.
Bob and Jan Moser Watson,
who are involved in grassroots poli
tics, participate in the anti-war
movement. “I would love to know if
anyone else [in the class] is
involved,” Jan writes. “I’ve learned to
put my thoughts out first and let the
opposition be on the defensive.”
Don Custis sends several
thoughtful articles, including a story
of a potentially powerful alliance of
religious leaders (the Pope, rabbis,
Zoroastrians, Pentecostals, Presby
terians, Muslims, Sikhs, the Salvation
Army, and more) on Jan. 24,2002.
The resulting “Assisi Decalogue for
Peace” (published on the Web) got
almost no press. There was other
news that day: Seven American sol
diers were killed in Afghanistan;
Mike Tyson got a license to box...
Don has signed petitions and
forwarded articles to congressional
representatives. “Christians should
be Christians first, Americans sec
ond,” he maintains. He’s concerned
about principles of “a just war” and
the potential consequences of the
hatred of Americans and increased
terrorism.
“I’m too busy to demonstrate,”
writes Nancy Calderwood
Carleton, president of a Rochester,
NY, based nonprofit association
management consulting company.
“But I went to the polls loaded for
bear! I’ll drop a note to my (fortu
nately moderate, peace-referring)
representatives to balance their
courage and stiffen their backbones,”
she promises.
Alice Hageman has a long his

tory of activism. She stayed with
Bruce Hunt and me (Anne) in
Chicago during the 1968 Demo
cratic convention. “Perhaps [now]
we’ll be the generation on the
streets, joining the youth and stu
dents,” she says. “I noted at a noon
time anti-war demonstration this
past fall, when Bush came to Boston,
that most of those present were
either under 25 or over 50.”
Alice preached about the war at
the Church of the Covenant, her for
mer parish in downtown Boston. “I
am doing what little I can to make
my voice heard and help it multiply:
call congresspeople, participate in
demonstrations, send e-mails, and
talk to my friends.” She hopes that
we can discuss some of these issues
at the reunion in June.
Alice has traveled to China and
Japan as well as points closer to
home since taking a sabbatical leave
from her legal/ethics work. She saw
Paul and Margaret Randall at a
Union Theological Seminary
reunion. The Randalls recently
moved from Ohio to a suburb of
Schenectady, NY, closer to their
daughter.
Wooster has had long-lasting
impact on the way some classmates
view political situations. “My out
look on the Middle East situation
was very much affected by Harold
Smith (religion),” writes Alison
Swager Hopper. Dr. Smith lived in
the Middle East in the mid-1950s.
He knew Arabic and had conversa
tions with Palestinians who fled
their country after the 1948 war,
Alison writes. He spoke passionately
about the way these people had been
driven off their land.
“He claimed that this conflict
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would only get worse until there was
a more just settlement. How right he
was in 1958! Dr. Smith’s words...have
made me very sensitive to the situa
tion in the Middle East over the past
45 years...Our country is the one
nation that could spearhead and
bring about a more just solution,”
she believes.
“We teach kids to ‘use words’ to
settle problems...but we listen to
saber rattling and war talk on the
news,” writes Julie Jerabek Fukuda
from her home in Japan. “Some
times I just don’t want anyone to
know that I am an American. The
school where I substitute teach and
volunteer is a target because it’s the
‘American School.’ Sometimes, we
hear politicians and ‘radicals’ shout
ing on loudspeakers about the bully
U.S.A.”
Julie met her husband, Paul, who
is Japanese, when her twin brother
brought him home from Ohio
Wesleyan where they were students.
Julie and Paul have lived (mostly) in
a suburb of Tokyo since 1963. Paul
now works for Shinsei Bank. The
Fukudas have four daughters and
two sons, all with degrees and hon
ors from U.S. universities.
From the time she was in college,
Julie has been active in scouting.
“My own troop folded when I was in
ninth grade because we couldn’t find
even one adult to sign on the line. I
promised myself then that when I
grew up, I would see that any kid
who wanted scouting would have a
willing leader. I have pretty well kept
that promise.”
Julie has been through Brownies
and Girl Scouts, Cub Scouts and Boy
Scouts with her own children in
TOFS (Troops on Foreign Soil, a
military-based program). She is still
active in the Far East Council, serv
ing Japan, Okinawa, Korea, Philip
pines, Taiwan, and Thailand. She is
an assistant Scoutmaster, Cubmaster,
roundtable commissioner, Order of
the Arrow (an honor society) advis
er, and council board member.
In her 25 years with the Boy
Scouts, Julie has staffed U.S. and
Japanese jamborees, a world jam
boree, and jamborees for senior and
handicapped scouts. We wonder if
there is room in her home for all of
her awards.
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Julie also has taught 12 Woodbridge courses on advanced leader
ship training. “Scouting has given
me friends all over the world, and I
have had the opportunity of work
ing with the finest youth and adult
volunteers,” Julie says. “I was quite
an unsuccessful child, but I have
been able to relive the past I never
had and help others to succeed.”
Looking back at the role Wooster
played in her life, Julie says, “I.S. set a
pattern for success. It works in life...
something like an Eagle Scout serv
ice project.” Look for Julie’s story in
the February issue of Boy’s Life mag
azine.
Co-class president Don Custis
reminds us that ours was the only
Wooster class in the 1950s not to
achieve at least 40% support in
annual giving to the Wooster Fund.
“Pitch in at whatever level you can,
but at least participate,” he encour
ages. Hope to see you all in June!
Please send your updated e-mail
addresses to Anne.
A nne G ieser H u n t, 3943 North
Christiana Ave., Chicago, IL 606183316, <aghunt@earthlink. net>, and
R o b e rt C a r te r , 20321 Sterling Bay
Ln. W„ Apt. A, Cornelius, NC 28031,
<Robert_Carter@conseco.com>.
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Members of the
I M J # Wooster 1959 Ohio
Athletic Conference championship
football team have met annually for
15 years at Oglebay Park in West
Virginia, where member Randy
Worls ’60 is general manager. See the
photo of last year’s gathering on
page 34.
M arion S tu a r t Humphreys, 1709
Hathaway Ln., Pittsburgh, PA 152412705, <Artmar59@aol. com>.

1 OAH

See some classmates
pictured on page 34.
N ancy B row n Tyburski, 3622
Croydon Dr. NW, Canton, OH
44718-3226, <nancyty4@aol.com>.
•
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We extend our sympathy to Anne
Clausen Whitney. Her husband,
Dick, died suddenly and unexpect
edly on June 25. Anne and Dick
attended high school together and
celebrated their 40th wedding
anniversary last December.

I 70 I

Wooster High School
grads in August.
(Left to r) Jan
Mosher Napolitan,
Dan Yoder, Jane
Mosher Bobel,
Larry Vodra, ’61s.
Four other ’61s who
are WHS graduates
but not pictured
are: Roger Chittum,
Roger McManus,
David Loeliger, and
Richard Landahl.
I (Larry) need new e-mail
addresses for Bill Gallagher, Nick

Emigholz, Marcia Brown Kenyon,
and any other classmate who hasn’t
heard from me in the past few
months.
We have a wedding to report. A
widow since 1989, Marilyn Peacock
Stranahan married Hugh Burtner
on Oct. 12,2002, at Christ Church
Episcopal in Hudson, Ohio. Dr.
Burtner is a professor emeritus of
religion at Baldwin-Wallace College
and an ordained United Methodist
minister. Marilyn acquired four
daughters and seven grandchildren
to add to her son, daughter, and two
grandsons.
Wooster people attending the
event included Dick and Mary
Soule ’62 Smythe, Judy Walker
Scott, Louise Miller Row, Marilyn’s
brother, Kenneth Peacock ’63, and a
close friend, Alice Clareson, widow
of Thomas Clareson (English).
Marilyn promises to send a photo
for Wooster.
Each year, a number of Wooster
High School students enroll at the
College. In our class, there were
eight. Four of those attended the
WHS Class of 1957 45th reunion
this past summer (see photo above).
Jan Mosher Napolitan graduat
ed from the U of Arizona, and while
teaching, she earned an M.A. at the
U of Southern California. She was
married in 1964 and had twin
daughters in 1967 (Jan and Jane
Mosher Bobel are also twins).
Jan now lives in Palos Verdes,
CA, and commutes some 30 seconds
each way to her studio overlooking
the Pacific Ocean. She has made
functional and sculptural ceramic
pieces for the past 29 years, many of
which have been exhibited. Some are
in collections around the world. Jan
still works in her studio daily, always
trying to make the “perfect piece.”
Dan Yoder is the son of Kermit
Yoder, the College treasurer when we
were there. Dan earned an M.A. at
Ohio State and a Ph.D. at Cornell.
He taught French for a while in

Albany, NY, got tired of the winter
cold, and moved to Tampa, where
he’s lived ever since. Dan taught
English for several years at public
and private schools. He currently
teaches English as a second language
at a private school in Tampa.
Jane Bobel graduated from Kent
State and lived in Peru, Brazil, and
Washington, DC. She returned to
make her home in Wooster after her
daughter was born. Jane became a
special education and sixth grade
teacher in the Wooster Public
Schools and retired a couple of years
ago. She volunteers with People to
People Ministries and belongs to an
investment group. Jane often travels
to visit Jan, another sister in Florida,
and her daughter in Santa Fe.
I (Larry) joined the U.S. Navy
immediately after graduating from
Wooster and spent the next five
years in flight training and operating
units. I had combat experience in
DaNang, Vietnam, and recently
learned that I was marginally
involved in chemical and biological
tests in the Pacific in 1965.1 left
active duty and joined TWA in 1967
as a cockpit crewmember. After 33
years with TWA, I retired in 2000.
Have you ever met a real saint, as
designated by the Catholic church?
Biruta Meirans describes a canon
ization ceremony for the late Fr.
Josemarla Escriva. On Oct. 6, Biruta
participated in this event in St.
Peter’s Square, along with some
300,000 others from 84 countries.
Biruta had actually met St. Josemarla
several years ago while studying in
Italy. In 1928 St. Josemarla founded
Opus Dei, a group that helps ordi
nary people live out their Christian
calling in daily life. Biruta says that,
for her, the ceremony was “no ordi
nary experience, not even a once-ina-lifetime one, but a rare, unexpect
ed, and unmerited joy.”
Carla Brooks Johnston now
resides in Sanibel, FL, except during
the autumn when she comes north
to visit her two grandchildren and
see the fall colors. Last spring, Carla
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The Class of 1962 had
a good time at our
40th reunion, even if your secreu” y (Linda) did not give you a full
report. Maybe next time you will
come and share the experience.
laine Rado Raynolds brought
P'ctures of her daughter’s formal
cottish wedding, complete with
brtans and heather. Her account
0 the festivities educated us about
rrtany old Scottish traditions.
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Barbara Cernik Megery sent a
long list of classmates’ e-mail
addresses to all those on the list.
After that Herculean task, she took a
trip to Spain for a month.
Robert Boell has been pastor of
First Presbyterian Church in
Corning, NY, for 15 years. He con
tinues his hobby of meteorology and
recently received an award from the
National Weather Service for 10
years as a climatological recorder.
Susan Lindman Campbell
brings greetings from Yuko
Matsuoka. Susan and her husband
visited Yuko in Tokyo in 2000. Yuko
has designed a CD jacket for a
Japanese hymn collection, set up two
large artworks on a hospital s termi
nal care floor, and had three onewoman shows. She has exhibited
with the Asian Christian Art
Exhibition, Korean Japanese
Christian Art Exhibition, and others.
Yuko has served as executive
director of the International Culture
Appreciation and Interchange
Society for 20 years and president of
the Asian Christian Art Association
for the last 10 years. She is married
and has one son and one daughter.
Many of our class have retired,
among them Kitty Kelly Johnson,

William Bishop, Stan Bishop,
Roger Cooley, Jack Hissong,
Walter Holmes, Nancy Pickersgill
Keeney, Caroline Patterson
Morris, Patricia Anderson Peters,
and Stanley Ryberg.
One of those who did not retire
made the front page in the Sunday
plain Dealer magazine. Carl
Robson was featured for his work in
an inner-city family practice. But
don’t think it stops there. He also
owns an authentic Ethiopian restau
rant, Empress Taytu, where his wife,
Sunait, is the cook.
Carl has purchased apartments
in the area. He has housed Ethiopian
students and provided resettlement
assistance to 50 to 60 immigrants.
He has now added 13 Sudanese to
his resettlement group. What is one
of Carl’s goals for retirement? To fin
ish learning the Ethiopian language.
See William and Carol Edge
Campbell pictured above.
Linda Park, 1848 Beersford, East
Cleveland, OH 44112, <veggiepark
@earthlink.net>.
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and her daughter visited community
radio stations in Niger, West Africa.
Bob Pisor’s bakery, Stone House
Bread, celebrated its seventh anni
versary. Up in the northern part of
Michigan’s Lower Peninsula, Bob
says that, after giving people bad
news for 30 years as a reporter in
Detroit, he now gives people good
bread! Call 1-800-252-3218 to order
a Leelanau sourdough sampler for
yourself or bread-deprived friends.
On Nov. 1 Bud Morack
assumed his third interim pastorate
since he “retired,” at the Covenant
Presbyterian Church in Upper
Arlington (Columbus), Ohio. Bud
and Leona Porter Morack ’63 moved
to Columbus but maintain their
home in Greenwood, IN, where their
daughter, her husband, and the
Moracks’ two grandchildren reside.
Bud’s previous interim positions
have been in Indiana.
Suzanne Reid D unn married
Mark Hanna ’60 while in college and
had their son, David, during our
senior year. She graduated in 1962
hut considers herself a ’61er.
Suzanne student-taught at Wooster
Digh School and taught high school
ln Cleveland. She earned an M.A.
from John Carroll U.
In 1973 Suzanne remarried,
tnoved to Texas with her husband,
Prank, and went into the real estate
Business. She has been a real estate
Broker since 1977 and has lived in
Austin since 1979. Her husband
retired in 1995, and Suzanne has cut
Pack on her business so that they
can spend winters in Fort Collins,
Suzanne’s son, David, works for
|he U.S.D.A. at the OARDC in
Wooster.
Larry V odra, 51 High Ridge Rd„
Brookfield, CT 06804-3517, <JLVodra
@aol. com>.

The wedding of
Elizabeth Campbell
’90 and Stephen
Young, June 13,
2002. (Left to r)
William Campbell
Carol Edge
Campbell, ’62s,
groom, bride,
Catherine
Campbell Wright
’88, Donald
Campbell, Anne
Daugherty, ’91s.

1 Q / L Q Doug Worthington

I 7UJ

writes, “This past
summer, I reconnected with two
very special Wooster people: Don
Wise (biology, emeritus) and
Charlie H utton ’39. In the early
1960s, Don and Carla lived in
Livingston Lodge, Eighth Section,
when I lived next door at Miss
Emily’s house.
“Don and Carla have retired to
Ft. Myers. Once again they live in a
development that’s just across the
street. 1 met them playing duplicate
bridge. A few weeks later we went
out for dinner and dancing.
“Then my wife, Lee, and I
stopped in to visit Charlie and Jean
Hutton in Asheville, NC. Charlie is
85 and as alert, alive, and inquiring
as ever. He maintains a garden plot
and some flowers on a balcony over
looking beautiful mountains. He
and Jean are into birding, and they
are very good at it.
“Charlie and I share a lifetime
devotion to independent schools
and to fundraising in support of
education.” Send e-mail to Doug at
<chewyw@earthlink.net> or notes
to 6951 St. Edmunds Loop, Ft.
Myers, FL 33912.
In October, Mary Ann O’Roark,
editor of Guideposts magazine, spoke
at a professional women’s forum in
West Virginia. Mary Ann finished
her degree at the U of Pittsburgh but
began writing short stories while a
student at Wooster.
Plans are underway for our 40th
reunion on Alumni Weekend, June
5-8. Please put this date on your cal
endars and make plans to be there.
There will be a buffet dinner for all
classes on Friday night, followed by
a party for the Class of ’63.
On Saturday there will be a
luncheon for our class, and we will
be together again later that evening.
Activities are planned for children or
grandchildren. The College will offer
on-campus transportation, for those
who need it, via golf cart.

Airport shuttle service will be
available between Cleveland and
Wooster. Those of you who came to
our 35th know how much fun this
will be. The rest of you, plan now!
Ann M. T u rn b u ll Wase, 412 Ivy
Church Rd„ Timonium, MD 21093.

1 Q A A

1 (f™ ) haven’t heard
I # W * t from any o f you, and
I’m too busy getting the garden
put away for winter and picking
out new tile, cabinets, etc., for my
new kitchen to make up lies as I
threatened to do. The deadline
snuck up on me. More next time.
Jim Sw itzer, 891 Elmore Ave., Akron,
OH 44302-1238, <jswitze@uakron.
edu>.
1 Q /L C

W here’s your correspondence?
Kadi Depew Stevens, 328 Spruce St.
#4, Philadelphia, PA 19106-4201.

I 7w J

1 Q A A
I /V W

Rose State College in
Oklahoma appointed
V. Baillie Dunlap dean o f the
social sciences division in July.
Baillie teaches U.S. history, Latin
American history, and Mayan,
Aztec, and Incan civilizations at
Rose State.
E lizabeth W e s th a fe r O ’Brien, 64
Tall Oaks Dr., Summit, NJ 07901,
<eobrien5@mindspring.com>.
1 Q A 7 In October California
• * * 3 1 State U-Los Angeles
nam ed marketing professor Linda
Beamer an outstanding professor.
Linda has w ritten dozens of arti
cles and co-authored a textbook,
Intercultural Communication in the
Global Workplace (McGraw Hill,
2001). She belongs to the Associa
tion for Business C om m unication
and will serve as its president for
2003 and 2004.

Sara “Sally” Winkler Barnes

has been appointed as one of nine
trustees of the Marin Community
Foundation by the Marin Interfaith
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The wedding of Marie
Egawa and Bill Kopka,
’99s, June 5, 2002. (Back
row, left to r) Sarah
Skelly ’99, Karen Foster
’00, Jesse Larson, Matt
Lang, Emily Hendel, Ben
Mizer, ’99s, Megan
Hooker ’00, David
Cooper ’99; (Front)
Sarah Chenoweth, bride,
groom, Nancy
Baumbaugh Kopka ’68.
Council. The foundation is the
country’s fourth largest community
foundation, granting approximately
$50 million each year in Marin
County, CA. Sally is an organiza
tional consultant, educator, and
artist with experience working with
for-profit and nonprofit organiza
tions. She has volunteered both in
Marin and in San Francisco, where
she presided over San Francisco’s
Architectural Heritage and chaired
the Mill Valley Art Commission.
Sally serves on the vestry at St.
Stephen’s Episcopal Church in
Belvedere.
S ara B radley, P.O. Box 599, Chau
tauqua, N Y 14722.1

1 Q 1L O

Bob Hahn retired last
I 7 0 0 year after 11 years as
superintendent o f the Davison
(MI) School District, near Flint.
Upon receiving an English degree
from the College, Bob worked in
the admissions office o f the U o f
Michigan. He then was a teacher,
middle school assistant principal,
and assistant superintendent
before becoming superintendent.
Bob also earned a master’s and
doctorate at the U of Michigan.
His leadership brought stability
and progress to the Davison district.
It faced declining enrollment, crum
bling buildings, and budget prob
lems when he arrived. Today the
5,000-plus student system is in an
enviable position compared to many
in the area. The board of education
named a new intermediate school
after Bob in 1997.
Bob now serves as a consultant
for the school of education at the U
of Michigan in Flint. His wife,
Karen, is an assistant superintendent
of curriculum in a nearby district.
They have two sons, Peter ’95 and
Drew, and reside at 9464 Creek Bend
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Tr., Davison, MI 48423.

Bahrain Yusefzadeh was John
Seabury’s roommate during his
junior and senior years. He writes
the following tribute to John, who
died suddenly in December 2001
(see Wooster, Spring 2002). “John
and I shared an apartment in
Wooster for two years. For a portion
of that time, Jeff Anderson lived
with us. John was one of the most
caring individuals I knew. Christmas
of our senior year I was planning to
stay in Wooster for the holidays to
work. In mid-December John and
Marcia Bundy ’69 presented me with
Christmas decorations for the apart
ment to ease the loneliness.
“John and I shared many experi
ences. Before he and Marcia were
serious with each other, John was
trying to get Marcia to go to a party
with us. No matter what John tried,
she would not give up her study
time. So I told John to tell Marcia
that I was holding a Persian New
Year celebration, and she had to
come. She did. I believe that was the
start of their serious relationship.
“John also had great musical tal
ent. He practiced his singing in the
shower nearly every morning. I
could go on and on. I kept up with
John and Marcia and visited them in
Hartford a few times while I was
doing business in the region. We
always enjoyed seeing each other
and remembering the Wooster days.
“I was very saddened when
Marcia called me last December to
tell me John had passed away. We
miss him dearly. He was a good
friend.” Contact Marcia at 77 Nook
Farms Rd., Windsor, CT 06095.
See Nancy Brumbaugh Kopka
pictured above — a happy occasion!
Paul Landerl has lived in the
Burlington, VT, area for the past 28
years. “I got an M.S.W. from Bryn

Mawr where, as a male, I was con
sidered a ‘minority’ student. Since
then, I have worked mostly in men
tal health. I started in a high school
outreach program and then worked
at a state hospital. Since 1976 I have
been involved in one way or another
with community mental health for
persons with major mental illnesses.
“I was one of two interviewers
who gathered data for a large and
significant mental health study.
Courtenay Harding, Ph.D., and
George Brooks, M.D., were the prin
cipal researchers. It was a fascinating
year and a half until President
Reagan was elected and cut the
funding for our work...
“This study is still cited in terms
of the picture it presented of success
and recovery for many persons with
schizophrenia who lived in the com
munity and were engaged in mean
ingful vocational activities. I pho
tographed many of the subjects and
used the photos, with their permis
sion, in presentations in various
educational settings. Each person
photographed got an 8" x 10" print.
Paul continues, “I once had a
photography business which focused
(heh, heh) on stock car racing. I
traveled the East Coast and even
shot the Winston Cup at some of the
‘big time’ tracks like Daytona. My
goal was to get a cover on a national
magazine. I succeeded with the Oct.
’88 issue of Stock Car Racing
Magazine. I also was the primary
contributing photographer for a
book on stock car racing published
in the 1980s.” Reach Paul at: <planderl@adelphia.net>.
Bill Layman has published
Native River: The Columbia Remem
bered (Washington State U Press,
2002). It’s a collection of photo
graphs, maps, and illustrations as
well as Bill’s observations, explorers’

accounts, and Native American leg
ends about the middle portion of
the Columbia River before it was
altered by dams. All royalties go to
the Native River Fund to develop
collections and exhibits related to
the history of photography along the
mid-Columbia.
Bill is a long-time volunteer and
member of the Wenatchee Valley
(WA) Museum and Cultural Center,
which manages the Native River
Fund. He won the James B. Castles
Award in 1997 for his contributions
to deepening the appreciation of
Columbia River heritage. Bill lives in
Wenatchee and maintains a private
counseling practice. He also per
forms with a group that he co
founded, the North Central
Washington Playback Theatre. The
group enacts stories from members
of the audience.
I (Jim) look forward to seeing
many of you at our 35th reunion,
June 5-8. Watch the mail for details.
Lots of time for reminiscing and
good conversation. Don’t miss it!
Jim Bates, 235 W. Maplehurst,
Ferndale, M I 48220-2716, <jimbates
@ureach.com>.
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Melissa Sheldon Paul

I
# w rites,“As the fall
semester begins and parking places
are at a prem ium , I think back to
days at Wooster — when freshmen
and sophomores did not have cars!
I’m in my eighth year at the U of
Akron, my fifth as special events
manager for E. J. Thomas Per
forming Arts Hall. In addition to
handling special events and hospi
tality and travel for performers,
cast, and crews, I have developed
and run theater- and history-based
Elderhostel programs. It takes my
degree to the other end of the
spectrum but utilizes the same
skills.
“I’m also an adviser to Venturing
Crew #2581, high school students
who are interested in theater as a
career or avocation. The Boy Scouts
of America runs the program, which
is sponsored by E. J. Thomas Hall. I
work with faculty in dance, theater,
and arts administration as well as
the school of music and area theater
personnel. We provide hands-on
experience, from auditioning to

Wooster
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Help Find Your Lost Classmates
1971
C h ris tin e M u rra y
A n d e rso n

make-up. The students see several
Broadway shows here and at other
locations. It’s rewarding to watch the
students develop their talents.
“The year 2000 was a watershed
for me personally. After 30 years of
marriage, I decided to make a posi
tive change and after a two-year sep
aration, obtained a dissolution. My
father died the same year. I’ve lived
for the past four years in a 1929
home in Firestone Park in Akron,
Just 10 minutes from my office, and
my son visits. I enjoy pilates instruc
tion and ballroom dance lessons. A
rediscovered childhood friend takes
lessons with me and also shares my
love of the outdoors. We fly fish, ride
horses in Wyoming, trap shoot, and
eook on a woodburning stove.
“Over the past two years, I’ve
sPent time on a working ranch in
the Flint Hills of Kansas, a cattle
ranch run by women. Last fall I got
t° brand, band, and innoculate cattle
in addition to other chores, mostly
taking care of horses and riding for
hours on end. Life is challenging and
invigorating at 55, that’s for certain,
and great fun. Reach me at <mlpaul
@uakron.edu>.”
Last year also brought lots of
changes for me (Judy). I took early
retirement from Eastman Kodak in
February. Tom and I had talked
about moving to Frederick, MD, to
he near our daughter, Sara, and her
family and hopefully find milder
winters. We first took a Caribbean
cruise and spent time in Florida.
Three weeks after our return, we
contracted to build a courtyard
Patio) home in a new development
that Sara had located. For the next
e’ght months we made monthly
hips to Frederick — the first time I
have built a home, very exciting. The
house is as large as the one in
Rochester — lots of room for guests.
In July we welcomed our newest
8randchild, Joe, born to daughter
He and her husband, Nick, who live
jo the Buffalo area. We moved out of
ochester two days before Thanksgiving and put our things in storage,
^ginning in January, we will stay
'v‘th Sara until the new house is finlshed. (Our new address is below.)
I love retirement. This fall I took
IVe classes a week at Rochester Instiute of Technology’s Athenaeum for

^ ‘nter 2003

over-50 learners!
Judy Simkins Haines, 2643 Brook

Valley Rd., Frederick, MD 21701,
<tomjudyhaines@hotmail.com>.
| A T ( \ Where are all of you
I 7 / W these days?
R u th “Be” Bai mer Young, 126 W.
Lafayette St., West Chester, PA 193802409, <Beezelette@aol.com>.
| 0 7 |

Congratulations to

I V # I Julia “Jules” Osborne
Tryk! Cuyahoga Comm unity
College’s western campus recently
awarded Jules the Besse Award,
given to outstanding community
college faculty across the nation.
Jules is associate professor of parale
gal studies and joint chairperson of
the faculty senate.
One of Jules’s students wrote:
“This faculty member has inspired
and influenced me. Her assignments
are so challenging, she shares her
love of research.. You don’t think
you’ll ever be able to do the work —
[but] with her devotion, next thing
you know, you are not only doing it
but also excited about it.” Jules will
officially receive the award at a con
ference in Texas this spring.
“I no longer live in a tree house,
but my feet have not yet hit the ^ ^
ground,” writes Dan Chandler. I m
still a lawyer. What’s up with you?
Reply to Dan at <dchand4049@aol.
com>.
James K. Lowery, 1675 Riverwood

Dr., Jackson, MS 39211-4828,
<jlowery@jam.rr.com>.
| A
Robert Farrance was
| V / Z elected county court
judge in Manatee County, FL. A
graduate of Emory Law School, he
was first appointed to the court in
1999.

Brian Stevens, head boys soc
cer coach at Centerville High
School, has been inducted into the
Ohio Scholastic Soccer Coaches
Association Hall of Fame. Brian
has coached soccer at Centerville
for 29 years. During the past 16
year with him as head coach,
Centerville has won 11 league
championships, 10 district titles,
and six regional ones. The school
attained national rankings several
times — reaching num ber one in

R ich ard C. B aker
M a ry a n n B anks
B ry an R. Blackwell
M elin d a A. B rick h o u se
F a ro u k B ritel
B arb ara Jam eso n
C arlisle
P h ilip G . C arso n
W illiam G . C h alm ers
Jane E. C heckeye
M arcia A n n C le m m itt
M a r th a L. C o n g er
N a n cy F. D avies

B e n ja m in C . R o w les
J o h n M ic h a e l S a m p le
D a v id W . S c o tt
L a u re n A . S h elly
H e le n M .S im p s o n
T an y a A n n S te w a rt
Jan P ie te r S tu y c k
D a v id S u te r
L in d a J. T h e b e rg e
L. C h r is tin g e r T o m e r
T an y a O re g a T u b b s
R ic h a r d A . V aill
D e b o r a h P. W a itz m a n
W illia m A . W ile y
J a n e L ee W ils o n
V alerie M . W in te r s
G e o rg e W o lfe n d e n

C y n th ia J. D e rr
S co tt G. D u n la p
A n a n d K. D yal C h a n d

A. A m os W o o d w ard
B ru c e E ric W u rs tle

S c o tt K. Ellis
L au rie M a rth a F a rm e n
S u zan n e E. F isher
C lyde W. G asto n
K en n eth G o o d e n o u g h

Jo h n W . A dam s

S te p h e n H . H ale
A lim a H iseen
Jam es A. H o tch k iss
W. W esley H o w ard
Jam es A. H o w er
C aro le Jean H yde
R ay m o n d D. H y lto n
A da H e w itt Jaq u et
Ju d ith E. Jo h n so n
E d w ard P au l K o to ra
R o d n ey E d w ard K u n tz

1976

P h ilip D a v id G r a n t
S a ra h E lle n G re u lic h
Jay S. G u s ta f s o n
N ic h o la s A . H a n s o n
D a n ie l C ra ig H a r tz le r
Sally S a n te e H a sw e ll
R e g in a ld H . H o ld e r
C a r o ly n E liz a b e th
H u d so n
L in d a E liz a b e th H u n te r
J. D a v id H u r le y
D a v id Jero sk i
F. Lee J o n es
P au l A. K ane
M a r k M ille r K elly
P a tric ia L o u ise K e rsto n
K e ith N o r m a n K n io la
L a u r e n A n n e K ull
K im E. L a n d e fe ld
Jan M a r ie L y sa u g h t
B a r b a r a J. M c L a re n
W e n d a A n n M ellen

P a tr ic k W . A m e s
L eslie W . A zal
K a th e r in e B ailey
Jeffrey W . B a rr

D e b o r a h J o a n M ille r
B a r r y D. M in n ic k
L e s te r J. P e a rs o n

S u s a n F. B e d ie n t
C h a r le s B. B ie b e r
P a tr ic k E. B ien z

J a n e t C a r o l P e sch e l
W a r re n E. P h illip s

J o se p h V. P e rc o c o

E liz a b e th A. B illings
W a r r e n A . B la c k b u r n
H e le n A . B ro h l
D . K e v in C a m e r o n
G re g o ry L. C a r p e n te r
Jarv is E d w a rd C a r r

D e b o r a h L y n n e P o tte r
M a r y E liz a b e th P r e s to n
Jo sep h A. P re u s se r
P risc illa J a n e Q u ir k
M a r y E liz a b e th R esc h
E la in e L. R ice

D ia n a M . La Salle
D av id A llen Lane
Ju d ith C o rin n e L ane

D e b o r a h Lee C o c h r a n
J o h n R. C o m e r f o r d
Jo se p h R o y D a le y

M a r le n e A n n R o sla n
K a re n Jean R u n g e
A n n L o u ise R u sso
E s th e r E. S c h e rtz

N an cy E. Light

S u s a n Lee D a w s o n

B ru c e D. S c h ib le r

W alter J. L in d er
Jam es A lan M ad d o ck s

E le a n o r H . D e W itt
D e b o r a h J. D ill
B e n n y D e W ay n e

C h a r le s L. Sellers
M a r c ia C a ro l

Iris M arlar
M a r th a A. M cIn to sh
C aro ly n B. M o rris o n
P h ilip C. M o rse
D an iel J. M o u n tca stle
D av id R. N o lletti
R u th E laine N o rto n
E d ith A. O b e rh o ltz e r

S im o n o v ic h
B ru c e A . S m ith

D u b o se
D a v id J. D u n c a n
D a v id P ie rc e E a g le to n
N in a E. E d d in g s
Liza L ovell E llio tt
J a m e s M ic h a e l F is h b u r n
S tu a r t A . G ilm o r e

A n d re w K. R aev u o ri

E r n e s t C h a r le s G o g g io
J ea n E llen G o u ld

P au la R itchie

P a tric ia A n n G r a n g e r

Ju d ith Lynn P u g h

M a r th a L. S m ith
A r tu r a O te y S n e ll
M a r y K a th e r in e S w een y
Jeffre y W . T h o m a s
A n n E. T h o m p s o n
D e b o r a h R u th W alsh
P e te r H ilto n W a r d
D ia n e L. W in te r s
D a v id L. W ith e y

Do you have Information about your friends?
Contact: Barb Polen, Alumni Recorder, Gault Alumni Center
The College of Wooster, 1189 Beall Ave., Wooster, O H 44691-2363
<alumni_recrds<®wooster.edu>
Phone: (330) 263-2327
1996. In 1995 the National Soccer
Coaches Association (NSCA) rec
ognized Brian as the National
High School Coach o f the Year.
Brian has served as president
and vice president of the Ohio
Scholastic Soccer Coaches
Association. He led the drive for
the unification of the state coaches
association with the NSCA, help

Fax: (330) 263-2250
ing Ohio become the largest state
association in the NSCA.
Richard Davis, a director with
Krugliak, Wilkins, Griffiths 8c
Dougherty Co. in Canton, was
named in the 2003-04 edition of The
Best Lawyers in America.
Jay Yutzey, 1254 Norwell Dr.,
Columbus, OH 43220, <yutzey.2@
osu.edu>.
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The First Degree

1 Q "T Q We know there is news
I 7 / w

out there. Send some!
Suzanne S chluederberg, 3385 Carl
Ct., Ann Arbor, M I 48105, <suz@
umich.edu>.
1
A collection of
I 7 / *T abstract works by
Alan Paine Radebaugh entitled
“Alberta Fragments” was featured
in a show at the Coleman Gallery
of C ontem porary Art in Albuquer
que in June. Since 1988 Alan’s p ri
mary m edium has been painting.
Before that he designed sculptural
furniture. He holds a B.F.A. in
printm aking from the U of New
Mexico. O ne of his paintings, “Big
City” (1995), is in The College of
Wooster Art M useum collection.
B ill Irvine, 2321 Utah St., Arlington,
VA 22207-4027.
1 0 7 C
After 18 years at my
I 7 / J (Andrea’s) previous
school, I have changed jobs. I now
teach science to sixth and seventh
graders. The school is much small
er and closer to hom e — only a
seven-minute commute! Let’s hear
it for quality of life!
In May Wooster’s own Brenda
Meese (physical education) attend
ed the Third World Conference on
Women and Sport in Montreal
along with nearly 500 delegates from
97 countries. Leaders from around
the world as well as a number of
U.S. icons were present, including
Billie Jean King, Donna deVarona,
and Tina Sloan. Brenda hopes to
attend the next conference, in Japan
in 2006.
A ndrea J. Steenburg Simmers, 2121
Breeds Rd., Owings Mills, MD 211171646, <asimmers@mail.ruxtoncountryschool.org>.1

1 0 7 A

Marge Forbush

1 7 / 0 received the Wooster
City Schools’ 2002 Outstanding
Teacher Award at the district’s
opening convocation. The award,
established by the Ralph R. and
Grace B. Jones Foundation, recog
nizes teachers who exhibit excel
lence in classroom teaching,
involvement in creative programs,
and dedication to service in the
community.
Donald R. Frederico was
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Becoming Shodan, first degree black belt in karate, doesn’t mean “mas
ter or instructor or anything particularly noble,” Jon Marks ’78 maintains.
He should know, having recently achieved that level. Marks trains in
Uechi Shohei-Ryu Karate-do, an Okinawan style of karate that traces its
roots back to the Shaolin Temple in China.
Marks started karate after his son, Owen, then five years old, began
training at a dojo near their home
in Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
“Finding an appropriate dojo can
take a bit of doing,” Marks says.
“The teachers’ background and
training as well as how they relate
with students — all are very
important.
“Frankly, though, Owen and I
got lucky. Without doing any
research at all, we stumbled into a
dojo located in a strip mall that our
family frequented. We happened
upon two superior teachers who
had built this amazing school of
about 350 students.
“Watching the instructors inter
act with the kids, I wondered what
Jon Marks and son Owen tj-,ey COuld do with a middle-aged reprobate like
myself. What serendipity!
“In its essence karate is not really about hurting people,” Marks
explains. “While I would have an increased chance of defending myself if
ever the unfortunate need arose, karate focuses more on self-control and
improvement, in ways that I hardly knew existed.”
He cites breathing as an example: “I ran for twenty years before martial
arts training and had been a competitive swimmer for over a decade. I
thought 1 knew something about breathing. But, other than ‘breathing is
good,’ I knew nothing of breathing and its effects on the body.” The karate
led Marks to study and practice Qigong, a Chinese system of breathing and
energy development.
Marks looks forward to continuing his karate training and eventually
traveling to Okinawa with Owen to enrich the process. Rather than a final
goal, he looks at earning the black belt as “a beginning in many ways.
“Now, if I could only transfer the focus and discipline of karate to my
golf game!”
recently appointed to serve a twoyear term as co-chair of the litiga
tion section of the Boston Bar
Association. Donald practices com
plex litigation in the Boston office of
McDermott, Will and Emery, an
international law firm. He lives in
Sherborn, MA, with his wife,
Catherine, and their three children
(15, 12, and 9). Find him at <dfrederico@mwe.com>.
D ana V andenberg M urphy, 3175
Warrington Rd., Shaker Heights, OH
44120-2428.
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Kip and Becky
Blackshear ’78
Coerper are at the U of the South
at the Episcopal Seminary in
Sewanee, TN. Becky will graduate
with an M.Div. The couple intends
to return to the Diocese o f South
Carolina, where Becky will serve in
a church.
Kip has been working as an
1 7 / /

organist, teaching part-time at an
Episcopal church (seventh and
eighth grades), and doing carpentry
and house painting. He leads two
worship services at the university:
one in a contemporary setting and
the other with Taiz£ music. He also
plays a lot of squash.
When they return to South
Carolina, Becky will work full-time
and Kip will work in a number of
capacities, including as the diocesan
coordinator for a program to ener
gize music and liturgy in small con
gregations, called LPM-Leadership
Program for Musicians Serving
Small Congregations.
Steve Hammond has a most
satisfying job as the administrative
assistant for Celebrate Life Interna
tional. The organization provides
high school students with practical
leadership skills. The program
encourages young leaders to build
lives of integrity, create positive rela

tionships, stand strong to healthy
habits, and influence their peers. As
executive assistant, Steve manages
the CEO’s schedule and communi
cations while developing a volunteer
task force. He started this stretching
but rewarding job last February.
Steve’s years with Youth With a
Mission and Healing for the Nations
prepared him well.
B onnie Savage, 4306 River St.,
Willoughby, OH 44094-7815,
<bonniesavage@mailstation.com>.

1 Q T O

Jon Marks tells us
1 7 / 0 about his journey with
karate (see feature on this page). Jon
lives in Pittsfield, MA, with his wife,
Jenny Chandler ’83, son, Owen, and
Ruby the Wonder Dog. He works in
a small law firm performing “the
ineffably mundane” and welcomes
e-mail to <jonsmarks@aol.com>.
W endy B urg B eatty, 340 Gosling
Dr., North Wales, PA 19454-2726,
<BeattyBurg@aol.com>; P a tt
C arp en ter, 110 Endres Dr. Apt. 1,
Mattydale, N Y 13211, <pcarpen2@
twcny.rr.com>; Robin S tocksdale,
7114 Rodgers Ct., Baltimore, MD
21212, <73253.3372@compuserve.
com>; and Evie Ziegler, 309 33rd
St., West Palm Beach, FL 33407-4909.
1 Q T A

Dan Hunter attended
1 7 / 7 the wedding of Steve
Wheeler ’96 in June. (See the photo
on the next page.)
Bob Carter organized a reunion
of former College debate team
members in September on campus.
Special guest was Jerry Sanders, the
debate coach for many years. Other
attendees included Elizabeth
Barker Brandt, Jonathan E.
Rubens, John Cook, ’69s, Lynn S.
Hamilton ’73, Bob Hicks ’68, James
Rea (communication, emeritus), and
Deborah Wagner ’74.
Peg W eissbrod M arunow ski, 1084
Dorsh Rd., South Euclid, OH 44121,
<mlw@stratos.net>; L arry N ader,
307 W. Wooster St., Bowling Green,
OH 43402-2807; and Laurie GlandT
Steiner, 3599 MacDonald Circle,
Richfield, OH 44286, <budsollgs@
adelphia.net>.
1 Q O A

In October the
I 7 0 w American Society for
Mass Spectrometry honored John
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T. Stults and two other scientists
for their distinguished contribu
tion in mass spectrometry. The
three greatly improved the method
° f rapidly identifying protein com 
ponents, publishing a landm ark
study in 1993.
Susan E still, 1817 Keller Lake Dr.,
Burnsville, M N 55306-6378,
<sestill58@aol.com>; D on Leake,
10303 Dickens Ave., Bethesda, MD
20814; and Jenny W atson, 1551
Oakmount Rd., South Euclid, OH
44121, <]lwats626@aol.com>.
My (Lou’s) threat of
an essay on, “W hat I
did on my sum m er vacation”
worked in a couple of instances.
Bob Owen reports that he is alive
and well and living in Brookfield,
CT. He teaches high school history
in Bethel, CT, and is in his 18th
year as the wrestling coach. The
team is doing well, and Bob says
that his personal life also is taking
a positive turn. Find him at
<rowen03@snet.net>.
John ’80 and Kerri Ford Ross
stiH make Jacksonville, FL, their
home. Kerri has worked for 10 years
with Humana Medical Plan. She
manages a department that gathers
and maintains physician informa
tion. John works at Wachovia/First
Union National Bank in the asset
disposal department.
Their son, Craig (19), is a junior
at Florida State U, well on his way
toward graduating in three years
with a B.A. in history. Their daugh
ter, Kelly ( 1 7 ) , finished high school
m December and began college in
January.
Kerri and John are getting condi
tioned to the empty nest and say
that having Kelly attend college in
Jacksonville for the first year will
make it a little easier. They spend
their free time cruising on the high
seas or vacationing in Florida. Reach
them at <jaguar9748@aol.com> or
■^15 Haslett Dr. E., Jacksonville, FL
32277.
Since the threat of a summer
®SSay worked, my next assignment, if
(Lou) do not hear from folks, will
e a sonnet about winter snow!
7 ° u Ockunzzi, 9789 Woodhurst Dr.,
Strongsville, OH 44149-1375,
^ °uockunzzi@yahoo.com>.
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The wedding of Steve Wheeler ’96 and Yoshimi Kanai, July 27, 2002. (Back row, left to r) Sky Lesnik ’99,
Mike Baker, Doug Peacock, ’96s, Dan Hunter '79, Tom Hunter ’72, Rob Wilder ’74, Jesse Elmore ’97, Rich
Richards ’96; (Middle) Sheila Dreher ’99, Shannon Preece Baker ’96, Tasha Stolle Peacock '99, Ellen Bergantz
Hunter ’81, Bonnie Hunter Wheeler ’69, Rebecca Barnes-Davies ’99, Anne Overton Lyman ’97; (Front)
bride, groom.

| Q Q H As one of your new
I 7 0 L class secretaries, I
(Susan) look forward to hearing
from all classmates. The reunion was
a great time of catching up. Please
stay in touch and contribute to this
column.
During baseball season, Cleve
land Plain Dealer columnist Roger
Brown noted: “If the players go on
strike soon, owners can t say they
weren’t warned, long ago, by
Kevin Ruple.” Baseball owners
purchased Kevin’s I.S., an analysis
o f the 1981 baseball strike, in the
1980s and passed it on to thencommissioner Bowie Kuhn. Kevin
works as sports information direc
tor for Baldwin-Wallace College.
Laura Winitsky Coker was
accepted as a member of the Group
Repertory Theatre in North
Hollywood, run by actor Lonny
Chapman. She also was asked to
audition for a Native American
Showcase on CBS. “Why me?” she
asks. “I don’t know. When I told
them I wasn’t Native American, they
were so impressed with my honesty
(a rare thing in this business, I
guess), that they asked me to audi
tion anyway. I did tell them I once
lived in Cleveland, if that counted.
Contact Laura at <lauracoker@
earthlink.net>.
Jane Cairns Murray thought
the reunion was great. Her daughter,
Aileen, is a senior in high school.
Jane completed a triathlon this sum
mer She and her husband spend
free time at children’s sports events,
including baseball tournaments in

St. Louis, Cooperstown, and Disney
World.
Linda Mortensen Hill, who was
at Wooster for two years, now lives
in the quiet town of Bremen, Ohio.
She’s married with two children,
Marshall (16) and Jacob (13), and
two stepchildren, Brittney (13) and
Brandon (11). If you are in southern
Ohio, please look her up.
Jay Heiser put his Wooster Ger
man classes to work. He and his
family lived in Vienna, Austria, for
several years. Looking for a change,
Jay accepted a job working for a
Swiss bank in England. He enjoys
the commute to London despite fre
quent rain showers and leaky trains.
Ed Zambie writes, “My wife and
I had our second son, Alexander
Frederick, on Oct. 1, 2002.”
Suzan McQueen and her hus
band, Kevin Mason, produced a CD
called “Wondrous Love,” a collection
of hymns arranged for voice and
guitar. The proceeds from the CD’s
sale will benefit her church in
Northbrook, IL, and the Diocese of
Chicago. Questions? Ask her at
<mcbutterfly4360@aol.com>.
B arbara Brown, 740 Mississippi
River Blvd. 10-B, St. Paul, M N 55116,
<wishboneandbarb@hotmail.com>;
John P. Shafer, 6208 Ridge Pond Rd.
Apt. F, Centreville, VA 20121-4061,
<fragrancesources@hotmail.com>;
and Susan L an c aste r T oner, 11593
Westbury PI, Carmel, IN 46032,
<susanjoner@hotmail.com>.
1 Q Q Q
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After four years in
Germany as European

correspondent and automotive
columnist for The Detroit News,
Daniel Howes returned to
Michigan to become the paper’s
business columnist. He, his wife,
Margarite, and daughter, Isabelle
(11), live in D earborn. Daniel
would love to hear from you at
< dchowes@detnews.com>.
Carol Osborne Strauch and I
(Jennie) along with A1 Gerard,

Mindy Warren Andolina, Jeff
Berichon, Mark Ferguson, Joe
Incavo, and Tod Edel are busy
planning our 20th class reunion. It’s
almost here! Join us, June 5-8. If you
wish to help, please contact me.
Jennie S auers, 245 Beverly Rd. NE,
Atlanta, GA 30309, <levsal@aol.
com>.

1 Q (M

Steven M. Tyler has
• ' V r been nam ed N orth
American business unit manager
for Fire Protection Systems Group,
a new division of Tremco Inc. in
Medina, Ohio. The group markets
and services its TREMstop brand
ed line of fire control products.
During Steven’s 15 years with the
company, he has worked in techni
cal service, sales, and marketing.
Most recently he was the director
o f marketing for N orth America in
the company’s sealants/weatherproofing division. Steven holds an
M.B.A. from John Carroll U and
lives in University Heights with his
wife and three children.
E lizabeth R enner C lick, 2312
Miramar Blvd., Cleveland, OH
44118-3819, <jneclick@aol.com>,
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Alums celebrate more than a decade o f friendship. (Back row, left
to r) Jennifer O’Keefe Ruggles ’92, Kinta Sippy Alizzeo ’91, Dot
Verbrugge ’92, Joanne McAnlis ’91; (Middle row) Eva Dodds ’91,
Claudius the dog, Linda Miller Shively ’91, Liz Barney Pultorak '
’92; (Front) Jeff Tanner ’91.

and Jane Paxton H offman, 2622
Northwood, Toledo, OH 43606-3706,
<jphoffman@buckeye-express.com>.

1 Q O C

^ a r k Dowley, chair
and CEO of Inter
public Sports and Entertainm ent
Group, was nam ed to the board of
trustees of the U.S. Ski and Snow
board Team Foundation. The
foundation funds and supports the
thousands of athletes involved in
the U.S. Ski and Snowboard
Association.
P eter Anderson, 911 Carnelian St.,
Redondo Beach, CA 90277-3002,

1/00

Hills, N Y 11743-6437, <cryan@lab21.
com>.

John G. Warner is

I 7 0 J senior producer and
videographer for “Virginia
Currents,” a weekly TV news
magazine based in Richmond, VA.
The series covers local interest
news stories w ithout reporter n ar
ration. In its 12th season, it has
won num erous honors, including
the Gabriel Award, several Edward
R. M urrow awards, and regional
Emmys. The show succeeds,
according to John, because it “does
what public television stations
need to do: it covers stories that
commercial stations may not cover
at all or in depth.” He calls TV
producing “the hardest job to fig
ure out,” adding that “you have to
be a writer, reporter, film director,
editor, mechanic, fixer-upper, poli
tician, and salesman all wrapped
up in one.”
Jennifer B urrows Landefeld, 589
Ayers Ave., Turtle Creek, PA 15145,
<jennsbl@jennsbl.com>.1

1 Oft A

<peter.d.anderson@boeing.com>, and
C harles Ryan, 5 Vannina PL, West

1 Q 0 7 Samrat Upadhyay, an
I / O #
English professor at
Baldwin-Wallace, received a
Whiting Writers’ Award. The Mrs.
Giles W hiting Foundation gives
the large monetary awards annual
ly to emerging writers. Samrat’s
book, Arresting God in Kathmandu
(Houghton Mifflin, 2001), is a col
lection o f short stories about his
native Nepal. The work has
received much critical acclaim.
Brian Bodenbender and his
wife, Janice, had their first child,
Erin Kay, on Apr. 7,2002. Brian
reports, “You hear all kinds of things
about parenthood, but I really wasn’t
prepared for it to be this much fun!
“I was granted tenure last year at
Hope College, where I teach paleon
tology and other geology and envi
ronmental science courses. I enjoyed
watching Wooster win Hope’s foot
ball home opener — but where was
the band?
“I’m looking forward to a sab
batical in M ontana and am trying
to get plans off the ground for a
dinosaur dig in Wyoming. Hope
fully we’ll be able to introduce
Erin to some open spaces over the
next few years, before they all fill
up with vacation homes. I’d love
to renew Wooster connections, at
<bodenbender@ hope.edu>.”
Lisa D iment Panepento, 4130
Mallard Way, Wooster, OH 44691,
<LBPanepento@aol.com>.

long overdue update! After gradu
ation, Jenny says, “I went back to
Watertown, NY, and took a job —
not in music — a big mistake. But
I soon m ended my ways and start
ed private piano and instrum ental
teaching. Over the next 12 years,
this led to many things. I am the
handbell director at my church,
with six choirs, have a private stu
dio o f about 20 students, teach
general music one day a week at a
small parochial school (K-6 ), work
as the Internet manager for a boat
broker, and run my own search
engine optimization business.
“I got married in 1991, and in
19951 was blessed with a son,
Zachary, now in second grade and
the light of my life. My e-mail
address is <mastlady@direcway.
com>. (‘Mastlady’ refers to the
English Mastiff dogs that I raise.)”
Nathan Sponseller moved to
Crawford, CO (pop. 366), on a
whim in 1995. He has worked in
banking, small newspaper publish
ing, and even has a bed and break
fast. In June 2001 Nathan married
Dana Cooper. He enjoyed the com
pany of these Wooster friends at the
event: Palani Sakthivel, Malcolm
Mead, and Diane Giffen ’89. Nathan
writes, “A backpack honeymoon in
Europe followed the wedding. Dana
and I welcomed a daughter, Micah
Marion, on Aug. 8,2002.”
Sara heard from John Mead,
Trip Wadleigh, and Don Haut on
the same day...clearly it was Omega
day. Trip reports that Dave Allen
and wife Elizabeth have a baby
named John Robert “Jack” ( 1) — the
same name as one of Trip’s sons!
Dave remains incognito. E-mail him
at <DBAUen43@msn.com>.
Don says: “I was a professional
swimming coach for four years
before becoming an academic
vagabond for about a decade. I lived
in Missouri and Finland, raised sev
eral Great Danes, and collected a
Ph.D. in molecular biology and an
M.B.A. with concentrations in
finance and strategy. My wife and I
met in business school. Since 2000 I
have worked with McKinsey and Co.
for clients in Pharma, Biotech, and
AgBiotech.”

Don relocated from Chicago to
the Boston area to work for a bou
tique investment bank in Concord,
MA, and Munich.
John Mead sends the following:
“After a 10-plus year career in the
fashion industry in New York, work
ing in design marketing and product
development in menswear, I started
modeling and rekindled my hidden
love for acting. Four years ago, able
to make a living in modeling, I left
menswear and focused on studying
acting at schools and with private
coaches in NYC.
“I have done a little of every
thing: 10 shows off-off broadway;
parts on ‘One Life to Live’ and ‘As
the World Turns’; a member of the
‘Late Night with Conan O’Brien’
sketch comedy team; parts in
motion pictures. I now am bi
coastal, with an apartment in New
York and one in Los Angeles.
“Lately I spend most of my time
in LA. My most recent movie,
Lansdown (see <www.lansdown.
net>), was released in July. In it I
play Carmine. It opened in New
York in October. I continue to audi
tion for network shows and motion
pictures and am slated to shoot a
film, called The Fall, in Vancouver.”
Sara also heard from the longlost Rick Williams, who wants to
remain a man of mystery. Sara
guesses that he’s circling Earth on
the international space station and
doesn’t want to brag. Find Rick at
<riklz@attbi.com>. Maybe you can
make him come out of hiding!
Barbara McAninch reports:
“I’ve stayed in the Ann A rbor area
almost since leaving C.O.W. and
finished getting a degree at Eastern
Michigan U. Since then I’ve
worked in software, doing different
things, but mainly testing and sup
porting. I really love it. I have two
wonderful little boys, Shaun and
Alec. I d love to hear from anyone
from the old days... It seems like a
million years ago.” Reach her at
<babettel 1l@yahoo.com>.
Gerald Williams has joined the
law firm McCullough, Smith &
Kempe P.A. as a shareholder. Gerald
has been named a “rising star” by
Minnesota Law and Politics. He
serves on the Hennepin County Bar
Association’s ethics committee and
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fee arbitration board.
Jason and Garidith Enold
KJiayat report: “On May 23,2002.
^ r a Enold Khayat, a.k.a. ‘Smiley,’
joined big sister Kaitlyn Manal (4).
Kaitlyn is wonderful and such a
helper that we call her ‘Little
Mother.’” Find the Khayats at
''Khayat02JF@aol.com>.”
Hope to see you all at the
reunion this summer — June 5-8!
Laura T uennerman-K aplan, 60
Stockton Ave., Uniontown, PA
15401-2839, <laura@umrpc.com>;
Sara P otier M artin, 27 Gooch St.,
Melrose, MA 02176, <sarawmartin@
™tmail.com>; and M iatta W ilson,
®20 Kenwood Ave., Dallas, TX
''5214-3242, <miattaw@aol.com>.1
1 Q O Q Shelley Pearsall has
. " ® # written several historlcal shows for Eden Valley Enter
prises (EVE), a small company
oat produces one- or two-actor
Programs exploring aspects of
Northeast Ohio heritage. Shelley’s
contributions cover topics such as
Photographer Margaret Bourkeand the Underground
Railroad.
Shelley got involved in historical
Programming shortly after graduat
ing from Wooster. She now works at
afe Farm and Village. Historical
j^nting and performance appeal to
er because “they combine entera>nment with education.”
FDR and Fear Itself (Texas A&M
Press, 2002), a book by Davis
° Uck, has been nominated for a

Pulitzer Prize. Reach Davis at
<davishouck@hotmail.com>.
Erika M. F edermann, 7713 Salem

Dr., Hudson, OH 44236-1454,
<efedermann@adelphia. net>.
I A A A Apparently August
I 7 / U was a good m onth for
the stork. On the 15th Troy and
Jeannine Drvenkar Gilliland wel
comed Maxwell Robert. Jean
Maxwell Rauschenberg writes
that Eleanor Margaret joined
brother William on Aug. 4.
(William is still adjusting to this
cosmic change in the universe!)
Jean and husband Fritz spend
time with Heidi Huneke Miller
and her twins. Heidi’s husband, Ben
Miller ’91, works full-time and
attends law school in the evening.
Several friends have chosen the
southern life. Greg and Shannon
Murray ’92 Phlegar relocated to
Savannah, GA, in 2001. Greg works
as the director of judicial affairs for
the Savannah College of Art and
Design. Shannon is the academic
adviser for the Georgia Tech
Regional Engineering Program in
Savannah. They have two children:
son Michael (3) and daughter ^
Mercer (8 mos.). Greg writes, Once
you get used to the heat and humid
ity, Savannah is a really cool town.
50 to speak. Reach them at 110
Edinburgh CL, Richmond Hill, GA
51 324 or < 2phlegar@scad.edu>.
Working our way north, we find

Todd Richardson in the world of
academics. He has completed a

Ph.D. in English and works at the U
of South Carolina in Columbia.
Chris Hyland writes from
Durham, NC, where he opened his
own law firm (Hyland & Padilla
PLCC) with another attorney in the
spring of 1999. He practices person
al injury, criminal defense, and other
general civil litigation. Chris would
like to hear from old friends at 1018
Iredell Street, Durham, NC 27705.
Back on the homefront in Woo,
Sharon Coursey Rice was recently
promoted to assistant director of
alumni relations at the College.
Sharon, her husband, Brent, and
Evan (3) welcomed Landon Taylor
to the family in July.
A mini-alumni gathering took
place at Sharon’s house in early
August. Mike and Terri LoweDonovan and their children, Katie,
Grace, and Billy, stopped by while
visiting family in Ohio. Rick and
Cheryl Wilson McElroy drove up
from Cincinnati with daughter Erin
to join the festivities. The lunch
menu included “catching up and
general chaos,” Sharon says. She was
sorry that Andrea Gomez and
Caroline “KK” Walker were not
able to join them.
Next we move west with Mia
Wright, who relocated from
Virginia to California. She’s opening
a flower/aromatherapy shop. Mia
lives in Aptos, near San Francisco,
and would love to hear from other
Wooster alums on the West Coast at
<miawright@aol.com>.
Aloha to Steve ’88 and Karen

Balogh Stafford. Kim Strollo says
that Karen and Steve live on the
Hawaiian island of Oahu! Karen, can
we get your new address? When can
we visit?
We end our journey in Japan
where Kirk Neureiter writes, “No
changes here, excluding the occa
sional earthquake or typhoon. The
12-year recession continues.” Kirk
recently played in an international
soccer tournament in Singapore
where he “continued to battle with
the young guys.” Kirk’s daughter,
Lisa (1), now is “wreaking havoc,” he
says.
We (Ruth, Julie, and Candace)
are pleased to report that classmates
are not only tolerating our periodic
e-mail reminders for news but also
responding. If you have not been
receiving our notices and you have
an e-mail address, drop us a line so
that we can update our records. We
always welcome news via snail mail,
too (see addresses below).
Ruth Reynolds C otter, 1077
Ardsley Rd., Schenectady, N Y 123083011; C andice D avis Palya, 704
Dunkirk Rd., Baltimore, MD 21212;
and Julie R ivinus, 364 Fairfield St.
Apt. 2, Cambridge, MA 02140,
<wooster_90@hotmail. com>.
1 0 0 1

Last sum m er’ several
• • * • Zetas enjoyed a minireunion of reminiscing and culi
nary delights at Linda Miller
Shively’s hom e in Rocky River,
Ohio (see photo, p. 42). Attending
were Kinta Sippy Alizzeo, Eva
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Dodds, Joanne McAnlis, and Jenn
O’Keefe Ruggles, Liz Barney
Pultorak, and Dot Verbrugge, ’92s.
While paging through scrapbooks
documenting the days of Greek
sweatshirts and big hair, the group
got the update on each other’s lives.
Linda married Jeff Shively in
2000 and works at the family-owned
Lakewood Travel Bureau.
After living on St. Thomas in the
U.S. Virgin Islands for five years,
Kinta and Gary Alizzeo returned to
Meadville, PA, to be closer to family
and raise their daughter, Sierra
Lynn, who was born in 1999.
Eva has returned to the Detroit
area after living in Houston, Boston,
and Washington, DC. Eva works as a
counselor, teacher, and coach at
Detroit Country Day School. Her
latest claim to fame is a letter to the
editor published in the New York
Times on 9/11/02. (Search www.nyt.
com for Eva McGregor Dodds and
look for “A Pause to Bind Up the
Wound in Our Heart.”)
Joanne and Ed Bielski live in
Indianapolis where Joanne works as
an assistant vice president for Duke
Realty Corp. and cares for their son,
William August, born in Dec. 2001.
After living close to Jenn’s par
ents in DC, Jenn and Paul Ruggles
’93 have returned to the Cleveland
area, closer to Paul’s family. Jenn
works for the Ohio State Auditor’s
office and gets little sleep because of
daughter Alyssa Brooke, born in
Mar. 2000. Paul has returned to
teaching math and coaching hockey
for the North Olmsted City Schools.
Liz and Jake Pultorak split the
difference between in-laws in Ohio
and eastern Pennsylvania by settling
in Pittsburgh. Liz works from her
home as an independent computer
consultant. She “defines and builds
systems specifically for the financial
industry.” Liz and Jake welcomed
Alexandra Fay in Apr. 2001.
Dot flew in from her home with
Karl Vismeg in Murray, UT, to join
the fun in Rocky River. Dot is a fam
ily practice physician but gets more
real family practice raising Jonathan
George, born in Nov. 2000.
The group has stayed close over
the past 10-plus years through a
round-robin letter. Jane Carter
Simon and Katherine “KT”
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The wedding of
Adam Kiss ’94
and Nicole
Martinez,
June 22, 2002.
(Left to r)
Marcel Browne
’95, Alphine
Jefferson
(history), bride,
groom, Greg
Keidan, Matt
Linsley, ’95s

Fleming Buckley also are part of
the round-robin but were unable to
attend the mini-reunion. Jane and
Geoff Simon ’89 live in Sarasota
where Geoff is CEO of Aesculapian
Management Co. They’re enjoying
Geoffery Austin, born in Feb. 2000.
KT and Sean Buckley live in
Alexandria, VA. KT is still globe
hopping as a climate program man
ager in the office of international
affairs at the EPA. Sean works as a
department manager for Parsons, an
environmental engineering and
remediation company.
Always one with a nose for a
good party, Jeff Tanner made a spe
cial guest appearance at the summer
event. Jeff works as a consultant/
project manager at I-Many, a soft
ware company and spends weekends
kayaking on Lake Erie.
Chris Scarlata has been pro
moted from controller to CFO of
Edison Schools, the nation’s largest
private manager of public schools.
Previously Chris, a CPA, held posi
tions as controller of Walker Digital
LLC, a start-up Internet invention
and development company, and
assistant controller of Mitchell
Madison Group LLC, an interna
tional management consulting firm.
An article in the San Francisco
Chronicle last spring reported,
“When Masankho K. Banda s stu
dents come to dance class at the
Saratoga Community Center, they
can leave their shoes and the day’s
stresses at the door. Tuning in to the
rhythms of the West African music
called high life, students move
through dances that celebrate har
vests and honor their ancestors.” The
founder of Ucandanc African
Healing Arts, Masankho continues
to use dance to spread joy and cul
tural understanding. He also serves
as a board member of Pathways to
Peace, an international organization.
D on C ampbell, 866 N. Arlington

Mill Dr., Arlington, VA 22205-1311,
<dcampbell@fec.gov>, and Katie
Jones M c C lelland, 1263 Circle Dr.,
Arbutus, MD 21227, <rmcclelland
@prodigy.net>.

1 Q Q 9 Kel|y Chur married
* * • M* Donald Henry on July
27, 2002, in Raquette Lake, NY.
Kelly has a master’s in architecture
from the U of Buffalo; Donald is a
research scientist with Rolls-Royce
Corp. They live in Indianapolis.
Andrew Williamson has lived
and worked in Nashville, TN, since
the summer of 1995. He writes,
Though I do some free-lance work
in theater, I primarily work for
Vari*Lite, a lighting company that
specializes in computerized, auto
mated lighting equipment for the
ater, television, and concert tours. In
the last several years I worked with
country singers Tim McGraw and
Lorrie Morgan, on corporate events
for Radio Shack, Disney, and Busch
Gardens, and on television specials
featuring the Judds and Elton John,
among others.
For most of the last two years,
I ve toured as lighting designer for
singer Trisha Yearwood and worked
on the lighting crew for the 2001
Christmas tour with Kenny Rogers. I
am trying to buy a house and would
love to hear from friends, especially
those in the Beta section. E-mail me
at <alwlights@hotmail.com>.”
Amy Sue Hollander says, “I
married Gene Fujii in an intimate
family wedding at Walt Disney
World in Florida on Aug. 22. Gene
and I live in Fairfax, VA. He’s an
aerospace engineer. I do technical
writing for an IT company and take
classes in historic preservation.” Find
Amy at <wooster92@yahoo.com>.
Heather Bradley bikes to work
each day at the Connecticut high
school where she teaches special
education. Heather recently bought

an old house and is refurbishing and
redecorating. She even removed
some squirrels living happily in the
walls! Heather keeps in touch with
Mike Wells ’90, who lives in Seattle.
Heather is eager to contact
Zeynep Apaydin Kurmus who was
last seen in Turkey but may have
moved to China. “Zeynep, reach me
at <pickleshicks@yahoo.com>,”
Heather says.
Carissa Conner April sends
news from Woods Hole, “I resigned
from active duty in the Coast Guard
last September in order to pursue
development as an internationallevel field hockey umpire. (I still
serve in the CG Reserve.) In Feb.
2002,1 launched a company, Art To
Eat — custom cookies for special
events! I also manage my husband’s
landscape construction company
and work on major renovations to
our house.”
In September Pete and Erika
Seyfried Williams moved from the
Cleveland area to Denver. Erika was
recruited to work at Johns Manville
as a product manager for an acoustic
insulation line, a product used in
ceiling tiles, office partitions, or theaters to deaden the sound. She
enjoys the challenges of her new job.
Husband Pete stays home with
son Case (1). The family lives in a
suburb with hills and mountain
views. Erika says, “Life is good!”
Contact her at <petenerika@aol.
com> or 286 Warwick PL, Castle
Rock, CO 80108.
Kathleen Q uinn , 241 Johns Hill Rd„
Highland Heights, KY 41076,
<quinnkl@email. uc.edu>.
1 Q Q O Stan ’92 and Katie
• • • J Lederer Aukamp welcorned Jillian Leigh on June 17,
2002. She joins big sister Sarah (3).
The Aukamps live in Raleigh, NC,
and would love for anyone passing
through the area to stop by!
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Michelle Leigh DeGraw
VanderMeer has moved close to her
hometown in Michigan. She’s
worked for Kellogg for the past cou
ple of years. Michelle says, “Last
February I had a chance to catch up
with my college roomie, Anne
Swierenga Nabors. She and her
husband, Brad, have a gorgeous new
home and family and seem very

Wooster
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happy. I hope to see Joan and Rich
Bailey ’91 this fall as I embark on my
venture into marriage with Jeff
VanderMeer. It should be a heck of
a bash. Please contact me at
<MichelleVanderMeer@hotmail.
com>. If you’re ever on vacation in
Beautiful Battle Creek, look me up.”
Ann S chm itz F isher , 5251 Lannoo
St-< Grosse Pointe, M I 48236-2137,
<'GPPisher@teleweb.net>, and
Kristen W hitaker K nox , 6240
Commonwealth Dr., Westerville, OH
43082, <dkknoxWearthlink.net>.

1 QQA

Andy ’92 and Cari

’

Boardman Robertson

*

f

t

had their first child, a son, on June
2002. Cari says, “We’ve named
him Andrew ‘Drew’ David. We are
Pretty astounded that he’s here
With us — an incredible miracle.
I ve resigned from my teaching
Position after four years to try my
hand at full-time mothering.
Andy continues to work as the
only pediatrician in town. I’ve stayed
'n touch with Katherine Smith
Millar ’95 who had her first child on
May 25,2002. Katherine and her
husband, Michael, named their
daughter Marysol Shannon.” Find
Cari at <arob8340@hotmail.com>.

Rebecca Anne Davis Gardner
uPdates us, “David and I are settling
into life in South Carolina. Our son,
trie, was born in April. He is a joy to
e around and already shows signs
°f enjoying music. Contact us at
^dandbgardner@yahoo.com> or
Creek Rd. East, Greenwood, SC
29646.”
Matt Seaman Kaiser spoke
about law school on the College
oarripus in September. Matt is a
Recent graduate of Georgetown Law
chool and works as a law clerk for a
ederal district judge in Maryland.
Adam Kiss married Nicole
artinez in June. See their photo on
Page 44.
^Amara C. C ampbell, 1012 Bishop

d.
Grosse Pointe Park, MI
^30-1421, and E leanor K alejs
VMan , 3826 Staghorn Dr., Long
mont, CO 80503, <eleanoryman@
otmail.com>.

]995
^

William Hauge, a
- — lieutenant in the U.S.
avy Reserves, recently completed

Winter 2003

a six-week course at the the Naval
Education and Training Center in
Newport, RI, to prepare for duty.
Anne Flewelling Sullivan has
moved to Chapel Hill, NC, with her
husband and two children. Her hus
band is studying for an M.B.A.
Reach Anne at <asullivan@toast.
net>.
Andrea Michelle Peoples is
pursuing a Ph.D. in policy studies
and education at George Washing
ton U in Washington, DC. She
writes, “I’ve relocated from Los
Angeles (after a four-year stay in
Beverly Hills). I live in the northern
Virginia area where I teach fourth
grade. Reach me at <andrea.peoples
@acps.kl2.va.us>.”
Rob Kugler writes about the
myriad of changes that he and Heidi
Schulz Kugler ’94 undertook last
summer. Heidi accepted a position
as a chaplain at the federal prison at
Fort Dix, NJ. She’s the first woman
ever to serve as chaplain there.
The Kuglers relocated to an old
home built in 1880 that looks out on
the Delaware River and is only about
a 20-minute commute for Heidi.
Rob completed a master s in educa
tional administration and supervi
sion at Seton Hall in May and was
hired as an assistant principal at
Willingboro High School (the alma
mater of Olympic great Carl Lewis).
Rob is responsible for the ninth
grade as well as the English, art,
music, and other fine arts depart
ments. He feels greatly “challenged, ^
appreciated, respected, and fulfilled
and is getting used to wearing a suit
on a daily basis. The Kuglers live at
113 Cooper St., Beverly, NJ 08010.
In Denver Caroline Robinson
M c M o rro w started an interior
design business last March and mar
ried Justin McMorrow in Chicago in
August. She’s in touch with
Stephanie Blake ’97, who is getting a
Ph.D. at the U of Minnesota, and
Elisa Stude. Caroline’s cousin, Win
Repenning ’94, got married last year
in Indianapolis.
Caroline pleads, “I would love to
get in touch with all of you Alpha
Gamms out there. Jody, Luci,
Shannon O — where are you? Kevin
Goheen ’96, where have you gone?
Find her at <carobinson27@yahoo.
com>.”

The wedding of Rachel Kosa ’97 and Jamie Maines, March 23, 2002.
(Left to r) Marcie Topping '97, groom, bride, Jessica Nelson
Harbeson, Zach Lyman, ’97s.

Blake Hildner Sawyer left her
position in marketing after the birth
of her second child, Jackson Kerr, in
Nov. 2001. His older brother, Trip,
celebrated his fourth birthday in
August. Blake says she would not
trade a minute of the time she shares
with her sons. She’s building a fami
ly web site, <www.thesawyerfamily.
gixxer.com>. Contact her at <triumphx75@hotmail.com>.
Olivia and Madison, the twin
daughters of Todd and Allison
Hightshoe Bescak, are now 3 1/2.
(See the family pictured on page 12.)
Todd is in his final year of an oph
thalmology residency in Columbus,
Ohio, and is trying to decide
whether to start practicing or con
tinue on for a fellowship. He went to
Puerto Cortes, Honduras, this sum
mer for two weeks on a medical
mission performing 67 surgeries on
the poor and underprivileged.
Dan Ephraim is stepping away
from IntelliSurvey, a technology
market research firm that he cofounded in 2000, to study finance at
the Olin School of Business,
Washington U in St Louis. If anyone
is in St Louis and would like to cross
paths, find Dan at <dephraim@
intellisurvey.com>. He welcomes
tips on restaurants or local points of
interest.
J.T. ’93 and Gina Bombaci
Peirce continue to renovate the
house they purchased last year in
Edgewood, PA. Gina works as assis
tant director of the Center for
Russian and East European Studies
at the U of Pittsburgh. She writes
grant proposals and organizes edu
cational outreach programs. Contact
her at <bombaci@pitt.edu>. J.T.
works for Mercy Behavioral Health
as a mobile psychiatric rehabilitation
specialist.
Melissa Shipley writes after
being MIA since graduation. She
worked as a magazine editor in
Washington, DC, for three years

until she met Chad Ritterbusch.
They married and relocated to
Chicago. Melissa worked for several
years as a financial analyst and asso
ciate director of research for a global
commercial real estate firm. Melissa
and Chad had their first child, John
Richard, in June 2001.
Melissa now stays at home with
her son and says it is the work she
has always dreamed of doing. She
does some free-lance writing on
occasion. Reach her at 31908 Village
Green Blvd., Warrenville, IL 60555
or <RitterFamily@aol.com>.
B ecca Sanders M astin , 4 Fall River
Ct., Fairfield, OH 45014, <beccamastin@worldnet.att.net>.

1I 0 0/ UA Alison
Alexander
Bezyak, a financial
W

advisor for Ham ilton Capital
Management Inc., has been award
ed the designation of certified
financial planner by the Certified
Financial Planner Board of
Standards. Alison focuses on estate
and wealth transfer planning at
Hamilton Capital Management
and lives in Upper Arlington,
Ohio.

Heather Lambert-Shemo
earned an M.B.A. in marketing and
finance in June from the U of
Rochester and accepted a position
as associate product manager for
Smackers Brand at Bonne Bell Inc.
in Lakewood, Ohio. Jeff LambertShemo works at The Pinnacle, a
sports medicine clinic in Parma.
Heather and Jeff live in downtown
Cleveland while house hunting in
the Ohio City/Tremont area. Send
e-mail to <lambert@shemo.com>
or <jeff@shemo.com>.
Ken Casais moved to sunny
Raleigh and invites, “anyone who
may want to hear the story of my life
since graduation” to contact him at
<kcasais@hotmail.com>. “I’d espe
cially like to hear from James
Hervey and any alums in the
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The wedding o f Matthew Scott ’98 and Michael Falk, Aug. 17, 2002. (Back row,
left to r) John Plummer ’64 (formerly business office), Patrick Scott '98, Ben Mizer
’99, Nate Wilds '97; (Middle row) George Vermander, Matthew Scott, Michael
Falk, Sarah Burger Wilds ’97. (Front) Madonna Hettinger (history), Meg Burger
’00, Heidi Haverkamp, Robin Ray, ’98s.

Raleigh area,” he says.
On June 14,2002, Lizbeth Anne
Leathers married David German.
Lizbeth has passed the Washington
bar. She asks Alyssa Morse Bond and
Kristen Riker, ’97s, to get in touch
with her at <nwgrrl@hotmail.com>.
Another wedding occurred in
July: Steve Wheeler married
Yoshimi Kanai in Medina, Ohio.
(See the photo on page 41.) Among
the attendees were Rich Richards,
Jesse Elmore ’97, Mike Baker, and
Doug Peacock, all of whom sang
together at Wooster, with Steve, as
“In Cinq.” The group shared a brief
encore performance at the reception.
Emily Brunk Jones is the exec
utive director of the Washington
Inner City Lacrosse Foundation
(WINNERS Lacrosse). The nonprof
it organization gives youth from his
torically underprivileged neighbor
hoods in the greater Washington,
DC, area the opportunity to learn to
play lacrosse. Participants learn the
importance of commitment, good
sportsmanship, and a strong work
ethic.
Emily reports, “After coaching
for five years, I felt I wasn’t making a
difference in the lives of the team
members, who had so many oppor
tunities. For the WINNERS partici
pants, however, lacrosse is one of
very few after-school activities to
choose from. It is a new sport for
most of the students, and they are
excited to learn the game.”
Ronnie Jordan ’97 and E. “Beau”
McCaffray ’76 also bring the game
of lacrosse to underserved young
people “in the name of Positive
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Youth Development Lacrosse,”
Ronnie reports. Ronnie directs
Varsity Programs with MetroLacrosse in inner-city Boston, and
Beau coordinates the Lacrosse and
Academics teams in Wimington,
NC. Emily and Ronnie each played
lacrosse at Wooster.
M eredith G raham , Apt. 321, 305
Montefiore St., Lafayette, IN 47905,
<mgraham@ecn.purdue.edu>;
M ichelle P errigo , Apt. C19,2114
Sunnyside Dr., Kalamazoo, M I 49048,
<meesch@stratos.net>; and A ndrew
V ellenga, 226 Live Oak Ct., Midway
Park, NC 28544.
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Douglas DeWalt

i f f t
writes, “My wife,
Nicole, and I are the proud parents
of Elijah Johannes, born on Aug. 5,
2002. He is doing very well and is
the center of attention. I am a quali
ty engineer at an automotive light
ing company in southern Indiana,
hard at work developing the lamps
for the newest Cadillac vehicle, the
SRX.”
On leave in New York City work
ing on an off-Broadway play, Dale
Shields (theatre) sends this news,
“Mariama Whyte did a great job in
James Baldwin’s Amen Corner at the
Cleveland Playhouse in 2001, and
she’s made the leap to NYC. She has
been offered a role and standby in
the new tour of The Lion King. The
tour starts in Chicago and then goes
to Las Vegas.
“Mariama should be on the road
for a year. She also starred in a small
independent film with Tony
Nickerson, Wooster’s guest artist in

The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail. And
Mariama was asked to audition for
Aida on Broadway!” Dale promises
to keep us posted on this rising star.
Megan Lee Doney writes, “I was
in Spain and Germany this summer,
leading a study abroad trip and visit
ing a friend from grad school. My
husband, Jeb, and I bought our first
house in Springfield, VT, this fall
and soon after adopted a St. Bernard
puppy named Sam. I’m still at Land
mark College, Jeb is still at Dart
mouth, and we would love to hear
from any lost friends at <mdoney@
landmark.edu>.”
Andreas Binz is searching for
Elizabeth Dooher and says, “I am
doing great, still in school going for
my second B.A. (lifelong learning,
they call it). Take care.” Reply to
<andreas.binz@telia.com>.

Karen Lynne Buchmueller
completed a Ph.D. in chemistry at
the U of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill under the direction of Kevin
Weeks ’86. Starting in the spring, she
will be the visiting assistant profes
sor and Dreyfus post-doctoral fellow
at Furman U in Greenville, SC. As a
part of this fellowship, Karen did
research at Georgia State U in
Atlanta before moving to Greenville.
Karen says, “I had the pleasure of
attending the wedding of Emily
Hogle Jeffris in Pensacola, FL.
Other Woo grads are doing very
well. Leanne Krudner is working
hard in Portland, ME. Margaret
Conti is at the U of ColoradoBoulder pursuing a master’s in edu
cation. Luminita Gherman Ellis is
in San Antonio, TX, and Summer
Koladin ’96 married Jayson Plantz
on Nov. 22,2002. And my mother,
Frances Emch Buchmueller ’59, also
is doing well in Dublin, Ohio.”
Jason ’93 and Virginia Osgood
Hudson, D.V.M., have moved back
to Ohio. Jason accepted a job as
head men and women’s cross-coun
try and track and field coach at
Oberlin College. Virginia works
part-time at a veterinary clinic in
Lorain. She writes, “We are very
excited about being back in Ohio,
closer to family and friends. No chil
dren yet, but we have a wonderfulblack Lab (15 mos.) named Cali.
Contact us at <jdh 6@ureach.com>
or <voh_dvm@ureach.com>.”

I (Sue) have settled into my new
home in Colorado Springs and
absolutely love my surroundings. I
live about one block away from the
Colorado College campus and often
feel like I’m back at Wooster. The
leaves are piling up, students are
bundling up for football games and
bonfires. Life was so much simpler
at Wooster, wasn’t it?
Enjoy time with your family and
friends this winter and send an email telling us all about it!
Suzanne M. F letcher , 727 North
Nevada Ave. Apt. 1, Colorado Springs,
CO 80903, <siouxfletch@yahoo.
com>.

1 QQO

Matthew Scott tells us,
I f f O “My partner, Michael
Falk, and I were m arried in Ann
Arbor, MI, on Aug. 17, 2002. (See
photo above.) Friends and family
attended as well as several Wooster
folks. It was meaningful to us both
to have so many friends there to
support and celebrate our union.”
See Bilal Zuberi featured on
page 48.
Last April Carolyn Hicks mar
ried Mark Saab See the photo on
page 35.
R yan N iemeyer, 3532 Brookstone Dr.
Apt. C, Cincinnati, OH 45209,
<rniemeyer@cincyreds.com>.
l O O O Jen n ife r A1111 Buckley
I I f f
had a busy summer.
She graduated from the U of
Michigan Law School in early May,
took the Ohio Bar Examination at
the end of July, moved to Cleveland
at the end of August, and started
work at Baker and Hostetler LLP in
early September.
Deborah Stengle sends greet
ings and this update: “I have just fin
ished serving a two-year commit
ment in Lithuania with the Peace
Corps, an amazing and intense expe
rience. I now have no home and am
traveling through Asia for six
months. I have lots of stories to
share with anyone who is interested.
Happy travels.” Find Deborah at
<littlelady2105@yahoo.com>.
Marie Egawa married Bill
Kopka in June. See the Woosterites
who attended pictured on page 38.
Katharyne Marcus writes, “I am
studying at Cleveland State U for a

Wooster
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10c, N e w York, N Y 10009,
< m a u r a fin n l2 @ h o tm a il.c o m >.
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The wedding o f Sarah Elizabeth Nichols and Russell Henry Kohrs, ’01s, Aug. 17 2002. (Left to r) Tom Johnson, Aileen
Reiser, Liz Baumann, ’01s, bride, groom, Jeannette Petras, Stacey Lim, Jill Trejtz,
s.

Master’s of urban planning, design,
and development. I’m working as an
'ntern at the City of Cleveland planning commission through next sum
mer, excellent hands-on experience.”
Ratharyne has enjoyed traveling in
the U.S. and Italy. Reach her at 2699
R- 126th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44120.

Elizabeth “Liz” Jenet Myers
spent a year as an intern at Wooster,
then worked for two seasons at
Canyonlands National Park in
southern Utah. Last spring she
taught environmental education and
ran a summer camp in Maryland on
the Chesapeake Bay. Liz writes, “My
boyfriend, Jonathan, and I moved to
Eugene, OR. I teach preschoolers
and middle schoolers and am also
helping to develop a local environ
mental education center. Contact me
at <hzjenet@hotmail.com>.”
1 (Christy) am having a great
but exhausting time in my first year
°f teaching sixth through eighth
grade science at a small private
school. The kids keep me hopping
Vvith their raging hormones, inter
personal dramas, and excellent ques
tions about how the world works. I
"so enjoy the greater Washington,
tlC, area.
R krry H ardy, 1300 C ecil B. M o o re
y e- Apt. 5 1 8 N , P h ila d elp h ia , PA
^ 122, < kerryh a rd yl9 9 8 @ ya h o o .
c°tn> , a n d C hristy R auch, 2403
° rex e l St., V ie n n a ,

UA 22180,

^ ch ristyra uch@ yahoo. com > .

Andrew Westbury
went to Uzbekistan
"oth the Peace Corps soon after

^ ‘nter 2003

graduation and was there for 15
months before being evacuated
after 9/ 11. He reapplied within
weeks and left for Nepal five
m onths later.
In spite of the growing Maoist
rebellion there, which has led to
nearly 4,000 deaths in the last six
years, Andrew feels safe because he
has become part of the community.
“Of course, I’m scared of dying,” he
admits, “but I am willing to take a
certain amount of risk to help fulfill
America’s obligation toward disad
vantaged countries.
Karl Bekeny ’99 and Amanda
Kay Kriska were recently married.
They live in Cleveland.
Scott Greenaway writes, I have
traveled throughout North America
and now teach art in Sudbury. MA.
I’m trying to publish my children’s
book and doing some free-lance
Web design. So if anyone needs any
Web or graphic design or illustra
tions (or wants to publish my
book!), go to <http://sgreena.tripod.
Com> or find me at <greenawayscott
@go.com>.”
Caitlin Pine covers education,
arts, and housing for a small paper
in Minneapolis. She enjoyed partici
pating in a community production
of O k la h o m a ! and visited Carey
McGilliard and Emily Welty in DC
for a “whirlwind weekend. Reach
Caitlin at <pcaitlin@yahoo.com>.
Emily is studying for a master s
in peace and conflict resolution
studies at American U. Contact her
at <emilywelty@yahoo.com>.
Carey works at a biology lab on

the Eastern Shore and enjoys the
techno dance club scene in DC on
weekends. Find her at <cmcgilliard@
yahoo.com>.
Katie Pease attends law school
at the U of Akron. Get in touch with
her at <katherine_g_pease@yahoo.
com>.
Elizabeth Gill and Jacob Burt
teach English at Shandong Univer
sity in Jinan, China. Reach Elizabeth
at <yufishekg@yahoo.com> or Jacob
at <lilgreenfrog99@yahoo.com>.
This fall Marie Salupo entered a
Catholic volunteer human rights
organization, the Maryknoll Mission
Association of the Faithful, planning
to serve in Zimbabwe for three
years. Before her overseas term
began, however, she joined a
November peace demonstration at
the former U.S. Army School of the
Americas in Georgia. Marie and 95
other demonstrators nonviolentiy
trespassed onto Fort Benning. They
were arrested and jailed.
Marie says she felt a strong call
ing to take this action against the
SOA, a combat training school for
Latin American soldiers. She saw
first-hand the effects of U.S. foreign
policy recently as part of a Witness
for Peace delegation in Colombia.
Marie spent four nights in jail in
Georgia, was arraigned, and faces a
possible federal prison term of up to
six months, to be determined in
February. Keep in touch with her at
<salupomc@hotmail.com>.
Note my (Maura’s) new e-mail
address.
M aura Finn , 3 S tu y v e s a n t O v a l A p t.

O n a beautiful day in
August, Sarah
Elizabeth Nichols wed her true
love, Russell Henry Kohrs, at St.
John’s U.C.C. in rural Ham burg,
VA. Many Wooster alumni made it
to the event (see photo, left). The
couple resides at 21 1 Loraine Ave.
Apt. 2, Cincinnati, Ohio 45220.
After spending a year in
Germany, Stacey Lim is glad to be
back home in Stow, Ohio. She’s
studying audiology at the U of
Akron. E-mail her at <abendbrot@
aol.com>.
Amanda Harpster works at the
local health department in Fremont,
Ohio, analyzing health data. Reach
her at <amandaharpster@hotmail.
com>.
Nithin Kalvakota and Jason
Gers are absolving their sins and
praying to the gods of rock every
day, living in Park Slope Brooklyn by
the skin of their teeth. Shedding the
cocoon of Sid Bose, their band, The
Fit, has matured with the help of a
super Austrian import drummer.
The band plans a Midwest/East
Coast tour. Stay tuned. Contact
Jason and Nithin at <thefit@
hotmail.com>.
Steve Baughman writes: “I’m
enjoying the start of my second year
(of five) in the combined Doctor of
Psychology/Master of Theology pro
gram at Fuller Theological Seminary
in Pasadena. My e-mail address is
<bushjedi@yahoo.com>.”
Marcie Ann Kasek is serving
her second year with City Year
Columbus, an AmeriCorps pro
gram, along with Dave Ciccone.
Send e-mail to Marcie at <mkasek01
@cityyear.org> or Dave at <dcicconeO l@dtyyear.org>.
Amanda Moreland moved to
Jacksonville, FL, this past summer,
teaches seventh and eighth grades,
and is having a great time. Write to
her at <APierceMor@juno.com>.
Katherine Anne Daly moved to
Washington, DC, and started work
ing for the public schools there in
the fall. She says, “I teach second
grade at Smothers Elementary
School. It’s stressful, but I’m having
the time of my life. If you’re in the
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Call to Action
To help Pakistan pull out of its overwhelming poverty, illiteracy, and
political instability, you don’t need to be an expert in economics or social
science, says Bilal Zuberi ’98. Work locally, he advises, by helping vil
lagers strengthen their schools, for example, or finding suppliers to bring
food prices down, or getting electricity to more outlying areas.
The slight, energetic Zuberi brought that message and other calls to
action to a lounge full of students on The College of Wooster campus
late this past fall. A doctoral student in chemistry at MIT, Zuberi is a
founding member of The Boston Group, a panel of Pakistani graduate
students working to advise Pakistan’s President Pervez Musharraf on
higher education reform.
A quarter of all college-bound Pakistanis go abroad, Zuberi says,
because the quality of education at home is so poor. Building networks
and institutions to reverse that brain drain would bring dramatic results
not only for Pakistan but for any developing country that follows the
example, he asserts. Zuberi reminded the Pakistani students and others in
his audience of their responsibility and privilege as college-educated
young people. Zuberi says he relies on advice that his mother gave him
before he came to Wooster: “If you can’t do it, no one else can. It’s all in
your hands.”
His inclination to get involved was nurtured at Wooster, where he
worked as a leader of the Wooster Volunteer Network, the cricket club,
and the Muslim Student Association. When it came time to recruit busy
MIT and Harvard graduate students to help with The Boston Group, he
drew on “plenty of experience at Wooster Volunteer Network, asking
people to volunteer their time.”
The events of September 11,2001, furthered Zuberi’s resolve to speak
up and play a role in international issues. “I’m a chemist at heart, but I
find myself attracted to politics and international relations,” he says. “And
politics and business always go together — trust me.”
Zuberi proudly promotes his liberal arts education at Wooster. When
he met with the Pakistani president in Boston, Musharraf told him that
he hadn’t heard of The College of Wooster. Zuberi responded, “Well, it’s
time you did.”
Zuberi’s opportunities to get involved at the College, to sample cours
es in other disciplines, and to be a leader have forever shaped him, he
says. “I would not be talking to the Pakistani president if I hadn’t gone to
a liberal arts school.”
— Lisa Watts

area, let me know.”

Jill Shoemaker writes that she’s
“working for an investment firm in
the most ‘beautiful’ of markets and
taking classes towards an M.B.A.” Jill
misses college life and encourages all
of you to share what you’re doing.
See the wedding photo for
Shaun Fontaine and Amy Peshina
on page 43.
I (Joy) am currently completing
an externship at Aultman Hospital
in Canton, Ohio, as part of my grad
uate program in speech-language
pathology. I plan to graduate in May
2003 from the U of Akron.
Joy B ishop , 9566 Shaw Rd., Spencer,
OH 44275, <joybishop22@hotmail.
com>.
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Ann Raymond is

* V w i

enjoying grad school
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at Temple U in Philadelphia, PA.
At Scots in Service Day in
Columbus, I (Maren) ran into
Meghan Wills and her boyfriend,
Nate Wilkinson ’00. They are both
doing fine.
Courtney Anson recently pre
sented “The Effect of Tuberculosis
on Rib Bones” to the Central States
Anthropological Society at Michigan
State U.
Jennifer Boring now is on the
staff of the Contemporary American
Theatre Company in Columbus,
Ohio. She’s assistant stage manager
and stage management fellow.
We received tragic news at press
time. Jenny Nicol and her diving
partner, Mark Gibson, disappeared
while diving on New Year’s Day.
Jenny was working at a field station
in the Bahamas, diving and instruct

ing student visitors. Rescuers recov
ered the empty boat but found nei
ther Jenny nor Mark. A family
memorial service was held in Bexley,
Ohio, in January. We send condo
lences to Jenny’s family and friends.
M aren L. M iller, 1324 East Towne
Ln. Apt. D, Delaware, OH 43015,
<Wooster02@hotmail.com>.

BIRTHS
’98 To Yuri and Valentina
Antonova Kornik, a son, Stefan
Michael, Nov. 25,2002
’95 To Ann and Noah Parker, a
daughter, Julia Rose, June 14,2002
’93 To Tom ’85 and Shelly Kay
Crissman, a son, Daniel Everett,
Sept. 9,2002, joining brother Jacob
’92 To Valaine and Brian Lee
Grandison, a son, Braylen Lee, June

20,2002
’89 To John and Julie DeRitis
Bernacki, a son, Timothy John, June
23,2002

’88 To Chuck and Jennifer
Harris Brady, a daughter, Leah
Tyler, June 17,2002, joining sister
Claire

OBITUARIES
x’82 Karin Pye Schrock,
Elkhorn, NE, Aug. 11,2002. Karin
also attended Kent State U and
served as a dental hygienist for three
years in the U.S. Navy. She married
Gerard Schrock in 1986. Karin loved
horseback riding, fishing, gardening,
and music. Her husband, son, moth
er, and sister survive.
’75 Mary C. Semer, Akron,
Ohio, Sept. 9,2002. A Wooster
native, Mary was an active member
of Wooster Christian Fellowship and
the Newman Club at Wooster. She
also worked as a technician for the
Little Theatre, acted during her sen
ior year, and served on the Student
Government Association. Mary
majored in speech at Wooster and
earned a master’s from the U of
Rochester. She belonged to St.
Sebastian Catholic Church in Akron.
Three sisters, five brothers, and sev
eral nieces and nephews survive.
x’61 Gerald L. Earl, Austin, TX,
July 30,2002. Born in New Castle,

PA, Jerry attended the College for
two years before transferring to
Youngstown State U, where he com
pleted a B.A. in business administra
tion. A member of Section Eight, he
played snare drum in the Scot Band
and violin in the orchestra, accom
panied Peacock in the Parlor, written
by James Wise and David Hartley,
’61s, and anchored two campus
dance bands.
After service in the U.S. Army
band, Jerry worked in retail in
Pittsburgh, PA, was music director
for the New Castle Playhouse, and
performed widely. He moved to
Austin, TX, in 1981 and worked in
hospital management and for a law
firm. He and his band accompanied
artists such as Carol Channing and
Beverly Sills and performed for
other celebrities. His sister, cousins,
and canine companion survive.

’55 Byron E. Morris, Wooster,
Oct. 21, 2002, following an extended
period of declining health. Director
of admissions at The College of
Wooster from 1967-99, By was born
in Elyria, Ohio, and was later induct
ed into the Elyria Sports Hall of
Fame.
At Wooster, he earned a degree
in political science with honors and
won the Lila Black Prize in politics.
He was a standout with the varsity
tennis, basketball, and baseball
teams and won the Manges Prize as
the top athlete in the senior class.
Shortly after graduation, By
joined the College’s admissions staff
but left for a two-year stint with the
U.S. Navy in 1956. He returned to
Wooster and during the next decade,
worked his way from assistant direc
tor to associate then to acting direc
tor. In 1966 By earned a master’s
degree in political science at Ohio
State U. The next year he was
appointed director of admissions at
Wooster. By was well known as a
public address announcer for local
athletic events.
“Byron had a way of communi
cating with prospective students,”
said A1 Van Wie ’52, former coach
and director of athletics at Wooster
and a close friend. “Anyone who
spoke with him left campus with a
very good feeling about the College.
He was highly respected in the field
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°f admissions and a very special per
son.”
By belonged to the National
Association of College Admissions
Counselors and was past president
°f the Ohio Association of College
Admissions Counselors (OACAC).
He was also a member of the
American Association of Collegiate
Registrars and Admissions Officers
ar>d chaired its national committee
°n scholarships and financial aid.
In 1984 By won the Jack Scott
Award from the OACAC, recogniz
e s his dedication to the organiza
tion and contributions to the profesSl°n, as well as personal attributes.
In 1997 the annual Byron E. Morris
Scholarship was established at the
College to recognize students with
exemplary involvement in commumty service or leadership.
By participated in several church
and community organizations. He
Was an usher and ruling elder at
'Westminster Presbyterian Church,
campus chair for the Wooster
Cancer Fund, and a member of
Rotary. Surviving are his former
wife, Jane Gustin Morris ’57, two
daughters, a son, six grandchildren,
a great-granddaughter, a brother,
and a sister.

’52 Susan Lee Staffler
“atcheller, Greensboro, NC, Oct. 7,
^002. Susan majored in speech at
Wooster and was involved in Sphinx,
Rappa Theta Gamma, Young
Republicans, and the National
Collegiate Players. She served the
Class of 1952 as secretary in the
1960s. Susan married David
Batcheller ’52 in 1954. From 195762> David taught speech at the
ollege, and Susan was active in the
acuity wives organization.
Later the couple settled in North
arolina. From childhood Susan was
active in the Episcopal church, servln8 on altar guilds. She and David
elonged to Holy Trinity Episcopal
uurch, where she was interred.
Susan is remembered for “her
J|nique brand of wit and humor and
Aer deep love of family and friends.”
er husband, son, and three grandch‘ldren survive.
^ 62 Richard Gray, Wooster, July
’ ^h02. Richard graduated from
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Wooster High School in 1941 and
majored in geology at Wooster. He
served in the military from 1942-46
as a paratrooper. Richard joined the
Ohio Fuel Gas Co. in 1955 and was
promoted to northern district
superintendent of production and
storage in 1964. He retired from
Columbia Gas as production engi
neer. Surviving are two daughters,
two sons, three granddaughters, and
four sisters. Three siblings died pre
viously.

’52 Sarah “Peggy” Refo Mason,
Glenwood, MN, June 27,2002. Born
in Memphis, TN, Sarah spent her
youth in China, where her parents
taught at Lingnan University. Dur
ing the Japanese occupation of
Hong Kong in WWII, Peggy and her
family were interned at Stanley
Prison. The family returned to the
U.S. but went back to China after
the war.
Peggy completed high school in
Shanghai. At Wooster she majored
in history and belonged to Imps. She
married Jim Mason in 1952. They
lived in New York City and then
moved to Chicago, where Peggy
earned a Ph.D. in American history
at Northern Illinois U.
She worked as a researcher and
writer for the Minnesota Historical
Society, the Southeast Asian Refugee
Studies Project at the U of Minne
sota, and as an independent scholar.
She taught at community colleges,
the U of Minnesota at Morris, and
Zhongshan University in Guang
zhou, China. She belonged to several
professional associations and pub
lished many articles.
Peggy volunteered in schools,
camps, and community centers,
working for many years with
Hmong elders and women’s groups.
She enjoyed hiking, swimming,
camping, gardening, and playing the
piano and banjo. Her highest joy
was to be in the company of people,
especially children, sharing laughter,
song, and care for the world.
Peggy’s husband, two daughters,
two sons, 11 grandchildren, three
sisters, including Harriet Refo Locke
’54 and Burney Refo Medard 56,
and a stepsister survive.

x’51 Robert “Bob” W. Derrick,
Houston, TX, July 3,2002. Bob
worked for Minnesota Mining and
Emory Air Freight until 1955 when
he was transferred to Texas. He fell
in love with the Gulf Coast and
started his own firm, The Seaboard
Companies, in 1958, beginning a
long career in the oil business. Bob
belonged to several professional
associations and was an avid tennis
player. His wife, Jacqueline, three
daughters, two sons, and six grand
children survive. A brother died pre
viously.

’50 Eleanor Wright Bousman,
Santa Paula, CA, Aug. 10,2002. Her
parents were Leigh O. Wright,
Wooster Class of 1915, and Gladys
McKinney Wright, Class of 1918. A
sociology major, Eleanor belonged
to Westminster Fellowship and
Spuds at Wooster, where she met R.
Thomas Bousman ’50. They married
in 1951 in Westminster Chapel on
campus and continued their gradu
ate studies at McCormick Theologi
cal Seminary in Chicago.
In 1953 the couple settled in
Santa Paula, where Tom served as
pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church for 41 years. Eleanor per
formed many church duties, includ
ing serving as ruling elder, teaching
Sunday school, singing in the choir,
and serving on presbytery commit
tees. She loved to paint, pursued a
variety of arts and crafts, and
belonged to the Santa Paula Society
of the Arts. She also had presided
over the local and Palm Desert chap
ters of PEO.
The Bousmans hosted overseas
tours and enjoyed camping. They
claim 43 Wooster graduates among
their siblings and in-laws. Tom, two
daughters, a son, six grandchildren,
and a brother, Kenneth ’49, survive.
A son, a sister, Relda Wright Johnson
’46, and a brother, Norman ’47, died
previously.

’49 Bernard “Ben” Paris,
Columbus, Ohio, May 26, 2002. Ben
majored in chemistry at Wooster
and served in the U.S. Navy during
WWII. He was a research chemist at
Battelle Memorial institute for over
35 years and, with his son, co-owned
Stanley Steemer in Fayetteville, NC.

Ben belonged to Riverside United
Methodist Church where he was an
usher and Sunday school teacher. He
coached Little League baseball and
girls softball. He is survived by his
wife of 54 years, Doris, a son, daugh
ter, three grandsons, and a brother.
Two sisters died previously.

’48 Albert J. Kley, Wooster, Oct.
16,2002. Albert served in the Army
in WWII and was awarded the
Victory and Asiatic Pacific medals.
He majored in economics at
Wooster and belonged to Section
Four. After earning an M.B.A. from
Syracuse U in 1950, Albert moved
back to Wooster and was a trans
portation manager for Rubbermaid
for 35 years, retiring in 1985.
He loved bridge, music, and
sports and supported the area Boy
Scouts. His wife, Norma Cabell Kley,
whom he married in 1970, survives
in addition to a son, four stepsons,
including Ronald Hughes ’70, 10
grandchildren, and a great-grand
son. A daughter and a brother died
previously.
’46 Elizabeth “Betty” Martin
Brown, Sandy Spring, MD, May 24,
2002. Born in Princeton, NJ, Betty
was active in the international rela
tions and philosophy clubs, Big Four
Cabinet, Clericus, and Spuds at
Wooster. She also was editor of the
1945 Index, a big sister, and a senior
adviser.
After graduating with a B.A. in
English and philosophy, Betty stud
ied for an M.A. in Christian educa
tion at Columbia U and Union
Theological Seminary. She married
Arthur Brown in 1947 and worked
as head of circulation and reserves in
the seminary library.
In 1951 the couple boarded a
ship for Egypt where Art taught at
the American U in Cairo. Soon after
returning to the States in 1956, the
family moved to Tryon, NC. Betty
worked in the Congregational
Church of Christ, served on the local
board of the League of Women
Voters, and taught social studies and
remedial writing. The family later
moved to Vermont and then to
Maine, where Betty worked at the
Bates College library and for Head
Start.
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The Browns spent 1970-71 in
Beirut, Lebanon. After they returned
to Maine, Betty began hildng with
the Appalachian Mountain Club,
snowshoeing, and canoeing. She
served as secretary of the Natural
Resources Council of Maine, volun
teered in a nursery for inner city
children with emotional problems,
and worked on the Lewiston Library
Building Study Committee.
After Art had a massive stroke in
1978, Betty helped him through the
intensive rehabilitation. The couple
spent a year at the Shaker Study
Center at Pendle Hill and returned
to North Carolina in 1981. Art died
in 1989. In 1996 Betty moved to a
retirement community in Sandy
Spring, MD. She worshipped at
Dayspring Church (Church of the
Savior) nearby.
Betty enjoyed reading, sewing,
participating in study groups, and
exploring nature. A daughter, Nancy
Brown Stump ’71, two sons, six
grandchildren, a sister, Nancy
Martin ’53, and a brother, Philip
Martin ’49, survive.
— Nancy Brown Stump ’71

’46 Glenn S. Garratt, Worthing
ton, Ohio, June 27,2002. A Massil
lon, Ohio, native, Glenn was active
in the German Club, band, Men’s
Glee Club, and Westminster Choir at
the College. His time at Wooster was
interrupted by WWII, and he earned
a B.A. in 1949. Glenn married
Virginia Lautenschlager ’50 the fol
lowing year. The couple divorced in
1966.
Glenn earned a B.S. in education
from Ohio State U in 1955 and
began teaching soon thereafter. He
taught fine arts and social studies in
the Mt. Vernon and Columbus pub
lic schools for 23 years. From 1980
until his retirement in 1994, he
managed a magazine for the U.S.
government.
Glenn had a lifelong interest in
literature, music, and art. He wrote
poetry, essays, fiction, and a column
for the Worthington Suburban News.
He sang in church choirs at several
Presbyterian churches and enjoyed
drawing and painting. A brother and
two sons survive.

’46 Jean Stuckert Devor, Chesterland, Ohio, May 16, 2002. A soci
ology major, Jean transferred to
Wooster from Muskingum College.
She was involved in the following at
Wooster: the Voice staff, Arrows,
First Presbyterian Church choir,
Pembroke Literary Society, and the
international relations, German, psy
chology, and sociology clubs. She
studied for a year at Western Reserve
U’s School of Applied Social
Sciences.
Jean married William Devor in
1948. She participated in as many
activities as during student days: the
Ohio Historical Society, Ohioana
Library, Ohio Folklore Society,
League of Women Voters, Mariner’s
Club, and The Cleveland Museum of
Art, to name a few. She enjoyed rare
books and antiques and did some
free-lance writing. Jean belonged to
the Chesterland Baptist Church. Her
husband, two sons, a daughter, five

’45 Janet Reid Meloy, Defiance,
Ohio, Apr. 17,2002. Born in Haverstraw, NY, she grew up in Buffalo.
Jan majored in philosophy and psy
chology at Wooster and belonged to
Westminster Choir, the German and
philosophy clubs, the Voice staff, and
Sphinx. She also proofread the man
uscript of The Dictionary o f Philoso
phy for Virgilius Ferm (philosophy).
Jan married John Meloy ’43 in
1945. While her priority was home
and family, she worked as an admis
sions counselor at the U of Roches
ter and then Defiance College before
serving as office manager for the
Methodist District Superintendent
for 15 years. She volunteered in
many capacities at the churches that
John served in New York and Ohio
and for groups such as AAUW and
Planned Parenthood. Jan and John
retired in 1987. They enjoyed spend
ing time in New Hampshire during
the summer. John, son J. Reid ’71,
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grandchildren, and a brother survive.

and two daughters, including Lynn
Meloy Cain ’69, survive.

’45 Virginia Kroehle Wengatz,
Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 4,2002. A
sociology major, Virginia was associ
ate editor of the Index and inducted
into Phi Beta Kappa. She married
Norman Wengatz in 1945. In 1946
the couple purchased a farm with a
barn on it and built the house where
they lived for 56 years. In 2000 their
barn was selected as the Ohio bicen
tennial barn for Cuyahoga County.
Virginia was proud to be a part of
Ohio history.
Virginia worked as a vision vol
unteer for the Cleveland Sight Cen
ter, belonged to the Parma Heights
Historical Society, and was a 50-year
member of the Order of Eastern Star
in Strongsville. A lifelong member
and an elder and deacon at ParmaSouth Presbyterian Church, she
recently served on the committee to
acquire a new church elevator.
Virginia also was the Wooster
Class of 1945’s secretary for many
years and did bookkeeping for sever
al partnerships. Her husband, three
daughters, including Gina Wengatz
Hansen ’69 and Janet Wengatz
Hostenske ’76, and five grandchil
dren, including Charles Hansen ’96,
survive. A sister, Mary Jane Kroehle
Giesz ’41, died previously.

’43 Hratchouhi George, Orrville, Ohio, Aug. 2,2002. Born in
Iran, Hratchouhi Guevorkian gradu
ated from American Mission High
School with the sponsorship of her
foster mother, Helen Jessup. Then
she went to Geneva to study at the
equivalent of an American four-year
teacher’s college. Later she returned
to Iran and taught in the French
Armenian National School and a
private school for boys.
In 1939 Hratchouhi came to
America with Helen Jessup. They
settled in Wooster and later moved
to Orrville. Hratchouhi sang in the
choir and belonged to the interna
tional relations, education, German,
and French clubs at the College.
Changing her last name to
George when she became a U.S. citi
zen in 1945, Hratchouhi earned a
master’s degree from Columbia U
and then taught French and social

studies at Orrville High School,
retiring in 1969. Several associations
honored Hratchouhi with awards,
including the Business and Profes
sional Women and the local branch
of the AAUW. Orrville named her
Citizen of the Year in 1994.
Hratchouhi belonged to the
Delta Kappa Gamma sorority, sever
al professional associations, and the
First Presbyterian Church of O rr
ville. A sister and many nieces and
nephews survive. Three other sib
lings died previously.

x’43 C. Mark Phipps, St.
Charles, IL, June 6,2002. Mark
belonged to First Section and the
YMCA at Wooster. He served in the
U.S. Air Force during WWII and fin
ished a B.A. at the U of Wisconsin in
1949. Mark worked in sales at
Plastofilm Inc., eventually becoming
president of the company. He was
involved in Kiwanis and enjoyed
reading and camping. His wife, Jean
Ecklor Phipps, whom he married in
1946, and two sons survive.

’43 Richard Sproull, Tulsa, OK,
Sept. 14,2002. Richard majored in
geology at Wooster and was captain
of the basketball team. The College
recognized his athletic contributions
by inducting him into the Athletic
Hall of Fame in 1986. Rich married
Bettyjane Kremer in 1943. After
serving in the Army during WWII,
he earned an engineering degree
from the U of Pittsburgh and
worked as a petroleum engineer for
Texaco for over 30 years in Illinois
and Oklahoma.
Rich enjoyed golf, reading, danc
ing, playing bridge, and traveling,
and belonged to St. Bernard’s
Catholic Church and several profes
sional associations. His wife, two
sons, including Dennis x’71, a
daughter, eight grandchildren, two
great-grandchildren, and three sib
lings, including Harry ’50, survive.
Five brothers died previously.
’43 Corienne Coppock
Tschantz, Wadsworth, Ohio, July
17,2002. A sociology major at
Wooster, Corienne taught high
school and junior high in Orrville,
Massillon, and Wadsworth. In 1946
she married Carl Tschantz in West-
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minster Chapel on campus. The
couple settled in Wadsworth.
Corienne was a founding mem
ber of a bridge club, garden club,
and the Wadsworth-Rittman Hospi
tal Auxiliary and once served as class
secretary for Wooster. Her husband,
four sons, and six grandchildren surVlve. A sister died previously.

’42 Joanna Van Eaton
Schleicher, Wheaton, IL, June 14,
2002. Joanna came to Wooster from
Santiago, Chile, and worked with the
Rockefeller family after graduation
t° promote business interaction
between the States and South
America. She presided over the
League of Women Voters and served
as the business manager of The
National Productivity Report, the
oionthly newsletter published by her
husband, William Schleicher. Joanna
also pursued art in the form of
ceramics and sand castings, exhibitlng regularly at Michigan art fairs.
Her husband, son, grandson, and
brother survive. Another son died
Previously.

’42 Howard V. Yergin, Vero
Reach, FL, June 14,2002. Born in
New York, NY, Howard belonged to
the math and German clubs and
Seventh Section and played golf at
"booster. After serving as a captain
'n the U.S. Army Air Corps during
y^VII, he earned an M.B.A. from
|he Columbia U School of Business.
He married Martha Powell in 1946.
Howard worked in public
^counting before taking a position
p hh the New York-based Caltex
etroleum Corp. in 1948. Shortly
juter Caltex moved to Dallas in 1982,
Howard became chair and CEO.
In retirement Howard and
tHartha moved to Lake Lure, NC,
"'here they enjoyed golfing. The
lj0uple moved to Vero Beach in
95. Howard belonged to the
^°mmunity Church-UCC in Vero
^ach. Surviving are his wife, sons
hliam ’71 and John x’81, daughter
. lr>da Yergin Nesbit ’73, two sisters,
Jbduding Helen Yergin Brown ’39, a
r°ther, and seven grandchildren.
p

41 Elisabeth Dodds Dodds,

. 0rtland, OR, Sept. 15,2002. Born
n Greeley, CO, Betty grew up out
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side of Chicago. She majored in
English at Wooster and was active in
YWCA, debate team, and Trumps.
Betty married Robert Dodds 40 in
1942. Shortly after graduating from
the College, she won a national Prix
de Paris writing competition and
went to New York to work as a jour
nalist for Vogue. Later, she worked
for the Buffalo Evening News in New
York, and the Bergen County Record
in New Jersey.
When her first child arrived,
Betty began doing free-lance reading
for McGraw Hill. She published two
books: Marriage to a Difficult Man
(Westminster, 1971), a biography of
Sarah Edwards, the wife of theolo
gian Jonathan Edwards; and Voices of
Protest and Hope (Friendship Press,
1965), an anthology. She helped her
husband minister to his parishes in
Massachusetts and Connecticut.
When the couple lived in Boston,
Betty assisted Robert with his coun
seling practice. Beginning in 1971,
she worked in college administrative
offices, first at Columbia U and later
at Boston U and Harvard College.
At age 78 and a widow, Betty re
invented herself— selling her house
in rural Vermont, leaving most of
her belongings behind and moving
across the country to downtown
Portland. Within months she was
actively supporting the Portland
Baroque Orchestra, the Women s
International League for Peace and
Freedom, the Northwest Pilot
Project, the Family Homeless Shel
ter, and the First Congregational
UCC Church. In this new location,
Betty found all that she needed to do
good, stay challenged, and enjoy her
last years independently and fully.
Interviewing people and con
necting them with others were
Betty’s passions. She always remem-^
bered names, key details, and others
interests. She maintained an exten
sive clipping service for family,
friends, and friends of friends. Betty
enjoyed travel but avoided “places
where the tour buses go.” Her chil
dren describe her as a lifelong
peacenik and political activist.
Three brothers, a daughter, two
sons, and four grandchildren sur
vive. Robert died in 1989.

’41 Helen “Kay” Bigger LopezFresquet, New Mexico, Aug. 29,
2002. Helen, known by her nick
name, “Peedie,” was born in North
Korea to Presbyterian medical mis
sionary parents. She came to the
U.S. after high school. At Wooster
she and Alice Foreman ’41 were the
only girls to take the flying lessons
offered by the R.O.T.C. Peedie took
nursing training at Columbia U in
New York and met Rufo LopezFresquet, a debonair Cuban who was
studying for a Ph.D. in economics.
After their marriage, the couple
moved to Cuba where Rufo became
Secretary of the Treasury under the
newly-formed Castro government,
which he believed would be the
beginning of democracy in Cuba.
When he learned of Castro’s real
plans, he concentrated on planning
his escape. (Peedie and the family
were already safely in the U.S.)
The family reunited in Florida,
having left their home and all their
belongings in Cuba. Rufo taught at a
university in Puerto Rico for seven
years, then the family moved to
Stockton, CA.
Peedie cared for Rufo when he
was attacked by pancreatic cancer.
After his death in 1984, friends per
suaded Peedie to move to Black
Mountain, NC. There she volun
teered in the office of the local
Presbyterian church and was treas
urer of Christian Friends of North
Korea.
Rufo and Peedie, had three sons.
The oldest was stricken by the same
cancer as his father. Soon after he
died, their youngest son told Peedie
he was coming from California to be
with her on Mother’s Day. Eagerly,
she went to the airport to meet him,
but he was not on the flight.
After many hours, Helen learned
that he had been killed in a car crash
earlier that day. She was devastated.
Though she had always been a
deeply spiritual person, she lost her
will to live. Helen died in New Mexi
co, where she had gone to be near
her son, Victor. He survives, along
with five grandchildren.
— Betty Dodds Dodds ’41

x’40 Robert J. Forthofer,
Annapolis, MD, April 5,2001.
Robert finished a B.S. in engineering

at Purdue U in 1940 and married
Carol Kendall x’40 in 1941. They
had three children. He worked for
the U.S. Department of Commerce
as an engineer for the Bureau of
Standards. Carol and the children
survive.

’40 Alma J. Payne, Naples, FL,
July 8,2002. Alma majored in histo
ry at Wooster, was a member of Phi
Beta Kappa, and graduated with
honors. She earned a master’s degree
from Western Reserve U in 1941 and
in 1946 began teaching at Bowling
Green U. In 1956 Alma earned a
Ph.D. in American studies from
WRU and established an American
studies department at Bowling
Green. She chaired the department,
which began offering a Ph.D. in
1978.
Alma retired that year and was
designated professor emerita of
English and American studies. A
scholarship fund was established in
her name. Called the “soul of
American studies in the Midwest,”
Alma served as vice president of the
American Studies Association in the
early 1980s and in 1996 was awarded
the Mary Turpie Award in American
studies.
Alma wrote Rediscovering the
American Nations, a textbook used
in Norway. She retired to Naples, FL,
where she was the state treasurer for
Descendants of the Mayflower and a
member of the First Presbyterian
Church of Bonita Springs.
’38 L. Delphine Crawford
Telford, Akron, Ohio, April 21,
2002. Delphine majored in Greek
and art history at Wooster, played in
the orchestra and the band, and
belonged to the Classics Club. In
1940 she married William Telford.
Delphine was a church circle
leader, Women’s Association secre
tary, treasurer of the Tuesday
Musical Club. She belonged to the
Woman’s City Club and Akron’s
Westminster Presbyterian Church.
She and her husband wintered in
Florida in retirement. A daughter,
son, two grandchildren, and three
great-grandchildren survive. Her
husband died previously.
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x’38 Edward Kuivenen,
Chagrin Falls, Ohio, Sept. 13,2002.
His wife, Rachael Church Kuivenen,
a son, two daughters, four grand
children, and a brother survive.

’37 Robert F. Darrow,
Columbus, Ohio, Aug. 24,2002. At
Wooster, Bob sang in the Westmin
ster Chapel Choir and Men’s Glee
Club and was a member of Kappa
Phi Kappa. He graduated with a B.A.
in English and earned an M.A. in
educational administration from
Ohio State U.
Bob first taught English and his
tory at a small township high school
in Trumbull County. He began
teaching journalism at Central High
School in Columbus in 1939 and
married Esther Larr ’34 in 1941. He
served as principal of several Ohio
high schools from 1941-64. From
1964 until he retired in 1975, he was
executive director of teacher person
nel in the Columbus Public Schools.
Bob presided over the Central
Ohio Teachers Association and the
Westminster-Thurber Forum. He
was an active member of King
Avenue United Methodist Church
for 60 years, serving on the adminis
trative board and numerous com
mittees. He enjoyed golf, shuffleboard, and gardening. Surviving are
his wife, three daughters, four
grandchildren, two great-grandchil
dren, and a sister, Dorothy Darrow
Flower ’34.

’37 Elaine Steele Kieffer,
Walnut Creek, CA, July 31,2002.
Elaine was born in Bangkok,
Thailand, where her parents were
Presbyterian missionaries. She
returned to the U.S. at age five and
grew up in Lyndhurst, NJ, near New
York City.
At Wooster she played on the
women’s volleyball team, belonged
to Sphinx, and served on the editori
al staff of the Index. She was cast
director for the Color Day pageant
as a junior. As administrative presi
dent of the Women’s Self-govern
ment Association in her senior year,
Elaine was responsible for presiding
at women’s chapel services. She
majored in English and after gradu
ation worked in NYC at the Presby
terian Board of Foreign Missions.
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Elaine married William F. Kieffer
’36 (chemistry, emeritus) in 1940.
The Kieffers lived in Wooster for 36
years. Elaine was active in the
Sunday school and the Women’s
Association of Westminster Presby
terian Church, College Circle, and
Wednesday Women’s Club. At one
time she was the admissions officer
at Wooster Community Hospital.
In 1981, when Bill retired, the
couple moved to Rossmoor, a retire
ment home in Walnut Creek. Elaine
volunteered at the medical center
there for 18 years, serving three
terms as president of the “Pink
Ladies.” Her husband, a son, a
daughter, Lois Kieffer Boykin ’67,
and several grandchildren survive.
Her sister, Roberta Steele Kley x’44,
died in May 2002 (see Wooster, Fall

2002).
x’36 Harold E. Barlow,
Hudson, Ohio, July 13,2002. Harold
transferred to Ohio State U where
he graduated from the school of
dentistry at the top of his class. He
married Faith Barber in 1936,
returned to Akron, and initiated a
mobile dental clinic for the Summit
County schools. Harold won several
professional awards, including Ohio
Dentist of the Year.
He served on the Silver Lake
Board of Education and was a for
mer president of the Akron Rotary
club as well as its longest-term
member — 61 years. His wife died
previously. Surviying are a son,
daughter, and three grandchildren.

’36 Veda Louise Greeley
Knapp, Bel Air, MD, Dec. 27,2000.
Born in Crocker County, PA, Veda
belonged to the Franklin Society and
the Women’s Student Government
Association and served as secretary
of Peanuts at Wooster. She graduat
ed with a B.A. in sociology, psychol
ogy, and speech. In 1937 Veda mar
ried Charles Claxon ’36; the couple
divorced in 1942.
Veda moved to Florida in 1944,
took graduate courses at the U of
Florida, and taught in elementary
schools there from 1947-51, when
she married Bernard Knapp. Veda
taught in Texas and Ohio before
moving to Bel Air. There she taught
elementary school for 15 years

before retiring. She enjoyed golf and
bridge and volunteered for Mealson-Wheels. Surviving are a son,
three daughters, six grandchildren,
and four great-grandchildren.

’36 Elizabeth Trussell
Philbrook, Mansfield, MA, Aug. 12,
2002. Elizabeth earned a master’s
degree in teaching from Boston
College. During WWII she was an
air traffic controller. She married
Frederick Philbrook in 1945 and
later taught in several Massachusetts
school districts before joining the
New England Telephone Company
as a services representative. Elizabeth
belonged to St. Mary’s Church. Two
daughters, three grandsons, and a
sister survive.

x’36 Clara Belt Weekley, Clark,
Ohio, Oct. 2, 2002. Clara attended
Wooster for three years and finished
a degree at Miami U. In 1934 she
married Carlos Weekley x’35. A
long-time resident of Shreve before
moving to a farm near Clark, Clara
belonged to Shreve United Metho
dist Church. Surviving are five
daughters, one son, 20 grandchil
dren, and 17 great-grandchildren.
Her husband, a sister, and a grand
son died previously.
’35 Ruth Layton Bowers,
Lancaster, Ohio, Sept. 27,2001. Ruth
grew up in Wooster, where her
father was superintendent of
schools. She majored in English and
took part in the Color Day proces
sion as a College senior. Ruth taught
high school, first in Apple Creek and
then in Orrville. She married
Charles D. Bowers Jr. in 1940. The
couple settled in Lancaster. Charles
died in 1983. Surviving are two sons,
a daughter, three grandchildren, and
two great-grandchildren.

’35 Gerald R. Mayer, Rocky
River, Ohio, Sept. 19,2002. Jerry
earned a master’s degree from
Western Reserve U. He married Alice
Coltman ’35 in 1936. In 1946 the
Mayers moved to Shaker Heights,
where Jerry taught all sports at
Woodbury Junior High School and
later at Byron Junior High School.
Jerry was awarded a Fulbright
grant to teach in The Netherlands.

The experience sparked a lifelong
love of travel. Over the years, Jerry
recreated in oil paintings many of
his favorite foreign scenes. Jerry’s
wife survives, in addition to a
daughter, a son, Robert ’63, two
grandchildren, and a great-grand
daughter.

’35 Herman L. Wiler, Dublin,
Ohio, June 28,2002. Herman gradu
ated from Wooster High School. At
the College, he majored in psycholo
gy and served as secretary of the
Psychology Club. He took a position
with Westinghouse Electric Corp.
and stayed with the company for 29
years, retiring as a sales manager. He
married Louise Gano in 1939.
Herman served in the U.S. Navy
during WWII. In 1966, as a resident
of Columbus, he was appointed
assistant director of the Ohio Foun
dation of Independent Colleges and
became acting executive director in
1967. A volunteer in Upper Arling
ton (Ohio) Mayor’s Court, he was a
long-time member of Holy Trinity
Lutheran Church in Upper Arling
ton. Surviving are his wife, two
daughters, and four grandchildren.
’34 Marion McKee Graham,
Midland, MI, June 1, 2002. She
belonged to Pembroke Literary
Society, Eta Sigma Phi, and choir at
Wooster. Marion graduated magna
cum laude with a degree in Latin.
Marion married Joseph Graham ’33
in 1936. During WWII, she worked
with the American Red Cross. She
was active in the AAUW, Women’s
Club, Girl Scouts, Red Cross,
American Cancer Society, and other
groups. For several years she gave
piano lessons. Marion belonged to
St. John’s Episcopal Church, where
she was a past president of the altar
guild. She enjoyed music, bridge,
and gardening. Her husband, a
daughter, four grandchildren, and
three great-grandchildren survive. A
brother and sister died previously.

’33 Ruth Hoole Dobbs, Port
Orange, FL, July 25,2002. She came
to Wooster from Pike, NY, majored
in religion, and belonged to the
Classics Club. Ruth also was active
in sports, playing on the inter-class
teams that were the only athletic
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teams available to college women in
the 1930s. She was on the basketball,
volleyball, and swim teams. Swimtning became Ruth’s lifelong sport.
Ruth married Emerson Peckham
x 37; they divorced in the 1940s. She
htter married Odie G. Dobbs, who
died previously. A long-time Day
tona Beach resident, Ruth volun
teered with the health department
and Meals-on-Wheels and taught
Sunday school at First Baptist
Church. For the past two years she
hved with her daughter, Jacqueline
Peckham Connelly ’60, who survives
*n addition to another daughter, a
s°n, and several grandchildren.

’33 Adeline Heisner Minnich,
IHukilteo, WA, July 7,2002. Adeline
ntajored in speech and English, was
°n the debating team, and was
inducted into the speech honorary,
Pelta Sigma Rho. She also was active
'n dramatics and a member of the
drama honorary society. Adeline
Sang in the choir and the Glee Club
and belonged to the International
Relations Club at Wooster. After
graduation she began working in the
Lorain (Ohio) Public Library. She
ater pursued graduate study at the
C of Washington and the U of
Arizona.
In 1936 Adeline married Richard
Minnich. Active in PTA, AAUW, and
other civic groups as well as teaching
elementary school, she contributed
f° Ae life of each of the several areas
'n which the family resided. In 1946
the Minnichs moved to the West
Coast, and they stayed there. Adeline
elonged to the Sierra Club and the
nitarian Universalist Foundation,
j tie and her husband traveled wide.h often by freighter. Adeline reveled
te the outdoors, hiking across
. lyntpic National Park and climblng Mt. Pilchuk at ages 55 and 60,
respectively.
Her husband died in 1998. Two
Sons>five grandchildren, and four
Lleat-grandchildren survive.
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They married in 1938.
Roy joined the YMCA, where he
spent his career. In 1940 he earned
an M.A. in physical education from
George Williams College. He served
in the U.S. Navy during WWII.
Various assignments and responsi
bilities took the Smails to many
cities before they setded in Philadel
phia in 1959. In 1971 the Smails
went to Hong Kong for five years.
Roy represented the International
Committee of YMCAs of the U.S. A.
and served as an adviser to the
Chinese YMCA. Shortly after his
return to the States, Roy retired.
He and Josephine plunged into
community activities. Roy was elect
ed secretary-treasurer of the Interna
tional Association of Retired Direc
tors of the YMCA and chaired
UNICEF in Sebring, FL, for over 10
years. In 1991 the Smails moved to
Denver. Josephine died previously.
Surviving are daughter Suzanne
Smail Carlson ’64 and two grand
children.

x’33 Beryl Barber Wertz,
Torrance, CA, July 29,2001. Beryl
and her husband, Emerson Wertz,
raised two children. They moved ffequendy because Emerson was an
engineer for the U.S. Army. After
retiring, the couple enjoyed travel
ing. Emerson died previously.

x’32 Ralph E. Pontius, Wooster,
Oct. 13,2002. Ralph finished a B.S.
at Kent State U and taught for 32
years, retiring in 1972 from North
Canton Junior High School. He
married Phyllis Bartter in 1940 and
spent most of his life in Greentown,
Ohio. Phyllis died previously, as did
two sisters. Three daughters, five
grandchildren, and a brother sur
vive.

’32 Virginia Burkhardt
Thompson, Sun City, AZ, July 2,
2002. A religion major at Wooster,
Virginia earned a master s in reli
gious education from McCormick
Theological Seminary in 1933. She
served as Christian education direc
tor for Presbyterian churches in
Michigan and Illinois before moving
to Pomona, CA, where she belonged
to Claremont Presbyterian Church.
Virginia married Arthur

Thompson in 1947 and joined his
accounting business. He died in
1985. Moving to Sun City, she
belonged to the First Presbyterian
Church and its women’s association.
Her sister, Sue Elizabeth Burkhardt
Singleton x’42, and niece, Ann
Singleton ’72, survive.

’32 Edward Whittemore,
Denver, CO, Sept. 2,2002. Born in
Korea to American missionary par
ents, Edward, called “Ned,” studied
at Yale for two years before transfer
ring to Wooster in 1930. A history
major, he was active in YMCA, the
International Relations Club, and
Student Volunteers.
In 1933 Ned married Grace
Kilmer x’34. He completed ministe
rial training at Auburn Theological
Seminary in 1935, was ordained, and
then earned a B.D. from San Fran
cisco Seminary. Ned served Presby
terian churches in Stockbridge, MI,
Lima, NY, and San Francisco then
joined the Honolulu Council of
Churches. He held a similar post in
Berkeley, CA, before becoming exec
utive director of the Colorado
Council of Churches.
Ned held offices at local and state
levels of the Presbyterian church and
served on the board of the National
Council of Churches. Sterling Col
lege in Kansas awarded him an hon
orary doctorate in 1960. He served
Wooster as the secretary for the
Class of 1932 for years and partici
pated in local alumni associations.
A lifelong advocate of the under
privileged, Ned served on a commis
sion to prevent juvenile delinquency
and the advisory committee to the
Colorado Department of Labor and
worked with the state Mental Health
Association and ACLU. He often vis
ited and held worship for migrant
laborers in northern Colorado.
Ned’s love of travel took him to
72 countries. Other hobbies includ
ed genealogy and studying history.
His wife, two daughters, a son, six
grandchildren, and seven greatgrandchildren survive.

1932. He completed an M.Ed. at
Columbia U in 1934 and also stud
ied at the U of Illinois, ChampaignUrbana. Harry spent his career in
Galesburg, IL, teaching high school
math for 16 years and serving as a
junior high school principal for 25
years. He and Lola retired to Eustis,
FL, in 1970 and moved to Leesburg
in 1990.
A past officer of several profes
sional associations and named
Outstanding Educator in 1970,
Harry held continuous membership
in the Masons for 70 years. He also
was a long-time member and officer
of the Galesburg Exchange Club.
Harry belonged to Eustis United
Methodist Church and then
Morrison United Methodist Church
in Leesburg. A son, Roger ’59, and
two grandchildren survive. His wife
and two siblings died previously.

FACULTY
Mary E. Young, a member of
The College of Wooster faculty from
1991 to 1999, died on Nov. 15,2002.
She was an assistant professor of
English and black studies during her
first seven years at Wooster, then was
promoted to associate professor. She
taught such courses as Black Litera
ture and Culture, Black Women
Writers, and Black Women in
Contemporary America.
Mary Young edited and authored
several books, including: W.E.B. Du
Bois: An Encyclopedia with Gerald
Horne (Greenwood, 2001) and All
My Trials, Lord: Selections from
Women’s Slave Narratives (Watts,
1995). She held a B.S. in Spanish, an
M.A. in Spanish literature, and a
Ph.D. in American studies, all from
the University of St. Louis. After her
tenure at Wooster, she headed the
black studies program at Berea
College.

STAFF
Byron Morris ’55, former
director o f admissions, see page

’29 Harry M. Garst, Leesburg,
FL, Aug. 17,2002. Harry spent much
of his childhood in Wayne County,
Ohio, and majored in math at
Wooster. He married Lola Shearer in
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Winter
Scots
make a
splash
Kayla Heising ’04 of
Wauseon, Ohio, powers
through the butterfly.
Heising set a school
record in the 50 and 100
freestyle at the Zippy
Invitational in Akron
this winter. A t press
time, the women swim
mers were 6-1 in dual
meets; the men 3-4.
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Alexis Louttit '05 (left) of Lodi, Ohio, goes up for two of her 16 points
against NCACfoe Hiram in January while Kyle Witucky ’06 of Zanesville,
Ohio (above) goes for a rebound this winter. A t press time, the men came
from behind to top Wittenberg, leaving the Scots 8-0 in NCAC games.

ALUMNI

NEWS

Cropp leaves legacy
of alumni connections
he escorted alumni trips to desirable destinations around
the world and planned elegant receptions for reunions
and other occasions. But it was her time pitching in at a
food bank warehouse in Minnesota and cleaning up the Gault
Family Center in Wooster that Marian Cropp found the most
satisfying part of her alumni relations career at Wooster.
Indeed, Cropp says her retirement as associate director of
alumni relations was made all the easier in November because
it followed the success in October of Wooster’s second Scots in
Service day. Alumni gathered at fourteen sites around the
country — five more than the year before — to volunteer their
time toward a community project. Creating and helping to
organize the day of service has been a favorite effort of Cropp s
in recent years.
“To me, this project exemplifies everything that volunteerism can be — it’s good for the communities, good to bring
alumni together. And this year we were able to bring more of
our students into this,” says Cropp.
“And most of the people who took leadership positions
with the projects are young alumni, so we’re grooming lead
ers,” she adds.
Such attention to the deeper goals of alumni programming
characterized Cropp’s work, says Jeff Todd, former alumni
relations director who hired Cropp in 1992 and worked with
her until his departure for the University of Arizona last win
ter.
“Marian always focused on
"I d o n 't th in k there's
the reasons we create programs
and services for alumni: to build
another lib eral arts
and cultivate relationships with
school in the country
and for alumni and to grow
alumni engagement with
'v h e re alu m n i h ave
Wooster,” Todd says. She is a
such a strong sense of
master at building relationships
tradition an d lo y a lty
with alumni, and she has special
Wooster friendships throughout
Qnd a re so w illin g to
the country to prove it.”
9et involved in the
Cropp, a former elementary
school
teacher, began her work
Program s an d events
in alumni relations with a focus
that a re o ffe re d ."
on planning alumni weekend
— M a r ia n C r o p p and homecoming events. Soon
she developed Wooster’s alumni travel program, which includ
ed among other ventures a bike trip in Europe, a tour of
ancient Italy, and whale watching in Alaska.
“Leading trips is nothing short of exhausting because you
are on call 24/7,” Todd notes. “Marian had an opportunity to
experience incredible places and cultures, but she also can le
the burden of ensuring a positive and safe experience for every
booster traveler.”
Cropp’s duties shifted eventually from on-campus pro
gramming to regional event planning.
“She instinctively knew the right touches required to ma e
an event truly memorable for alumni,” Todd says. Marian
always ensured that our programs and events reflected
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Marian Cropp, associate director o f alumni relations, with her big catch, a
piranha, during a Wooster tour o f the Amazon River in February 1999. The crew
of La Turmalina prepared a piranha feast for dinner that evening. Cropp retired
from her position this past November.

Wooster’s excellence and the pride that alumni have in their
alma mater.”
Wooster alumni pride is nothing short of remarkable,
Cropp agrees. “I don’t think there’s another liberal arts school
in the country where alumni have such a strong sense of tradi
tion and and loyalty and are so willing to get involved in the
programs and events that are offered,” she says. “From the old
est alums to some of the youngest, they seem to expect and
look forward to opportunities to be engaged with Wooster.”
Cropp graduated from the University of Redlands in
California. She has eight children scattered across the country
— including Fritz ’82 and Jennifer Hansen ’91 — and twelve
grandchildren. Family members will accompany her on some
of the travels she plans for her retirement, including a bicycle
tour through France or Germany.
Sandy Eyre ’94, alumni relations director, promoted
Sharon Coursey Rice ’90 to assistant director in December.
Rice’s duties have expanded to include regional event planning
and coordination of Scots in Service along with on-campus
programming.
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‘First Family’
made the prexy’s
house a home
y the middle of the 1920s, College of Wooster offi
cials had deemed the brick house where thenPresident Charles Frederick Wishart lived with his
family inadequate for family living and College entertain
ment. The minutes of the Board of Trustees from this time
indicate the need to raise $1 million for various buildings,
including a women’s dormitory and women’s gymnasium
immediately and a president’s house in the longer term. In
1926, the trustees formally decided to build the house.
They retained the services of New York architect Daniel
Everett Ward. Construction began in the spring of 1928
with Theodore Bogner as general contractor (his sons and
namesake grandson have overseen every renovation project
since).
The Wooster Alumni Bulletin reported: “The house is to
be Collegiate Gothic in type and built of white brick, to
harmonize with the other campus buildings, is to be 29 x
54 feet in size, and is to cost not in excess of $40,000. The
present house is to be sold and the proceeds applied to the
new one. The president will pay a rental charge until the
cost is permanently financed. The house, to contain ten
rooms, will provide ample and appropriate facilities for
entertaining. French doors will open from the dining room
to the verandah, and from the living room to the garden,
which...will be a delightful place for outdoor receptions
and parties.”
Plans changed — the brick is red, the College still owns
Miller Manor (Wishart’s former residence at the corner of
Beall Avenue and Stibbs Street), and recent residents have
not paid rent. Yet visitors still find the residence to be “a
delightful place for receptions and parties.”
The Wishart family moved in soon after construction
in 1928. Wishart and his wife, Josephine Long Wishart, had
three children, James ’29, Sara ’32, and Josephine ’37. His
grandchildren remember Prexy Wishart as a delightful
man with a wry sense of humor and a talent for the piano
— one of the first house gifts the family received was a
Steinway piano.
Wishart’s grandchildren remember a cook, Alice, who
went into a deep depression if people didn’t clean their
plates. She would spend up to three days in bed in reaction
to such an insult. The family developed the practice of
scraping copious amounts of food onto plates and assign-
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Charles and Josephine Wishart in the gardens of the president’s home

ing to Josephine the task of surreptitiously flushing it
down the toilet to avoid offending Alice.
The Wisharts also employed housekeeper Mabel
Young, who stayed through the Lowry and Drushal years,
cooking many a beef stroganoff. Mabel was a loyal employ
ee but blunt with her opinions. Wishart family legend
includes Mabel snapping back at Prexy Wishart’s impatient
request for his breakfast with, “You can’t hurry a threeminute egg! She also chided Mrs. Wishart not to buy any
more cookies, because the children kept eating them,
which Mrs. Wishart had thought was the point.
The Wisharts introduced the first in a long series of
dogs to enjoy the house. The young Josephine wanted to
name the collie “Howard Lowry,” after one of Wooster’s
most prominent graduates who would succeed Josephine’s
father as president. Her parents considered it too awkward
to have someone yelling out the front door, “Howard
Lowry! Here boy!” They compromised by naming the dog
“Matthew Arnold,” after the British poet and critic who
was the subject of Lowry’s scholarly research. £ 2
— Excerpted from a history of the president’s house by J.
Douglas Drushal 74, who lived in the University Street house
as a teenager in the late 1960s when his father, J. Garber
Drushal, succeeded Howard Lowry as president. Drushal
wrote the text for visitors touring the house in December
2002 as a fundraiser for a woman’s shelter in Wooster.
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1925: Posing in front of Kauke Hall are Class of

1925 classmates (top, 1 to r) Sarah Painter, Maudie Nesbitt, Estella
Goodhart, Margaret Beeman, Marian Wilson, Pauline Gerlach,
Catharine McClelland ’26, and Lueila Goodhart. (Below) Gerlach,
Beeman, McClelland, Wilson, E. Goodhart, L. Goodhart, Painter,
Nesbitt.

